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Abstract

This thesis describes a set of techniques and approachesfor intelligent mod-

elling and condition assessment of power transformers based on frequency re-

sponse (FRA) and dissolved gas (DGA) analyses using a number of computa-

tional intelligence techniques, i.e. genetic algorithms (GAs), genetic program-

ming (GP), bacterial swarming algorithm (BSA) andevidential reasoning (ER)

approach. A detailed introduction to the GAs, GP and BSA reveals the ad-

vantages of evolutionary algorithms as very powerful tools for optimisation and

pattern recognition problems. On the other hand, an ER approachis able to

provide an overall decision by aggregating subjective judgements on constitutive

attributes of a multiple-attribute decision-making problem with uncertainties.

The thesis focuses on two approaches to power transformer modelling for

FRA, the lumped and distributed parameter approaches. A lumped parameter

model of transformer core is established on the basis of the duality principle be-

tween magnetic andelectrical circuits, and lumped parameter winding models of

single-phase and 3-phase power transformers are introduced. Due to computa-

tional complexity of traditional multiconductor transmission line (MTL) models,

a novel simplified mathematical modelof disc-type transformer winding for FRA,

based on the combination of the travelling wave and MTL theories, is developed

and verified. Theorder of the model is determined only by the numberofdiscs in

a winding, whereas traditional MTL models of transformer winding are mostly

of the order of total turn number. Methods for model parameter estimation

from FRA measurementsare considered in detail using analytical and numerical

calculations.

In industral conditions, it is not always possible to conduct additional tests

for precise measurements of core lamination or insulation properties, used for

estimation of the parameters of transformer winding models. To identify the

parameters of power transformer core and windings, a model-based approach

with evolutionary algorithm learning on the basis of FRA measurementsis for-

mulated. The approach is applied to identify core lamination parameters with

GA,utilising the transformer core model, established upon the magnetic-electric

duality principle. It is suggested that the proposed identification approach can



be applied for the core parameter identification when lamination samples are

unavailable for experimental tests. The core model is further applied to simu-

late frequency responses of different phase windings, which shows the potential

for accurate transformer core modelling and great practicability for FRA result

interpretation at low frequencies. To identify parameters of the lumped param-

eter winding models a BSA and a GAare applied for a comparative simulation

study, which shows that BSA is more efficient for the given identification prob-

lem. The model parameter identification, using experimental input admittance

frequency responses, confirms that the proposed approach can be employed for

the experimental FRA result interpretation.

The presented lumped parameter transformer models are further utilised for

a simulation study of different winding fault conditions, aiming to establish FRA

interpretation criteria on the basis of experimental case studies and simulationsat

frequencies up to 1 MHz. On the other hand,the simplified distributed parameter

model is shown to be useful for resonance analysis under very fast transient

overvoltages and to study minor winding movements at frequencies above 1 MHz.

In practice, a FRA assessment process is mostly intuitive, since experts have

to consider all the available measurement data using different cross-comparisons

and make a decision. Therefore, a reasonable ideais to integrate all the informa-

tion from the major FRAinterpretation techniques using a formalised and mean-

ingful framework, which can produce an overall evaluation. The ER approach,

designed to combine evidence and deal with uncertainties, is applied to develop a

formalised decision making framework for transformer winding assessment based

on FRA. The presented examples in the thesis demonstrate the implementation

process of the developed approach to ER-based transformer winding condition

assessment. In the case when more than one expertis involved into a FRA assess-

ment process, the developed ER, frameworkcan be used to aggregate the experts’

subjective judgements and produce an overall evaluation of the condition of a

transformer winding.

Anessential part of the thesis is devoted to a discussion on the problem of

transformer incipient fault classification based on DGA. Being based on empiri-

cal studies, conventional DGA ratio methods are not unbiased and often produce
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different judgements. In order to develop a reliable intelligent fault classification

approach based on DGA,dealing with highly versatile or noise corrupted data,

two methods, GP and bootstrap, are employed to improve the interpretation

accuracy using DGA data. GP is applied to perform learning optimisation with

the purpose to establish classification features for each fault type based on the

collected gas data. In order to improve GP performance, bootstrap preprocessing

is utilised to equalise the sample number for different fault types. The features

extracted with GP are then used as the inputs to ANN, SVM and KNN clas-

sifiers for accurate fault classification. Results of the experiments indicate that

the introduction of bootstrap data preprocessing and GP feature extraction can

improve the accuracy of transformer fault diagnosis in the cases when the anal-

ysed data contain unequal numberof samples for different fault classes. It can

be deduced that the proposed preprocessing approach being, in general, a con-

sequence of simple procedures, is practically applicable and maybeutilised for

an automated power transformer diagnosis.

In the thesis, descriptions of experiments and analysis of developed results

are included to support the conclusion drawn in each work. Finally, a systematic

summaryis given, and future research work is suggested.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

A transformer is an important part and one of the most expensive elements

in a power system. Its condition affects the stability andreliability of the whole

system. Power transformers play several roles in the system such as converting

the level of a voltage or current (lower to high or otherwise), separation of the

system into several subsystems which decreases the apparent value of capacitors,

inductors and resistances applied. Furthermore, transformers are used for long

distance electrical energy transmission purposes as well as for energy distribution

to small consumers.

In fact, power transformer’s correct functioning is vital to system operation.

Its failure and damage can cause long-term switching off of the system and,

therefore, a standstill of dependable technological processes leading to multiple

financial losses. The transients occurring during transformerfailure could affect

major equipment of the interconnected power subsystems and, thereby, cause

switching off of the latter by means of relay protection.

There are various types of transformerfault caused by electrical disturbances,

overloading, insulation deterioration and inadequate maintenance, loose connec-

tions, moisture and lightning. In general, full load operation of transformer with

high current and voltage values jointly with extremely high electromagneticfield

can lead inevitably to some faults occurring over time. Therefore monitoring and
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diagnostic techniques for transformer condition assessment must be applied to

obtain maximum operating efficiency and optimum life of a power transformer,

minimise the risk such of premature failures and, thereby, provide potential to

improve the maintenancestrategy[1,2].

According to the transformerfault statistics, about 19% ofall occurring emer-

gencies are winding faults [2,3]. However, another survey of 15-25 years old

transformers [3] indicates that winding deformation failures are almost 2 out of

3 of all failures. Thus, winding conditions including insulation must be moni-

tored in the first instance, and the development of more advanced transformer

fault detection procedures based on accurate interpretation of test data is a very

urgent research task.

1.2 Scope of Work

The work presented in this thesis is split into two areas, where the main

topic is power transformer winding modelling and condition assessment using

Frequency Response Analysis (FRA). The second topic is devoted to intelligent

transformerfault classification using Dissolved Gas Analysis (DGA).

The thesis is structured as follows:

Chapter 2 presents background materials on transformer winding condition as-

sessment using FRA and DGA.

Chapter 3 introduces fundamentals of computational intelligence techniques

utilised in this research.

Chapter 4 reviews lumped parameter models of power transformer core and

windings for FRA.

Chapter 5 discusses distributed parameter models of transformer windings for

FRA.

Chapter 6 proposes a model-basedidentification approach of power transformer

parameters using evolutionary algorithms on the basis of FRA measure-

ments.
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Chapter 7 studies the interpretation techniques of FRA measurements and

presents a decision making framework for transformer winding condition

assessment based on an evidential reasoning approach.

Chapter 8 presents an intelligent fault classification approach to power trans-

former DGA, dealing with highly versatile or noise corrupted data and

implementing genetic programming and bootstrap to improve the DGA

interpretation accuracy.

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis summarising obtained results. Prospective di-

rections of further research are also discussed.

1.3. Contribution to Research

The major contributions arising from this research is the utilisation of the

advanced performance of computational intelligence techniques to improve power

transformer modelling and condition assessment. The contributions concentrate

on the following topics:

e Establishment of a mathematical model of a power transformer core using

the magnetic-electric duality principle taking into account frequency de-

pendent behaviour of core lamination. The modelis applied for lamination

core parameteridentification based on FRA measurements. The model has

a simple form and a clear physical meaning and can be applied for FRA

result interpretation at low frequencies.

e Development andverification of a new mathematical model of a disc-type

transformer winding based on travelling wave and multiconductor transmis-

sion line (MTL) theories. Each disc of the modelis described by travelling

wave equations, which are connected to each other in a form of MTL model.

This allows to reduce significantly the order of the model determined only

by the numberofdiscs in a modelled winding and to extend the simulated

winding frequency responses. It is shown that the model can be utilised

for FRA result interpretation in an extended range of frequencies up to

10 MHz.
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e Formulation of an intelligent model-based approach to parameter identi-

fication of power transformer core and windings using evolutionary com-

putation algorithms, utilising FRA measurements. It includes preliminary

estimation of a search space, which is used for the subsequent model param-

eter identification. The approach improves frequency response modelling

of power transformers, that can be used for FRA result interpretation.

e Analysis and systematisation of classification criteria for FRA result inter-

pretation at frequencies up to 1 MHz regarding various winding conditions.

Analysis of the effect of minor winding faults on FRA measurements and

winding resonance analysis at frequencies above 1 MHz.

e Development of an evidential reasoning approach to transformer winding

condition assessment with FRA. The proposed ER framework allowsto uni-

formly describe expert’s subjective judgements with regard to various FRA

comparison techniques. This aims to provide a balanced overall condition

evaluation, based on collective expertise of one or more experts involved. As

the experts’ subjective judgements are often incomplete and inconclusive,

the ER algorithm is very suitable for aggregating such original subjective

judgements in order to determine the impact of uncertainty on decision

analysis.

e Development of an intelligent fault classification approach based on DGA,

dealing with highly versatile or noise corrupted data. Genetic programming

(GP) and bootstrap are implemented to improve the interpretation accu-

racy for DGA of power transformers. Bootstrap preprocessing is utilised

to equalise approximately the sample numbers for different fault classes

to improve subsequent fault classification with GP feature extraction. GP

is applied to establish classification features for each class based on the

collected gas data. The features extracted with GP are then used as the

inputs to artificial neural network, support vector machine and K-nearest

neighbourclassifiers for fault classification.
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Chapter 2

Main Aspects of Transformer

Condition Assessment

2.1 Introduction

Among the various techniques applied to power transformer winding and

insulation condition assessment only the low-voltage impulse (LVI) and FRA

techniques are suitable for winding deformation and displacement assessment

[4-6]. Normally, winding deformations and displacements are caused by large

mechanical forces due to short-circuit fault currents, which are morelikely to

develop following the insulation and turn-to-turn damages in power transformers

[4,6]. These processes can occur and develop during a long period of time due

to inaccessibility of turn-to-turn measurements of internal voltages and currents

on site for transformer condition assessment.

The LVI method was developed and widely used as an off-line test for trans-

former winding condition monitoring. It is based on the low-voltage rectangular

impulse injection into one of the transformer winding terminals and registration

of the transient impulse response in the time domain. A comparison of the os-

cilloscope patterns for each winding of a transformer with the reference ones,

having been obtained before the damage had occurred, allows an observation

of the winding state changes. Possessing relatively high sensitivity, the method

has found many applications in the power industry [6]. However, it has several
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disadvantages such as an extensive calibration procedure [4].

In order to avoid the above mentioned problem and simplify diagnostic proce-

dures, an alternative method, FRA, was proposed by Dick and Erven in 1978 [4].

It is based on the fact that the frequency response shape of a transformer wind-

ing in high frequencies depends on changesofits internal distances andprofiles,

which are related to its deviation or geometrical deformation [7].

With regard to insulation condition assessment the main concern is power

transformer incipient faults, which may decrease the electrical and mechanical

integrity of the insulation system. This may lead to a state when the insulation

cannot withstand transient overstresses caused by through-fault currents (me-

chanical forces on windings) andelectrical overvoltages (temporary, switching or

lightning). Currently, DGAis recognised as the mostreliable test for power trans-

former incipient fault diagnosis [1,8]. The analysis of ratios of specific dissolved

gas concentrations in insulating oil of a transformer gives the information about

a fault state and, therefore, allows to carry out necessary preventive technical

arrangements.

In this chapter, fundamentals of the both transformer condition assessment

methods, FRA and DGA,are presented. An introduction to the major ex-

perimental result interpretation techniques that are widely used in the power

industry for transformer condition assessment and fault classification, provides

a consolidated basis for the research presented in this thesis.

2.2 Frequency Response Analysis for Trans-

former Winding Condition Assessment

Nowadays, FRA has received worldwide attention for transformer winding

condition assessment, gradually replacing the previously used LVI method. It

provides higher sensitivity to changes occurring in a transformer winding com-

pared with the LVI method and can berelatively easily performed onsite [9].

As mentioned above, FRA of transformer windings is based upon the fact

that deviations or geometrical deformations of a winding are concerned with the

changesof internal distances and profiles of the winding turns, which determine
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its capacitances and inductances [9,10]. Sufficiently different combinations of

these internal parameters reply essentially altered frequency responses, that can

be observed by injecting a signal into a terminal of the winding and measuring

an output response signal from the same or another winding terminal. Thus,

simultaneous measurements of amplitude ratio and phasedifference between the

input and output signals of a transformer winding give its frequency response in

a wide range of frequencies up to several mega Hertz using the Fourier transform

or a variable frequency sweep [7, 9-13].

In FRA measured results are usually acquired in a form of frequency responses

of a winding transfer function, whichis defined as the ratio of the output response

signal to the input signal as follows:

_ Output(w)H(w) = (2.2.1)
Input(w) ’

where w is an angular frequency. The transfer function represents both the

magnitude and phase responses against the frequency, which are measured ex-

perimentally.

Different types of the corresponding input and output signals determine the

physical interpretation of the transfer function and are consideredin the following

subsection.

2.2.1 FRA Measurement Methods

In practice, there are two main approaches to perform an FRAtest and obtain

frequency responses of a transformer winding, impulse response and frequency

sweep methods. Both methods have been widely used in the power industry but

the sweep response methodis currently becoming an industrial standard for FRA

due to its advantages, which are considered below [14, 15].

Impulse Response Method

Using this method, an impulse voltage signal is injected into the one termi-

nal of a winding, being measured simultaneously as well as the corresponding

response signal from the other terminal of a winding. Then both the measured

signals are converted into the frequency domain using the fast Fourier transform
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(FFT). Finally, the ratio of the FFTs of the measured signals gives a frequency

responseof the corresponding transfer function according to equation (2.2.1) [15].

The main disadvantages of this method are [15]:

e poor resolution at low frequencies that makes difficult to detect short-

circuited turns or core related faults;

e the excitation source cannot produce enough energy in the whole frequency

range of interest. This leads to different precision across the frequency

range. As a result, limited upper bound of calculated frequency responses,

since the injected signal energy diminishes at higher frequencies;

e noise corruption due to time domain measurements, hence, a small error

during the signal measurement can cause significant deviations in the cal-

culated frequency responses after the FFT transformation;

e several pieces of measurement equipment are required.

On the other hand, the advantages of this methodare the possibility to obtain

simultaneously several transfer functions and a small time period required to

make each measurement.

Frequency Sweep Method

Measurements are obtained by making a frequency sweep at predefined fre-

quencies using constant amplitude sinusoidal signals. Thus, the frequency re-

sponse is determined directly since the results are readily available across the

whole frequency range of interest without having an additional signal postpro-

cessing [16].

In the power industry, it is becoming a standard way to perform sweep FRA

(SFRA) measurements in the form of the ratio k of the output voltage Uout over

the input voltage Ui») from the both terminals of a winding, represented as the

logarithmic magnitude-frequency responses in decibel (dB) — hertz (Hz) scale as

below:
Oasut (w )Tea) (2.2.2)k = 20lg
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reference signal

outputsignal

J

injected signal

 

  

 

 

Fig. 2.1: Typical experimental set-up for FRA testing

and phase-frequency responses in degrees—Hz or radian-Hz as shown:

Oout(w
y= “(eS), (2.2.3)

following the recommendations of various FRA equipment producers and tech-

nical committees [11, 12].

However, in laboratory conditions input impedance or admittance responses

of a winding are also widely utilised for FRA measurements in a form of the

ratios Zinp OF Yinp Of the input voltage Ujnp over the input current TIinp OF vice

versa as follows:

Feowllashcs 2S
These measurements were successfully applied in research, devoted to trans-

and Yinp(w) = ee (2.2.4) 

former winding modelling and FRA result interpretation [16, 17].

A typical FRA measurementsetupis illustrated in Fig. 2.1, where the transfer

function responses of a winding in the forms of (2.2.2) and (2.2.3) are acquired.

The heart of the measurement system is a network analyser, which generates the

sinusoidal signals andis also used to measure the voltage outputs and manipulate

the results. Thus, only one piece of equipment is used for measurements across

any desired frequency range, which is usually wider than that of the impulse

response method.
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In addition, a network analyser can be controlled by a laptop computer,

which is used for pre-configuration of the output frequency range and othertest

parameters as well as for storing and displaying measuredresults using a specially

designed software [4,9]. The results can be presented using both logarithmic and

linear frequency scales.

In general, the method provides a high signal-to-noise ratio using filtering

to remove broadband noise. On the other hand, the time needed to produce

frequency sweep dependson the frequency resolution andis usually longer than

that of the impulse response method [15].

2.2.2 Practical Assessment of Transformer Winding

Condition Based on FRA

As mentioned above, changes in resonance frequencies or/and magnitudes

are linked to deviations of inductances or capacitances, which are determined

by physical dimensions of a transformer. Thus, changes in resonances are, in

fact, evidence for diagnosis of winding mechanicalfaults like displacements and

deformations.

The analysis of frequency response traces was, at the first, attempted by

Dick and Erven [4], who explained the winding frequency domain behaviour

by defining the terms of low, medium and high frequency ranges. Below the

10 — 20 kHz bound a transformer winding response is dominated by inductive

components whereas in the medium frequencies from 10 — 20 kHz to 1 MHz the

combinations of inductances and capacitances cause multiply resonancesover the

frequency range [4]. Even higher frequencies lead to the case when distributive

capacitances of a winding tend to shunt winding inductances and resistances

(2 — 10 MHzfrequency range).

Another frequency bandwidth division was proposed on the basis of exper-

imental case studies, where the relations between different frequency ranges of

a SFRAtrace and the elements within a transformer were analysed [7,18]. Ac-

cordingto [18,19], a FRA result interpretation can be based upon separating the

frequency responses into four frequency bands being more sensitive to different
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winding faults as indicated in Table 2.1 and discussed in section 7.2.

Comparison Techniques

In practice, transformer winding condition assessment is conducted manually

by experts or trained on-site engineers. They tend to use simple interpretation

of measured frequency responses for transformer winding assessment incorporat-

ing “time-based”, “construction-based” and “type-based” comparisons of FRA

traces [20].

“Time-based” (reference) comparison (RC) is considered as the most accu-

rate technique for detection of changes in transformer windings [7]. It includes

a comparison of FRA measurements with the reference responses of the investi-

gated winding of a transformer, being taken when the transformer is known to

be in a normalcondition.

The comparison of FRA results with the corresponding data taken from other

legs in separate tests for a multilegged transformer is called a “construction-

based” (phase) comparison (PC). This procedure can be implemented only for

certain types of transformers having a “star” phase connection as shown in

Fig. 2.2. Owing to difference of flux paths for the middle and side phases of

a transformer, there are differences expected between low frequency responses

during open circuit measurements. A short circuit test [12] is widely used to

eliminate the core effect, thereby allowing the direct comparison of the responses

between different phases at low frequencies.

Thethird procedure, the “type-based”(sister unit) comparison (SUC), utilises

the FRA measurements taken from the identically designed transformers of the

same manufacturer [20]. Rapid changes in frequency responses, measured from

the same phase windings of the same type of transformers with respect to res-

onance frequencies and magnitudes in low and mid frequency ranges, indicate

potential internal changes in the investigated transformer winding, knowing the

sister transformer winding is normal.
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Table 2.1: Sub-Band Division of Frequency Responses [18]
 

 

Frequency Failure sensitivity
 

 

Core deformation, open circuits, shorted turns

 

 

< 2 kHz . ae
and residual magnetisation

> kHz — 20 kHz Bulk winding movement between windings

and clamping structure

20 kHz — 400 kHz Deformation within the main or tap windings
 

Movement of the main and tap windings,
400 kHz — about 1 MHz : -

ground impedancesvariations  
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(a)
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i i t
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x y Z

Cc B b

(b)

Fig. 2.2: Standard transformer winding configurations: “star” (Y) phasor di-

agram and winding connections (a); “delta” (A) phasor diagram and winding

connections (b)
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Quantitative Analysis Using Statistical Indicators

In practice, an analysis of frequency response measurements is conducted by

experts using a visual comparison of the responses, plotted on the same graph,

and, therefore, requires expert’s knowledge for the result interpretation [7]. To

overcome this problem, many efforts have been directed to establish a reliable

quantitative analysis procedure using the statistically-based performance indi-

cators such as a correlation coefficient p(X,Y), a spectrum deviation o(X,Y)

and an absolute sum of logarithmic error (ASLE), etc. [7,18,21-23]. These three

indicators are mostly used at FRA to carry out “time-based” (reference) com-

parative quantitative analysis of deviations between two frequency responses and

are defined as follows:

ieLiYi

 

(2.2.5)
s s
Ee Sy
i=1 i=1

_1 S (x; + y;)/2 yi — (ai + yi)/2 °ah, (eee) + (eee - (2.2.6)
a (xi + yi)/2 (xi + yi)/2

Ss
1

ASLE(X,Y) =3 |20 logy9 yi — 20 logy, xi|, (2.2.7)

where vectors X = {21,%,...,vg} and Y = {y1,yo,..., ys} denote data vec-

tors of two frequency responses and S is the number of frequency points in the

observed frequency interval.

If the shapes of X and are similar to each other, the correlation coefficient

p(X,Y) approaches 1 whereas and the spectrum deviation o(X,Y) approaches

0. ASLEis introduced for FRA, since the winding transfer function responses

are mostly obtainedin the form of (2.2.2) using a logarithmic vertical axis. Thus,

ASLEquantifies graphically presented frequency responses in dB units [23].

Currently the indicators are used to analyse FRA measurementsindividually

in different frequency ranges to evaluate the effect of various winding conditions

on the responses at different frequencies.

A further discussion on FRAresults interpretation regarding various winding

conditions is given in Chapter 7, where winding fault classification features are
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investigated.

2.3. Dissolved Gas Analysis for Oil-Filled

Transformer Condition Assessment

DGA has been widely recognised as an effective diagnostic technique for in-

cipient faults detection foroil-filled power transformers. It utilises the analysis of

ratios of specific dissolved gas concentrations in insulating oil of a transformer.

This gives the knowledge about a transformer condition, based on whichit is

possible to undertake necessary preventive technical arrangements.

In general, DGA accurately diagnosesincipient faults related to electrical dis-

charges in winding insulation andits local overheating. These faults break down

insulating materials in the vicinity of fault locations and release gaseous decom-

position products, such as hydrogen (Hz), methane (CHy4), acetylene (CjHz),

ethylene (C2H,), and ethane (C2H¢), which are then dissolved in the oil.

An insulating oil sample from a sampling valve is injected into an oil-gas

extractor for the analysis to determine the types of gases and its concentrations,

which are usedfor fault classification with various widely employed interpretation

criteria. These criteria, such as Key Gas, Rogers and Doernenburg methods

[24], were established on the basis of the experimental study of relationships

between the dissolved gas concentrations and transformer fault conditions and

are introduced in the following subsections.

2.3.1 Key Gas Analysis Method

The Key Gas method evaluates concentrations of certain key gases, C2H,,

CO, Hy, C2Hp, in the oil and relates them to the four fault types, overheating of

oil, overheating of cellulose, corona (partial discharge) and arcing as follows [24]:

Overheating of oil Decomposition products include ethylene (C2H4) and

methane (CH,), together with smaller quantities of hydrogen (Hz) and

ethane (C2Hg). Traces of acetylene (C2H2) may be formedif the fault is

severe or involves electrical contacts. The principal gas is ethylene.
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Overheating of cellulose Large quantities of carbon dioxide and carbon mono-

xide are evolved from overheated cellulose. Hydrocarbon gases, such as

methane and ethylene, will be formed if the fault involves an oil-immersed

structure. The principal gas is carbon monoxide.

Corona Low-energyelectrical discharges produce hydrogen and methane, with

small quantities of ethane and ethylene. Comparable amounts of carbon

monoxide and dioxide mayresult from discharges in cellulose. The principal

gas is hydrogen.

Arcing Large amounts of hydrogen and acetylene are produced, with minor

quantities of methane and ethylene. Carbon dioxide and carbon monoxide

may also be formed if the fault involves cellulose. Oil may be carbonised.

Theprincipal gas is acetylene.

Since this method does not give numerical correlations directly, the diagnosis

depends greatly on the expert’s experience [1].

2.3.2 Gas Ratio Methods

Based upon the empirical studies on correlations between gas ratio analyses

of many units with the subsequently assigned fault types, two widely used ratio

methods attributed to Dornenberg and Rogers were established. The methods

utilise the following 5 gas ratios [24]:

CH, Cr» CoHe CoH, CoH,1=—* R2= R3 = R4 = R5 = .RP C.H, CH, CoH C2He
    (2.3.1)

and are described below.

The Doernenburg Ratio Method

The Doernenburg ratio method utilises ratios Rl, R2, R3 and R4 and re-

quires significant levels of the certain gases to be present for valid diagnosis by

comparing these gases to special concentrations L1 given in Table2.2.

The methodclassifies 3 general fault types, thermal fault (overheating), corona

(low energy discharge) and arcing (high energy discharge), using a set of pre-
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Table 2.2: Dornenburg’s L1 Limits [24]

Gas H2 CH, C2H2 C2H, C2He

L1 (ppm) 100| 120 35 50 65

 

 

 

 

      
 

Table 2.3: The Doernenburg Ratio Method [24]
 

 

 

 

 

 

Suggested Fault Rl R2 R3 R4

Diagnosis CH,/Hz2 C2H2/C2H,4 C2H2/CH, C2He/C2H2

Thermal Fault
(Overheating) > 1.0 < 0.75 < 0.3 > 0.4

Corona(Partial Not

Discharge) = Significant < 0.9 > 0.4

Arcing (High
Bneray Discharge) 0.1 — 1.0 > 0.75 > 0.3 < 0.4     
 

defined limits for the gas ratios as shown in the flow chart in Fig. 2.3 and

summarised in Table 2.3.

The Rogers Ratio Method

Unlike the previous method, the Rogers ratio method uses only 3 gasratios,

R1, R2 and R5, and doesnot require aninitial validation of the gas concentrations

prior to a diagnostic procedure. The step-by-step flow chart of the methodis

shown in Fig. 2.4. Table 2.4 presents the values of the predefined limits for the

gas ratios corresponding to the suggested diagnoses.

2.4 Summary

This chapter presents a detailed introduction to FRA and DGAcondition

assessment techniques for power transformers.

A discussion on the comparison techniques for FRA result interpretation

shows that a decision procedure with FRA has not yet been formalised. The

final decision on the condition of transformer windings is made in a subjective
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Table 2.4: The Rogers Ratio Method [24]
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Suggested Fault R1 R2 R5

Diagnosis CH,/H:2 C2H2/C2H, C2H,/C2He

No Fault 0.1-—1.0 <0.1 < 1.0

Low Energy Arcing

(Partial Discharge) <0 <0 =u

Arcing (High
Energy Discharge) 0.1—1.0 0.1 — 3.0 > 3.0

Low Temperature
Thermal 0.1 — 1.0 <0.1 1.0 — 3.0

Thermal < 700°C > 1.0 <0.1 1.0 — 3.0

Thermal > 700°C > 1.0 < 0.1 = 3.0    
 

manner depending on the expert’s experience [7,13]. Often the diagnosis is not

conclusive since different experts may give uncertain or inconsistent judgements

with regard to the same transformer. In these cases, transformer windings are

usually inspected directly when removed from the tank. Therefore, it is desir-

able to combine the available transformer diagnoses in order to obtain a balanced

overall condition evaluation, based on collective expertise.

An important problem with the conventional DGA ratio methods, however,

is that some gas ratios do not fit into the diagnostic codes [24]. Moreover, being

based on empirical studies, these methods are not unbiased and often produce

different judgements. In these cases, engineers have to take into account other

related information about a transformerin effort to assess its condition, e.g. the

previous operation history of the transformer, results of the latest inspection,

states of on-load tap changer, etc [25].
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Chapter 3

Fundamentals of Computational

Intelligence Techniques

3.1 Computational Intelligence Concept

Artificial Intelligence (AI) is generally defined as the branch of computer

science that is concerned with the automation of intelligent behaviour [26]. In

other words, the goal of AI as a science is to make machines to do things that

would require intelligence if done by humans [27].

The research in AI was started from studying the two fundamental aspects

of intelligence, knowledge representation and search. Thefirst of these aspects,

knowledge representation, concerns with the development and application of for-

mal language to describe the properties and relationships among objects in a

problem domain using logical and reasoning constructions, replicating human

decision making process.

On the other hand, search is a problem solving technique that systematically

explores a space of alternative stages in a problem-solving process tofind final

solution. As a simple example, consider a chess game where on each step a player

considersall possible board combinations and makesa decision [26].

Manyefforts to implement these intelligent aspects into a machine computa-

tion has led to emerging of Computational Intelligence (CI) as an AI offshoot,

that comprises a numberof general approaches, useful for supporting the design

22
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and development of machine-based intelligent systems. These approaches are

summarised in the following subsections.

3.1.1 Logical Approach

Initially, this approach was based upon the use of the IF-THEN logical con-

structions to develop a theorem proving programs, which analyse the knowledge

about properties and relationships among objects to solve a problem (derive a

procedure, conclusion, etc.), that would normally require a human expert. Such

CI programsare called expert systems, which are able to make choices analysing

information acquired from a variety of knowledge sources, e.g. human experts,

databases, etc [28].

To make expert systems more efficient in dealing with vague, imprecise and

uncertain knowledge and information, a fuzzy logic concept was introduced [29],

which uses fuzzy values to encode human knowledge in a form that accurately

reflects experts’ understanding of difficult, complex problems and, thus, capture

human reasoning and decision making [30].

Alternatively, a basic probability theory was used to express uncertain in-

formation, upon which a variety of evidence combination and decision making

methods has been successfully developed, utilising different concepts of proba-

bilistic reasoning. Among the most applied methods are the Random Sets [31],

Bayesian [32] and Dempster-Shafer evidence combination theories [33].

In this thesis, a latest development, an ER approach developed upon the

Dempster-Shafer evidence combination theory, is utilised to establish a multi-

attribute evaluation framework for an overall decision making for transformer

winding condition assessment as presented in Chapter 7.

3.1.2 Cybernetical Approach

This is a classical CI approach, originating from the work of McCulloch and

Pitts in 1943, which presented a simple binary model of a brain neuron. Dra-

matic development ofartificial neural network (ANN) theory emerged decades

later, in 1980s, utilising advanced computing facilities to experiment with various
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ANN models. In that time the major contributions to ANN such as the back-

propagation learning technique and multilayer perceptron models, self-organizing

(Kohonen) maps, etc. were introduced [30].

Similar to a biological neuron system, an artificial neural network is a com-

putational system with a large numberof simultaneously functioning simple pro-

cesses with many connections. ANN renders organizational principles peculiar to

a human brain aiming to acquire learning ability with the purpose of improving

its performance.

One of the fundamental principles in the cybernetical approach is a black-

box paradigm, i.e. an unknown model with inputs and outputs, which learns to

imitate an object behaviourin order to similarly respond in analogoussituations

without formal descriptions of actions. This machine learning property of Cl

block-box models has found wide applications in pattern recognition, data mining

and classification applications.

In general, an ANN is a black-box model, in which a learning (or training)

process is considered as an iterative adjustment of a network architecture and

weights in order to obtain the desired outputs for a given set of the training

samples being passed as ANN inputs. This self-training property makes ANN a

very efficient technique in many applications areas including data classification.

Another machine learning algorithm, K-nearest neighbour (KNN), has also

found wide applications in thefield of data classification, statistical pattern recog-

nition, image processing and many others. It is based upon an assumption that

the data samples assigned to the same categoryare closely located to each other.

The K closest neighbours are found from the training dataset by calculating the

distance, e.g. the Euclidean distance, between the examined point and training

samples. The K closest data points are then analysed to determine which class

label is most common amongthe set with the purpose to assign it to data points

being analysed [34].

On the basis of statistical learning theory support vector machine (SVM),

another category of CI black-box models, was developed and recognised as one

of the standard tools for machine learning and data mining [35]. Originally

established to solve binary classification problems, SVM determines a number
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of support vectors from training samples and converts them into a feature space

using various kernel functions, among which the most commonly used are the

Gaussian radial basis function (RBF), polynomial, multi-layer perceptron, etc.

[35]. Thus, by solving a quadratic optimisation problem, the optimal separating

hyperplane with a maximal margin between the twoclasses is defined.

The above three intelligent classifiers, ANN, SVM and KNN,are utilised in

this thesis for incipient fault classification of power transformers based on DGA

as presented in Chapter8.

3.1.3. Evolutionary Approach

Natural intelligence is a product of evolution. Therefore, the development

of CI systems using this approach assumes an establishment of an initial model

and governing rules, according to which the model can modify or evolve through

the process of selection of the best variants [30]. An evolutionary approach to

CI is based on evolutionary algorithms (EAs), which are established using the

Darwinian concepts of natural selection and evolution.

An EAsolves a problem by random generating a mass of solution variants.

Each variant is tested and evaluated using a certain selection criterion, being

specifically defined depending on the problem. Using selection procedures an

algorithm chooses the best solution variants from each generation of solution

variants and performs mating operations to reproduceoffsprings, which consti-

tute the next generation. Thus, a simulation of the natural evolution process

drives a process of searching the optimal solution for a given problem.

The fundamental differences between EAs and traditional optimisation tech-

niques such as the least square optimisation, etc., are that EAs can perform

highly parallel search of a solution space and do not demandaccurate initial

estimates [36]. The evaluation of a population of candidate solutions enables

EAsto discover a wide rangeof solutions and meansthat the algorithmsareless

likely to converge around local optima.

Furthermore, the probabilistic nature of EAs makes them less dependent on

the initial starting points. This is in contrast to purely deterministic optimisation

algorithms, which are much more vulnerable to a poorchoice ofinitial starting
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conditions. Unlike other optimisation algorithms, EAs do not require any addi-

tional problem information such as derivative values as the algorithms rely on

the values provided by a fitness function. This makes the algorithm an ideal

choice for problems proven to be difficult for traditional gradient-based methods

due to highly complex or irregular search spaces [37].

A variety of well-established biologically inspired EAs has emerged in the

past a few years, such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs) [38], Particle Swarm Opti-

mizer (PSO) [39], Evolutionary Programming [40], Bacterial Foraging Algorithm

(BFA) [41], etc. Perhaps, the most established and recognised representatives

of evolutionary algorithms are the GAs that, in fact, became the benchmark

applications for comparative analysis with the newly developed learning algo-

rithms, based upon the analysis of animal swarm behaviour, bacterial foraging,

etc. In this research, GA and a novel algorithm developedin the Intelligence En-

gineering and Automation Research Group of the University of Liverpool, namely

Bacterial Swarming Algorithm (BSA) [42,43], are utilised to perform intelligent

identification of transformer parameters as discussed in Chapter6.

The majority of applications of GA, PSO, BFA and other learning techniques

are narrowed to parameter optimisation and identification, where mathematical

models are solidly defined. In most applications the search for an optimal model

structure itself has not been considered due to the fixed length solution variants

used in these EAs. A further development of the GA concept in the form of

Genetic Programming (GP) [44] operates by tree-structured solution variants,

which can change its size and shape during a learning process. This GP charac-

teristic has allowed the application of GP for extraction of the artificial features

used in fault classification problems, thus providing a solution for experimental

DGAdata analysis as proposed in Chapter8.

The subsequent sections of this chapter present a detailed introduction to the

three EAs, GA, GP and BSA,and the ER approach,utilised in this thesis.
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3.2 Genetic Algorithms

Genetic Algorithm, established by Holland [45] and later developed by Gold-

berg [38], is a powerful evolutionary optimisation technique established on the

basis of the principles of genetics and natural selection. The technique preserves

the biological terminology and operates with a set (population) of optimised pa-

rameters (analogous to genes) being codedasfinite-length strings (analogous to

chromosomes), representing potential solutions of an optimisation problem. The

population of the individuals (chromosomes) is undergone by the procedure of

fitness evaluation, which represents the survivability of individuals during a selec-

tion procedure. Then the fittest individuals are chosen as parents for performing

crossover and/or mutation, thereby, producing offsprings, which constitute a new

generation of a population. The process continues until a given termination cri-

terion is met or simply a certain numberof generations are reached. Thefittest

individualin the final populationis treated as a variant of a desired solution [46].

Althoughthe evolution model, utilised in GAs, is much simplified with respect

to the processes occurring in nature, GAs have been successfully applied in a

wide range of complex problems including those that can not be solved by other

optimisation methods.

3.2.1 GAs Representation

Initially, simple GAs used a binary alphabet consisting of 0 and 1 to code

a GA chromosome. However, with the rapid development of computation facil-

ities, GAs have been attempted to solve more complex optimisation problems.

Therefore, due to limitations of the binary alphabet in representation of problem

parameters, the floating point numbers have been introduced for gene repre-

sentation in a GA chromosome instead. Thus, more advanced continuous GAs

have been established, which possess lower computation memory requirements

and are relatively faster than the binary GAs due to moreefficient utilisation of

microprocessor capabilities [36].

One of the most popular GA’s application areas is optimisation problems

containing functions with multiple parameters. In these problems, GAs search
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Fig. 3.1: A function f = 2xsin(1.5y) + 5 cos(3z)

initially established solution space for the optimal function parameters, at which

the functions provide the closest outputs to given values or reach its minima

(maxima). While searching the solution space, GAs manipulate simultaneously

by a number of parameters values, which form GA individuals, looking for the

most optimal combination of these values (best individual).

In general, if an optimisation function has N parameters (an N-dimensional

optimisation problem), a GA individual can be represented as a combination

[p1, P2,---,Pn] of the function parameters.

Consider a simple example of the optimisation problem to find optimal pa-

rameters x and y of the continuous function f, given below:

f = 2ersin(1.5y) + 5cos(3z), O<x<5 and O0<y<65, (3.2.1)

at which the function reaches its minimum. The function isillustrated in Fig. 3.1.

In this example, the GA individuals have the form of a combination [z, y]

(N = 2), having all the possible parameter values in the defined solution space.
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3.2.2 Fitness Evaluation

Each individual in the GA population is evaluated in order to quantify how

well it performsin a particular problem environment, which is doneusing a fitness

function. The natureof thefitness function varies with the problem. With regard

to the above example, the function f given by (3.2.1) can be considered as the

fitness function, which needs to be minimised.

For many problems, a fitness value is naturally determined by the absolute

error produced by a GAindividual with respect to a given reference value. The

closer this error to zero, the better the individual.

Typically, each individual in the population is run over a numberofdifferent

fitness cases, so that its fitness is measured as a sum or an average value over

a variety of representative different situations [44]. For instance, it can be an

absolute error between the desired output signal (array of signals) and the sim-

ulated response signal (array of signals) of the identified system. In this case,

the fitness is bounded by a zero value, corresponded to the perfect parameter

identification, and by the maximum absolute error corresponded to the poorest

parametrization.

Suppose o denotes the desired signal raw and the output raw of a GA indi-

vidual is p. In general, the fitness can be calculated as an error fitness function:

F==Spo)! or F== DV VOG)-o)) 8.2.)

or a squared error fitness function:

n

S° (p(3) — 04)’, (3.2.3)
j=l

f=

S
l
r

where n is the numberof fitness cases.

3.2.3. Selection Procedure

Selection of individuals to produce successive generations plays an extremely

important role in GAs. GAs imply a fitness-based selection which can be divided

into the four most popular groups:
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e fitness-proportion selection;

e ranking selection;

e truncation or (jy, a) selection;

e tournamentselection.

Fitness-proportion selection is usually represented by the most popular

roulette wheel selection method [45], which employs a normalised fitness cal-

culation to obtain the importance of an individual in the population. According

to the method, the normalised fitness normf(i) of i” individual with a fitness

f(z) in the generation of M individuals is calculated as follows:

 normf(i) = pe (3.2.4)

Thus, each i’ individual in the population occupies a slice of size normf(i) of

a virtual pie 3 normf(j) (hence a biased roulette wheel). A uniformly dis-

tributed random number RF is generated, where R € [0, 1]. If R is between the

probabilities of the i” and (i +1)individuals, i.e. normf(i) and normf(i+ 1)

correspondingly, then the i’” individual is selected. This procedure is repeated

until the required numberofparents is selected.

Ranking selection methodsare based onthefitness order, according to which

the GA individuals can be ranked [46]. There are linear and exponential ranking

used, and theselection probabilities of the individuals are computed as functions

of the their ranks in the population.

According to [46], truncation selection is performed as follows: a number of

parents 4 produce offspring, out of which the y best offspring are used as

parents for the next generation.

Tournament selection method operates on subsets of individuals in a pop-

ulation. A randomly chosen numberof individuals, defined by the tournament

size value, forms a subset, where the selective competition is performed. Best

individuals from the subsets are then passed to the next level, where the compe-

tition is repeated. The tournamentsize determines the selection pressure, which
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is an objective measure to characterise the convergence rate of selection, 7.e.

the smaller the tournamentsize, the lower the pressure. Currently tournament

selection is recognised as the mainstream method for selection procedures [46].

3.2.4 Genetic Operations in GAs

In GAsthe populations of hundreds and thousandsof individuals are generally

bred. This breeding is performed using the Darwinian principle of survival and

reproduction of the fittest, along with genetic operations, crossover, mutation

and reproduction, being appropriate for generating a new offspring population

of individuals from the current population.

The crossover operation is used to create new offspring individuals from two

parent ones selected. In the simplest single or multi point crossover, a GA ran-

domly generates one or more crossover points in the selected parental individuals.

Then the variables (genes) between these points are merely swapped between the

two parental individuals [36].

For instance, consider the two parental GA individuals having 7 parameters

each as follows:

parents =[Pat, Pa2; Pa3; Pat; Pad; Dab, Daz]; (3.2.5)

parent, =[Pp1, Pb2; Pb3, Pb4; Pos; Pb6, Po7]-

If, for instance, the crossover points are 2 and 5, the parameters between these

points are exchanged to form the two new offspring individuals as follows:

offspringa =[Pa1, Par; T Pb3, Pb4; Poss T Dab, Par); (3 9 6)

offspringy =[Dp1, Poa; t Pas; Pad; Pas, | Pos, Po7]-

In scattered crossover, the algorithm creates a random binary vector of the

same length as GA individuals andselects the parameters from the first parental

individual correspondingto 1 in the vector, and the parameters from the second

parental individual corresponding to 0 in the vector, and combines the genes to

form a child [47]. For example, considering the above two parental individu-

als (3.2.5) and the arbitrary binary vector [1100100], the following offspring is

created:

offspring = [Pat Pa2sPb3, Pb4s Pas; Pos, Poi]: (3.2.7)
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Mutation is operated on only one individual by making random changes [44,

46]. This function is introduced to avoid fast convergence of GAs and to explore

other areas of the solution space by making random changesof parameter (gene)

values in randomly selected individuals [36].

Reproduction operation assumesa direct copying of the best individuals from

the parental population andplacing it into the offspring population [46].

3.2.5 Operational Sequence of GAs

A complete GA process can be expressed in the form of operation sequence:

1. Random generation of an initial population.

2. Evaluation of individuals in the population and its fitness values calcula-

tion.

3. Performing the selection procedure.

4, Performing the genetic operations on selected individuals.

5. Replacing the previous generation by the offspring population after the

genetic operations are performed.

6. Repeating steps 2-5 until a termination criterion is met.

7. Presenting the best individual in the final population as the GA output.

The above operation sequenceis illustrated as the GA flowchart in Fig. 3.2.

In practice, the initial population in GA is created by random generating the

parameter values in a given solution space for all individuals. As seen from the

flowchart, GAs iteratively improve existing solutions by replacing the current

population after selecting and reproducing individuals for the next generation.

Oneof the common termination strategy is to specify a maximum numberof

generations. Another termination strategy involvessetting of a specified precision

threshold. When the deviation of an individual’s fitness value from the reference

becomes smaller than the threshold, the algorithm is stopped andthis individual

is presented as a solution of the problem.
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3.3. Genetic Programming

Genetic Programming, established by Koza [44] upon the concepts of GA,

has becameone of the most applied techniques in evolutionary computation.

The main difference between GP and GAis the representation of individu-

als in population. While GA encodessolution variants into fixed-length strings

(chromosomes), GP has no such requirements, since the tree-structured (or hi-

erarchical) representation of GP individuals gives an ability to evolve the indi-

vidual structure during a learning process, i.e. dynamically vary its size, shape

and values. GP produces computer expressions as the solutions. According to

Langdon[48]:

Genetic programmingis a technique which enables computersto solve

problems without being explicitly programmed.

A complete GP processis typically a genetic algorithm and repeats its oper-

ation sequenceas discussed in section 3.2 [44, 46].

In order to run GP,several preliminary operations have to be undertaken [46]:

e definition of terminals and functions;

e definition of a fitness function;

e choosing of GP parameters such as population size, maximum individual

size, crossover and other probabilities, selection method and termination

criteria (e.g., maximum numberof generations).

3.3.1 Terminals and Functions

GP generates an expression as a composition of functions from a function set

and terminals from a terminal set. The choice of functions and terminals, which

are collectively referred as nodes, plays an important role in GP since they are

the building blocks of GP individuals.

Terminals correspond to the inputs of GP expressions, whether they are

constants, variables or zero-argument functions that can be executed. Regarding

the tree-structured representation of GP individuals, terminals end a branch of

a tree.
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Functions are accepted to be appropriate to a problem domain and may be

presented by arithmetic operations, standard mathematical, logical and domain

specific functions, programming functions and statements, etc. In practice, func-

tions are characterised by an arity, which is the number of inputs to arguments

of the function [44, 46].

Providing appropriate terminal and function sets, GP generates an individ-

ual expression as a composition of functions from a function set and terminals

from a terminal set. It is noted that each function should be able to accept, as

its arguments, any value and data type that may possibly be returned by any

function in the function set or be taken by any terminal. That is, the functions

and terminals should have a closure property [44].

3.3.2 Initialisation of GP Population

The initial generation of a population of GP individuals for later evolution

is the first step of a GP process. In general, the size of a newly initialised or

reproduced GP individual is bounded by the maximum depthofa tree, 7.e. by

the maximum total numberof nodesin the tree.

The depth of a nodeis the minimal numberof nodes that must be traversed

to reach from the root of the tree to the selected node and, correspondingly, the

maximum depth is the largest depth being permitted between the root node and

the outmost terminals of an individual [46].

In most cases, the initialisation of GP tree structures is developed using the

full or grow methods [44]. The grow method creates an irregular shape tree

structures due to random selections of the nodes, whether it is a function or a

terminal (except the root node being only a function). Thus, the maximum depth

of a tree could not be reached when the terminal node is appeared, concluding

the tree branch. As an example in Fig. 3.3(a) a tree-structured GP individual of

the maximum depthof 4, calculating the following expression:

a(b—c) +sinb, (3.3.1)

is presented beinginitialised with the grow method. The terminals are variables

a,b and c, whereas arithmetical functions +, — and sin are the functions.
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Fig. 3.3: Tree structured GP expressions

On the other hand, the full method generates tree structures by choosing only

functions to build nodes in the tree branch until it reaches a maximum depth.

Then only terminals are chosen. As a result, each branch of the tree is of the

full maximum depth [46]. For instance, the tree in Fig 3.3(b), representing the

following expression:

ab — (b+c), (3.3.2)

is initialised using the full method with a maximum depth of 3.

The ramped half-and-half method has been devised in order to enhance the

population diversity by combining both the full and grow methods [44]. Given

the maximum depth d, a GP population is divided equally amongindividuals to

be initialised having maximum depths 2, 3,..., d—1, d. For each depth group,

half of the individuals are generated using the grow method, andthe other half

by using the full method.

3.3.3. Genetic Operations in GP

Since GPis, in fact, a more advanced development of GA, the same genetic

operations are used for breeding GP expressions.

Crossover of tree-structured individuals is performed by exchanging subex-

pressions (subtrees, subprograms, subroutines, etc.) between parental struc-

tures and, thereby, composing the offspring individuals as shown in Fig. 3.4.
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Fig. 3.4: Tree structured GP expressions crossover

 

Fig. 3.5: Tree-structured GP expressions mutation
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These offspring individuals are generally of different sizes and shapes to their

parents [46, 49].

For tree-structured individuals, being selected as parents, thefirst stage pro-

ceeds by selecting a random nodein each of the parents (emphasised in Fig. 3.4).

It should be noted that terminals have a lower probability of being selected.

The subtrees (emphasised in Fig. 3.4) rooted at each of the selected nodes are

swapped (providing the results do not exceed the maximum allowed depth), thus,

producing new offsprings.

Subtree mutation, a form of mutation, replaces a subtree at a randomly

selected node of an individual by a randomly generated subtree as pictured in

Fig. 3.5.

3.4 Bacterial Swarming Algorithm

In the past a few years, the development of EAs hasreceived great attention

in the computational intelligence community worldwide. Bacterial foraging be-

haviours, in particular, the foraging patterns of E. coli in a complex environment

have been extensively studied by researchersin the area of biological sciences [50].

Constituently, inspired from these phenomena, BFA has been established as an

optimisation algorithm [41], in which the self-adaptability of individuals in the

group searching activities is the major focus. However, in BFA the chemotactic

processis artificially set, hence, this process may not obtain convincing results

in a certain range of optimisation problems such as high dimensional and multi-

modal problems[51].

In this section a recent development upon the bacterial foraging study, a

Bacterial Swarming Algorithm (BSA) [42, 43], is introduced, which is used in

Chapter 6 of this thesis to perform intelligent optimisation with the purpose to

identify parameters of lumped parameter models of a transformer winding.

3.4.1 Fundamentals of Bacterial Foraging

Bacteria have the tendency to gather to nutrient-rich areas by an activity

called “chemotaxis”. It is known that bacteria swim by rotating whip-like flagella
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driven by a reversible motor embeddedin thecell wall. E. coli has 8 ~ 10 flagella

placed randomly on a cell body. Whenall flagella rotate counterclockwise, they

form a compact, helically propelling the cell along a helical trajectory, which is

called Run. When the flagella rotate clockwise, they all pull on the bacterium in

different directions, which causes the bacteria to Tumble.

Since motility of FE. coli cells in clusters is formed of chemotactic aggregation,

the population of F. coli in clusters varies according to the available nutrient.

Given good growing conditions, a bacterium growsslightly in size or length, a

newcell wall grows through the centre forming two daughter cells, each with the

same genetic material as the parentcell.

The cell-cell communication is concerned with the ability of exploration and

exploitation in an optimisation algorithm. Communication between bacteria,

by the mechanism referred to “quorum sensing”, is widespread in nature. This

phenomenonis related to the density of a colony. The higher the density, the

more attraction would be generated by a colony to the individuals outside of the

colony, which influences the development of colonies during the whole evolution-

ary process.

In BSA,the position of the global best is supposed to be the centre of a colony,

and a simplified cell-cell communication is adopted. Apart from the attraction,

the dispersion events are also introduced into BSA. Thecells are dispersed to the

area near the best performed ones according to a preset probability throughout

the whole process. In this case, the combination of attraction and dispersion

events keeps the diversity of population and ensures the searching ability of this

algorithm.

3.4.2 BSA Mathematical Framework

As mentioned in subsection 3.4.1, bacterial chemotaxis is based on the sup-

pression of tumbles in cells that happen by chance to be moving up along a

gradient direction. Bacteria make a decision according to their ambient environ-

ment.

In BSA, a unit walk with random direction represents a Tumble and a unit

walk with the same direction of the last step indicates a Run. A chemotactic
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process in BSA consists of one step of Tumble and N, steps of Run, depending

on the variation of environment.

In the process of Tumble, the position of the i*” bacterium can be represented

49 +11) = 4G,r) + CG)Z9i(9), (3.4.1)

where 6;(j,7) indicates the position of the i“ bacterium at the 7*” chemotactic

step in the r’iteration loop; C;(j) is the length vector of a unit walk for the

i” bacterium at the j** chemotactic step and ¢;(j) is the direction angle of the

j'” step for bacterium i, andit is a random angle generated within a rangeof(0,

27] [42].

In BSA,in order to accelerate the convergence rate, and enhanceits searching

ability in different types of problems. C;(j) is set to be self adaptive, which is

defined as follows [42]:

Cini B, ; if Tu bl

cu | . "ume (3.4.2)
D,xr.xB, : if Run

where Cini, is the step size for a unit walk, D; a constant, r; a random number,

and r; € [0,1], B the length vector of the boundaries of the search domain,

depending on a particular optimisation problem.

Thefitness of the 7“ bacterium at the j*” chemotactic step is represented by

Ji(j,r). If Ji(j + 1,1) is better than J;(j,r), then the process of Run follows,

which can be represented by:

Gj + Lr) = OG + Lr) + CG)Zdi(3), (3.4.3)

where 6! denotes the position of the i” bacterium in the I step of Run,

1<1< Ny 1 <7 < Nome, 1 < 7 < N,. The notation N, corresponds to

the swim length limits when it is on a gradient, N, is the number of chemotactic

steps per bacteria lifetime and N, is the numberofiteration steps. This process

continues until J/**(j + 1,r) is not better than J/(j + 1,r) [42].

There is no reproduction step in BSA, since all bacteria are kept in the

population with only their positions updated in the search domain according
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to their fitness values. This selection process is explained below. After each

chemotactic process, the energy obtained by a single bacterium initslife time, 2.e.

N, chemotactic steps, is accumulated. Compared with the others, the individual

with most energy gained (best fitness value) is defined as the best cell and its

position @,(r) is kept for updating the positions of other bacteria in the next

selection process. A certain percentage of bacteria are involved in an attraction

action, which are selected according to a probability p,. Based on their current

positions and the global best position, the positions of bacteria being attracted

are recalculated as follows [42]:

6;(1,r+1) =6;(No,r) +172 X Do x (6)(r) — 0;(Ne,7)), (3.4.4)

where D2 is a constant and rz is a random number, r2 € [0,1]. It should be

mentioned that in the above equation the position of each bacterium starts to be

updated by the attraction action using its position at the last step of the current

chemotactic process for the first step of the next chemotactic process. This is

why the index of chemotactic process is set to be 1 on theleft side of the above

equation.

This simplified cell-cell communication process is in line with the biological

study, while keeping its simplicity by only using the global best, which reduce the

computational complexity to a certain extent. The rest bacteria are dispersed to

positions around the best individual with a randomly chosen mutation step and

a mutation angle, using the following equation:

6(1,r+1)=6,(r)+r3 x Bx Zp (3.4.5)

where r3 is a random number, r3 € [0,1] and w is a random angle chosen from

(0, 27].

In summary, a BSA process can bebriefly expressed in the form of a sequence

of operations:

1. Random generation of the initial population.

2. Performing the chemotactic process for fitness evaluation of each bacterium

in the population.
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3. Performing the selection procedure.

4. Performing the cell-cell communication process.

5. Repeating steps 1-4 until a termination criterion is met.

6. Presentation of the best bacterium in the final population as the BSA

output.

3.5 Evidential Reasoning Approach

The ER approach wasestablished in [52] and generalised in [53] to provide

a multiattribute evaluation framework for overall decision making by aggregat-

ing subjective judgements on constitutive attributes of a multi-attribute decision

making (MADM)problem with uncertainty. The kernel of the approach is an

ER algorithm, developed upon the evidence combination rules of the Dempster-

Shafer theory and is used to aggregate attributes of a multilevel structure [53].

Recently, the algorithm has been revised in [54] with an updated weight normal-

isation scheme and basic probability assignment strategy.

Over the past decade the ER framework has been applied to various decision

making problems in engineering design, safety and risk assessment, etc. [52-

54]. Regarding power transformer condition assessment, the ER has been used

to develop a formalised framework for an overall evaluation of the diagnoses

obtained with traditional methods of transformer DGA [55, 56].

3.5.1 Description of an Evaluation Problem

Consider a MADM problem with uncertainty using an example of a motorcy-

cle evaluation problem [54]. To assess the quality of the operation of a motorcycle,

it can be decomposedinto several detailed quality attributes such as handling,

transmission and brakes. If a detailed attribute is too general to be assessed di-

rectly, it may be further decomposed into more detailed attributes. For instance,

the brakes can be measured by stopping power (e1), braking stability (e2) and

feel at control (e3), which can bedirectly evaluated by an expert and,therefore,
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Fig. 3.6: Evaluation hierarchy for operation of a motorcycle [54]

  

  
 

referred as the basic attributes. Thus, assessing of a motorcycle’s operation can

be considered as a multilevel hierarchical process as shown in Fig. 3.6.

To evaluate attributes subjectively in a hierarchical assessment an expert may

use a set of distinct evaluation grades. For example, in a motorcycle evaluation

problem the set of evaluation grades is defined as follows [54]:

H = {poor (H;), indifferent (Hz), average (H3), good (H4), excellent (Hs)}.

Using the evaluation grades, a high level attribute is assessed through associated

lower level attributes. For instance, if the stopping power, braking stability and

feel at control of a motorcycle are all considered to be exactly good, then its

brakes should also be good.

To express an uncertain subjective judgement, an expert may state that he

is:

1. 30% sure that the stopping power is at average level and 60% sure thatit

is good;

2. absolutely sure that the braking stability is good;

3. 50% sure that the feel at control is good and 50% sure that it is excellent.

In the above assessments, 30%, 50%, 60% and 100% (absolutely sure) denote

degrees of belief and represent the uncertainty in the evaluation. The degrees
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Fig. 3.7: Two-level hierarchical structure

of belief can also be expressed in a decimal format: 0.3, 0.5, 0.6 and 1, respec-

tively. Note that assessment 1. is incomplete as the total degree of belief is

30% + 60% = 90% < 100%. The missing 10% represents the degree of uncer-

tainty.

The above statements can be expressed as the following distributions of de-

grees of beliefs with regard to different evaluation grades:

S(stopping power) = {(average, 0.3), (good, 0.6) };

S(braking stability) = {(good, 1)}, (3.5.1)

S(feel at control) = {(good, 0.5), (excellent, 0.5) };

An overall assessment for the brakes is determined by aggregating the sub-

jective judgements, being given in (3.5.1), using the ER algorithm, which is

introduced in the next subsection. In similar fashion, an overall assessment for

the motorcycle handling and transmission could also be evaluated. Subsequently,

the final assessment of the operation is obtained by aggregating the individual

assessments for the brakes, handling and transmission.

3.5.2 ER Evaluation Framework

In general, a MADM problem is expressed using the following ER evaluation

framework. Consider a two-level hierarchy of attributes, as shown in Fig. 3.7,

with a general attribute y at the top level and a numberof basic attributes at

the bottom level. In the above example of a motorcycle evaluation, the brakes

assessment is regarded as the two-level hierarchical process, where the brakes is a

general attribute whereas the stopping power, braking stability and feel at control

are the basic attributes.
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A set of basic attributes is defined as follows:

E = {e1, €2,..., @,-.-, ex} 7=1,...,L0. (3.5.2)

Each i” attribute e; is assigned with a corresponding normalised weight w;

(0 < w; < 1), representing the relative importance of the attribute during an

evaluation process. Thus, a set of weights is defined as

W = {wy, W2,..., Wi,..., Wz}. (3.5.3)

The weights must satisfy the following condition:

L

Sow = 1. (3.5.4)
i=1

The state of an attribute is required to be assessed using a set of predefined

evaluation grades (hypotheses)

H = {M, Ho,..., Hn,..., Hn} We Lang d¥, (3.5.5)

where N is the numberof evaluation grades.

The generated assessment S(e;) for attribute e; may be represented as the

following distribution of degrees of beliefs with regard to different hypotheses:

S(e:) = {(An, Bri), M=1,...,N} i=1,...,L, (3.5.6)

which means that the attribute e; is assessed to the grade H, with the degree

of belief Gri (Gre > 0 and al Bn<1). The assessment S(e;) is completeif

Bn = 1 and incomplete if iBn < 1. The case when Cae = 0

(or Br; = 0 for alln =1,...,N) denotes a complete lack of information on ¢;.

Let 6,, be a degree of belief to which the general attribute y is assessed to the

grade H,,. To calculate G, it is necessary to aggregate the assessments for all the

associated basic attributes e; given in the form of expression (3.5.6) using the

ERalgorithm, developed upon the evidence combination rules of the Dempster-

Shafer theory, which is briefly introduced in the following subsection.
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3.5.3 Outline of Dempster-Shafer Theory

The Dempster-Shafer theory defines a frame of discernment, denoted O, as a

finite set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive hypotheses H,2.e.

O={M,,..., Hy}, (8.5.7)

where N denotes the number of hypotheses [33]. At the same time,all possible

subsets of hypotheses in © form a power set 2° as follows:

2° = {@,{Hy},..., {Hw}, {i, Ho},...,{Ai, Hn},..., OF. (3.5.8)

Here, @ denotes an emptyset.

The Dempster-Shafer theory uses a numberin the range [0, 1] to indicate belief

in a hypothesis given a piece of evidence. This numberis the degree to which the

evidence supports the hypothesis. The remainder of the support is regarded as

evidence for the negation of the hypothesis. The impact of each distinct piece of

evidence on the subsets of 2° is represented by a function m : 2° — (0, 1] called

a basic probability assignment (BPA) or a mass function, satisfying the following

statements:

m(@)=0 and > m(A) = 1, (3.5.9)

Aeé2®

The quantity m(A) can be interpreted as a measure of that portion of the total

belief committed exactly to A, where A denotes any subset of 2° andis called a

focal element of m. The value 0 indicates no belief, the value 1 indicates total

belief. A portion of belief, assigned to one focal element A, is also assigned to

any implied focal element(s) of A and cannot be further subdivided among the

subsets of A, and does not include portions of belief committed to subsets of A.

The quantity m(©) is a measure of that portion of the total belief that re-

mains unassigned after commitment of belief to various proper subsets of 2°. i

m(A) = s and s assigns nobelief to other subsets of 2°, then m(@) = 1—s.

Thus the remaining belief is assigned to © andrepresents the ignorance.

Suppose, there exist two BPA of A, i.e. m(A) and m(A), derived from

independent sources. To obtain a combined probability assignment

m42(A) = m,(A) ® m2(A),
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where @ denotes the aggregation of two BPA,the following evidence combination

rule is applied:

m1(B) m2(C
m(S) =0, mp(A)= >> ma(C) K= S© m(B)m(C).

BNC=A 1—-K BnC=2

In the rule, m12(A) for hypothesis A(€2°) is computed from m, and mz by

adding all products of the form m;(B)m2(C), where B and areselected from

the subsets of 2° in all possible ways such that their intersection is A.

The parameter K in the above equations provides an indication of the level of

conflict between m,(B) and m2(C), with K = 0 indicating no conflict and K = 1

indicating totally contradictory evidence (in which case m is not defined). The

commutativity of multiplication in the rule ensures that the rule yields the same

value regardless of the order in which the two pieces of evidence are combined.

Based on the above presented theory an ER algorithm for evidence aggrega-

tion is established in [52-54] and briefly summarised in the next subsection.

3.5.4 ER Algorithm

Return to the two level hierarchical structure with a general attribute y at

the top and finite set E = {e, e2,..., &:,..., ex} of basic attributes at the

bottom level as presented in subsection 3.5.2.

Atfirst, degrees of belief are converted into basic probability masses. A basic

probability mass m,, represents the degree to which the 7” basic attribute e;

supports the assessment of the general attribute y with the n™ grade (hypothesis)

H,,. It is calculated as follows:

Mani =WiPai W=1,...,N. (3.5.10)

The remaining probability mass my,;, unassigned to any individual grade, is

decomposed into two parts My, and my, such as

n=1

N

Mui =1—w;, and My; = 4 (: — Sn] (3.5.11)

with Mai = Mai + eae
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Suppose Mn,1(i), 7 = 1,...,N, is the combined probability mass calculated

by aggregating the first 7 assessments. ™My,1(;) and My7(:) are the remaining

probability masses unassigned to any individual grade after aggregation of the

first 7 assessments.

Assuming

Mn,I(1) = Mn,1 Mia) = My: and Mea) = MxzA,

the following recursive expressions are used to combinethefirst i assessments

with the (i + 1)” assessment:

Mn,r(i41) = K1(.41) (Mn)Mnizi + My,1)Mni+1 + Mn,1)MH41|
{Hn} :

Mari) = Maza) +My), N=1,...,N

(3.5.12)

{H}: Maris= KrG41) [marMa+1 + M1)Matt + Ma()™MH41

(3.5.13)

{H} > Mars = Kra+1) [1™MH,.41| (3.5.14)

where K7(;41) is defined as below for: = 1,...,L—1

nw —t

K141) = ]1- S° S> Me,1(¢) 15,14-1 * (3.5.15)

=e
it

After the aggregation of all the L basic attributes from the set E, the com-

bined degrees of belief G,, corresponding to the grades H,, n = 1,...,.N, and

the unassigned degreeof belief 3;,, representing the incompleteness of the overall

assessment, are calculated using the following normalisation formulae:

™n,I(L)H,}: By = —m- n= 1,...,N 3.5.16{Hn}: B [= Tn ( )

{H}: By = —2o_. (3.5.17)
1 —™y,1(L)

Note that S~”_, Gn + Ga = 1.
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Table 3.1: Preference Scale For AHP
 

 

Intensity of

 

 

Definition Explanation
Importance

1 Equal importance Twoactivities contribute

equally to the objective

y Weak

3 Moderate importance Experience and judgement

slightly favor one activity

over another

4 Moderate plus

5 Strong importance Experience and judgement

strongly favor one activity

over another

a
D Strong plus

7 Very strong importance| An activity favored very

strongly over another

o
o Very, very strong

9 Extreme importance The evidence favoring one

activity over anotheris of

the highest possible order

of affirmation

Reciprocals Used to reflect dominance of the second

alternative as compared with thefirst

 
   
 

Thus, the overall assessment for the general attribute y can be represented by

the following distribution of degreesof beliefs with regard to different hypotheses

similar to (3.5.6):

S(y) =S(e.®...@e,@... Bez) = {(An, Gn), N=1,...,N}, (3.5.18)

where ® denotes the aggregation of two attributes.

3.5.5 Determination of Attributes’ Weights

In order to implement the ER combination algorithm, a set of weights to

reflect the relative importance of each basic attribute is required. In general,

the weights for basic attributes can be assigned directly by experts based on

experience or be established using the existing methods of pairwise comparison

of attributes such as an Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) [57].
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According to AHP, the attributes are compared in a pairwise manner using a

predefined fundamental scale of values to represent the intensities of judgements,

which is presented in Table 3.1.

In order to obtain a vector of priorities or relative weights of attributes,

define a pairwise comparison matrix A, where each element a;;, 7,7 = 1,...,L,

represents the relative importance of attribute 7 over attribute 7 using the scale

in Table 3.1.

Thus, a general comparison matrix is shownas:

441 42 "'* Ay

a21 422 ‘** Gab
A= (3.5.19)

Qn1 Q@L2 ‘'* QL

Normalisation of the matrix A is performed via dividing each element a,j of

the matrix by the sum ofall the elements in the corresponding column j. As a

result a normalised matrix A is achieved. Finally, the arithmetic mean value of

each row i of the normalised matrix A represents the relative weight w; of the

corresponding attribute e;, 7=1,...,L.

3.6 Summary

This chapter provides a brief introduction to CI and its constitutive ap-

proaches in order to provide necessary background basis for the research, pre-

sented in this thesis. The basics of the three EAs utilised in this thesis, 7.e.

GA, GP and BSA,are described in detail, making a particular reference to the

derivation of solutions. In addition, the ER approach is introduced, which is a

decision making methodestablished to provide an overall decision by aggregat-

ing subjective judgements on constitutive attributes of a MADM problem with

uncertainty.

In general, EAs are recognised to be a very powerful tool for various control,

optimisation and identification problemsin electrical engineering andelectronics,

preserving global optimalsearch of solution space [58]. Once having an appropri-

ate mathematical model of a system and its experimentally obtained or desired
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input-output characteristics, it is possible to identify the model parameters using

a fitness function in the form of an error between the provided and simulated

output responses to the same input excitation. Regarding power transformers,

GAshave already been successfully applied to the problems of thermal condition

monitoring [1], partial discharge recognition [59,60]. The application of GP to

DGAhasalso been reported in [61,62].

In the following chapters the machine intelligence is employed in a form of

the GA and BSA to identify power transformer parameters using FRA mea-

surements. GP is applied to develop an intelligent DGA data preprocessing

approach to power transformer fault classification with ANN, SVM and ANN.

On the other hand, an ER approach is applied to develop a formalised decision

making framework for transformer winding condition assessment with FRA.
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Chapter 4

Lumped Parameter Modelling of

Power Transformers for

Frequency Response Analysis

4.1 Introduction

In practice, there are two main constructional designs of transformer, shell-

type and core-type transformers. The latter is more likely to be in use in the

United Kingdom [25], therefore, only that type is considered in this thesis.

One of the techniques to model low frequency responses associated with a

transformercore is to apply the duality principle between magnetic andelectrical

circuits [63,64]. According to the duality principle, the equivalent electrical

circuits of electromagnetic devices, e.g. transformers, inductors, etc., are derived

directly from their magnetic circuits. This approach has been widely used for

time domain transient studies of power transformers [65-67] and subsequently

was applied for transformer low frequency response analysis [68-70]. In the above

core simulation studies the parameters of a core lamination were assumed to be

constant and known. However, it is necessary to take into account frequency

dependent behaviours of the lamination in order to model frequency responses

of a transformer core accurately.

A range of research activities have been undertaken to utilise FRA in the

52
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development of suitable mathematical models of transformer windings. Since

resonances of an FRAtrace are related to the values of capacitances and induc-

tances within a transformer winding, lumped-parameter equivalent circuit models

have been widely utilised to analyse frequency domain behaviours of transformer

windings at higher frequencies. In practice, each section of an equivalent circuit

represents one or a few discs in the case of a disc type windings and oneor a

few turns of helical type windings [16,71,72]. Therefore, although the lumped

parameter models are more approximate in comparison with those based on the

travelling wave theory and MTLtheory [73-76] (described in Chapter 5), they

retain a physical veracity and can beutilised for FRA results interpretation.

Dueto the introduced discretisation of the models, the analysed frequency range

is usually limited to 1 MHz, which is within the range of frequencies used in

industry for FRA transformer winding assessment. Great attention should be

paid to the model parametercalculation, especially when the models are used to

investigate the effect of winding deformations and displacements on its frequency

responses. In fact, modelling of a real winding in order to obtain frequency re-

sponses, being close to experimental ones, is an extremely complex task since

a detailed transformer model must consider each turn or section of a winding

separately. The reason is the fluctuation of real winding parameters such as in-

ductances and resistances per turn length as well as interturn capacitances. The

deviation of winding insulation properties should also be taken into account,

which are frequency dependent.

Efficient procedures to calculate turn self inductances, mutual inductances

and capacitances were proposedin [77]. These demandedadditional experimental

tests and knowledge of geometric and physical characteristics of a transformer.

The transfer function approach was used in [78] to study the discriminating

changes introduced into a winding physical model. In [71,72,79] analytical ex-

pressions were used to estimate parameters of an equivalent model based on the

geometry of windings. The well-known finite-element method (FEM) was ap-

plied in [17,80] for a more accurate calculation of an equivalent circuit model of

transformer windings. A comparison of the simulation results with experimental

measurements showed a high degree of accuracy of these techniques.
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Rolling direction.

    Hope» Sett

Fig. 4.1: Laminated structure of a core with its effective properties

This chapter is devoted to the lumped parameter modelling of power trans-

formers. Based on the magnetic-electric duality principle, an equivalent electrical

circuit and a mathematical model of a transformer core are derived. Subse-

quently, lumped parameter models of a singe-phase and a three-phase power

transformers are introduced, which are further used for FRA study. Analytical

and FEM techniques are then presented for estimation of the models’ parameters.

4.2 Mathematical Model of Transformer Core

for FRA

4.2.1 Laminated Core Parameters

A transformercoreis designed to provide low-reluctance path for the magnetic

flux linking HV and LV windings. A core is made of a numberof laminated thin

steel sheets, which have different material properties with respect to the flux

direction, which is also called the rolling direction. This lamination form of a

core reduces iron losses caused by the eddy current effect. Eddy currents are

the current loops circulating in a ferromagnetic material when the material is

exposed to a time varying magnetic field [16].

Consider a fragment of a laminated core structure in Fig. 4.1, consisting of

several steel sheets. With respect to the rolling direction, the complex effective
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relative permeability jieg is defined using the following expression [81,82]:

“ . tanh ((1 + j)b/6)on = [lig — julie = Iie fyAEEPO) 4.2.1Left Mer J Mert fe L (1 + 7)b/65) ( )

where pi, and —u%, denote the real and imaginary parts of fieg, 6 is the skin

depth, ky. = 2b/h represents the stacking factor, i.e. the fraction of steel in the

laminated core, h and 2b are the thicknesses of a single lamination sheet of the

core with and without insulation layer included respectively as shown in Fig. 4.1,

and py, denotes the local magnetic permeability. The symbol “*” indicates that

the value is complex.

The skin depth 6 depends on the angular frequency w of the magnetic field

andis defined as follows:

6 = V/2/(woMolr), (4.2.2)

where @ is the electrical conductivity of the core lamination and jlo is the free

space permeability.

4.2.2 Equivalent Magnetic Circuit

Consider a cross-section of a typical 3-limb woundcore transformer as shown

in Fig. 4.2, where the phase A winding is excited for frequency response mea-

surements. Assume that all the magnetic fluxes are confined to the magnetic

material of the core and the leakage fluxes in the air paths around the windings

are considered to be negligible. Thus, the magnetic core of the transformer can

be divided into three sections with respect to uniform fluxes ®,, ®g and Dc of

each transformer phase [64].

To establish an equivalent magnetic circuit of the core, each section of the

magnetic core is represented by its reluctance R, which provides a relation be-

tween the corresponding flux ® and the magnetomotive force F’ required to es-

tablish that flux along the length of the section. The reluctance of a section

is determined by the magnetic parameters of lamination and the core geome-

try [63, 64]:

ref. (4.2.3)
® [oeoA’

where J is the length of the magnetic flux path along each section, A is the cross-

 

sectional area of the core. The complex effective relative permeability fieg of the
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Fig. 4.2: Cross section of a 3-limb transformer
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Fig. 4.3: Equivalent magnetic circuit of a transformercore.

core lamination in the rolling direction denotes is defined by (4.2.1) in section

4.2.1.

The equivalent magnetic circuit of the core is presented in Fig. 4.3, where

Ra, Rp and Rec represent the reluctances of the three paths in the magnetic core

carrying magnetic fluxes ®,, &g and ®respectively. The magnetomotiveforce

is defined by the numberof turns Na and the current i, of the excited winding

on phase A as below [64]:

Fy = Naig. (4.2.4)

In general, the magnetic paths for the lateral phase A and phase C sections

can be assumed to be equal, i.e. l4 = 1c, which are different from the path lp of
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phase B
 

phase A

la 1   
CA

   

 

   
phase C

Fig. 4.4: Equivalent electrical circuit of a transformer core

central phase B. Therefore, the relations between the reluctances are expressed

as follows[69]:

Ra =Ro=— (4.2.5)

where k is the symmetry coefficient of the transformer and k = lp/I,.

4.2.3. Equivalent Electrical Circuit

According to the duality principle between magnetic andelectrical circuits,

the equivalent electrical circuit of a transformercore is derived directly from its

magnetic circuit. Consider the equivalent magnetic circuit of the core in Fig.

4.3. The circuit contains two internal meshes (loops) in which two nodes 1 and

2 are pointed, and a reference node0 is marked outside the circuit. These nodes

are then joined by branches, one of which passes through each element of the

magnetic circuit (dotted lines in Fig. 4.3) [64]. The corresponding equivalent

electrical circuit of the core is shown in Fig. 4.4, where the corresponding nodes

are marked.

Since the complex reluctance R of each core section is not only nonlinear and

frequency dependent but also takes into account the eddy currents effect due to

complex magnetic permeability figg (equation (4.2.3)) [81], it is represented by
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a corresponding impedance Z in the equivalent electrical circuit in the form of

an inductance L to include a nonlinear relationship anda resistance R to reflect

eddy-current losses in the core. The impedance Z is given as follows [83, 84]:

Z = jwN?2P, (4.2.6)

where permeance P = 1/F is the reciprocal of reluctance. Taking into account

that Z = jwL + R, the corresponding inductance andresistance of each section

of the equivalent circuit are [84]:

L = N2 Re(P) and R = —wNix Im(P). (4.2.7)

In addition to inductive and resistive elements, the parallel capacitances C’

are added into the equivalent electrical circuit to represent the total stray capac-

itances of windings on each limb of the transformercore [69, 70].

Having obtained the equivalent electrical circuit of the core, it is possible to

derive the expression for the input impedance of the core measured from the

terminals of the phase A winding of the transformer:

YB,eqv + YGexe
)

YAway (Yoeqy + Yeeqv) + YBeqv YGheay

 Zainp = (4.2.8)

where the equivalent admittances of each phase section of the circuit are defined

as below:
1

eqy = s+) = s+ jw. 4.2.9roy joL+ Rt IWC g tse ( )

A similar procedure is used to derive the expressions for the input impedance

of the core taken from phases B and C of the transformer, assuming the same

numberof turns of the corresponding excited windings, 7.e. Na = Ng = Nc:

 

 

Ya eqv Yo eqv
Zz, inp = = 4.2.10
Pimp YB,eqv (Yaeqv + VGiaav) + Viway Ye.eqy ( )

Y, eqv Y; eqvZoinp = ss (4.2.11)
You (Yaveay + YBeqv) + YAuear YB,eqv
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Fig. 4.5: Typical input impedance frequency response of a core model (schematic

diagram, a lateral phase windingis excited)

4.3 Parameter Estimation of Transformer Core

Equivalent Circuit from FRA Measure-

ments

It is known that the very low-frequency region of the open circuit FRA mea-

surements of a transformeris associated mainly with the properties of the mag-

netic core [7,69]. Consider a typical input impedance frequency responseof the

core model when the lateral phase A is excited. The response is calculated us-

ing (4.2.8) andis divided into 3 frequency ranges as shown in Fig. 4.5. In fact,

different combinations of the core model parameters are mostly responsible for

certain frequency ranges in Fig. 4.5 [69,70]. With regard to the equivalent elec-

trical circuit of a core (Fig. 4.4), the FRA responses in frequency range | are

mostly determined by the combination of the section impedances Z, whereas

the responses in range 3 are mainly defined by the combinations of the section

capacitances C’. These features can be used for the estimation of the equivalent

electrical circuit parameters from FRA measurements as discussed below.
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Fig. 4.6: Equivalent electrical circuits for impedance and capacitance estimation

4.3.1 Impedance Estimation

The frequency response below thefirst resonance frequency (range 1 in

Fig. 4.5) is mostly determined by the combination of the phase section

impedances Zinp since they are much lower than the parallel capacitor impedances

1/jwC of each phase section [70]. For instance, in [83] the suggested range of

low frequencies for impedance estimation is bounded by 500 Hz. In this case, the

capacitor impedances can be neglected due to its sufficiently higher values. The

equivalent electrical circuit is then simplified as shown in Fig. 4.6(a).

Taking into account (4.2.5) and (4.2.6), the relations between the phase sec-

tion impedancesare given as below [69]:

By = Fg = 1a. (4.3.1)

Thus, with aid of (4.3.1) the expression for the input impedance taken from the

phase A winding at low frequencies (range 1 in Fig. 4.5) can be obtained as

follows:

(4.3.2) 

Hence, knowing Eee from FRA measurements the following parameters can

be estimated:

 

mp 2k +1
ZA = Zo = qwly + Ra = Z, . (4.3.3)A,inp k+1
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and using (4.3.1):

Zp = gine 2R*1A,inp k(k ale 1) (4.3.4)

4.3.2 Capacitance Estimation

A similar procedure is applied for capacitance estimation. In frequency range

3 beyond the main resonance peaks as shown in Fig. 4.5, the parallel capacitor

impedance 1/jwC of each phase section is much lower than the corresponding

section impedance Z [70]. As a result, the phase section impedances Z can be

neglected and the equivalent electrical circuit is simplified as shown in Fig. 4.6(b)

[69].

In practice, transformer windings on different core limbs have the samedesign.

Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that the parallel capacitances related to

different phase windings are equal [69]:

Ca = Cp =Co. (4.3.5)

Thus, the expression for the input impedance taken from the phase A winding

in frequency range 3 (Fig. 4.5) is derived as follows:

2 1
Zn. = ; 4.3.6A,inp 3 jw ( )
 

Thus, having obtained Zninp from FRA measurements the capacitances can be

estimated as follows:
2 1

peonoaars —— a EETs 4.3.7Cyr Cp =Co 3 (4.3.7)cap
WLinp

4.4 Mathematical Models of Single-Phase

Power Transformer for FRA

Lumping several elements of a winding into a one section of an equivalent

circuit reduces the complexity of the model. Using a single disc as the smallest

discretisation is usually sufficient up to 1 MHz, sometimes even more, depending

on the size of the transformer (numberof turnsper disc and the circumference of

the coil). In practice, electrical and magnetic characteristics, such as inductances,
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losses and capacitances, of each turn in a winding are not always equal to each

other due to minor winding distortion or a deteriorated insulation condition

occurring during a transformer operation. When combining several turns into one

electrical lumped element, these parameters are merged (and approximated) [17].

In general, a subdivisionis valid only if thereis a linear voltage distribution in-

side each electrical element. This holds true below the upper frequency limit im-

posed by the subdivision. At higher frequencies, the internal series capacitances

between turns influence the voltage distribution, and the discretisation must be

reduced to introduce these capacitances into the equivalent circuit [16,17].

Lumped parameter models are established to consider equivalent circuits of

one and two windings simultaneously depending on the purpose of the analysis.

Regarding FRA,if the transfer function of a one windingof a transformer (usually

HV winding) is to be analysed, then a one-winding lumped model can be used.

Otherwise, a two-winding model can be considered when the transfer function

of a transformer from one winding to another (HV to LV orvisa versa) is of the

interest.

4.4.1 Two-Winding Model

Consider a general case of a two-winding model. Fig. 4.7 shows a typical

equivalent circuit of a single-phase two-winding power transformer[71,72,79,80],

having 2n branches and 2n + 2 nodes, where the following notations for section

parameters of a HV and a LV windings are in use:

Kyy and Kyy series capacitances of HV and LV windingsections;

Cyy and Cjy ground capacitances of HV and LV windingsections;

Crviv capacitances between HV and LV windingsections;

Gyviv conductances between HV and LV winding sections;

guy and gyyv series conductances of HV and LV windingsections;

Guy and Gry ground conductances of HV and LV windingsections;

Lyy and Lyy inductances of HV and LV windingsections;

Ryy and Ryy

—

resistances of HV and LV windingsections;

Mum mutual inductance between k** and m*" winding sections;
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n numberof sections in one winding.

The mathematical description of the model in the frequency domain is usu-

ally given in a matrix form of nodal equations applying the first and second

Kirchhoff’s laws [16, 71, 72, 79]:

YU=AIT,
(4.4.1)

ZI=-—A’7U,

where vectors U and I represent node voltages and branch currents respectively:

U, I,

U. I.
u=| 7 t= |" ]. (4.4.2)

Von+2 Lon

Admittance matrix Y has a dimension (2n + 2) x (2n + 2) and consists of

matrices Yyy, Yuy and Yyyry, each having a dimension (n + 1) x (n+ 1) as

follows:

Y Y
y=| 7 RN, (4.4.3)

Yuviv Yiv

Each element of the admittance matrix Yyy is a combination of admittances

Yay and Y,nv, corresponding to gyy — Kyy and Gyy — Cyyvparallel branches

respectively:

Yeuv = jw Kyy + guv; (4.4.4)

Youv = jw Cuv + Guy,

where j denotes the imaginary unit and w is the angular frequency. Elementsof

matrices Yyy and Yyvry are defined in a similar form.

Consequently, the above matrices are given as below:

Yuv =

Yeuvi + Ysuvi2t
(" 1 . -Ysuvi2 -'° 0 0

+YHVLV1

( Yguvn + YsHv(n-1)nt }
0 0 eee —FsHVn(n+1)

+YsHvn(n+1) + YHVLVn

Yeuv(n+1) + Ysuvn(n+1)+
0 0 fe —YsHvn(n+1)

+YHVLV(n+1)

(4.4.5)
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Yiv =

(+“awa)
—VeINig #? 0

+YHviv1

0 0 ( Ygtvn + Ystv(n-1)nt y
“ L +1

+Ysrvn(n41) + YHVivn atv

0 0 ue —Ysivn(n+1) (*gLV(n+1) + Ysuvnani

+Yuviv(n+1)

I

—Yuvivi1 0 vee 0 0

0 —Yuvive «°° 0 0

Yuviv = wos vee me Lee a ; (4.4.7)

0 0 coe =Yon 0

0 0 me 0 —Yuviv(n41)

The branch impedance matrix Z consists of the inductance matrix L and the

resistance matrix R asfollows:

Z=jwL+R. (4.4.8)

At the same time, the matrix L consists of the self- and mutual sectional

inductances L and M and the matrix R contains equivalent section resistances

R, including skin effect and self core losses, proximity loss and mutual core as

off diagonal terms of the matrix as below [16]:

  

L=

Luv My +: Min My(n-+1) Myn42) 1 Mian)

Ma Invi «+: Man Moan+1) Man42) °°: Maan)

Mni Mn2 ut Lyvn Ma(n+1) Mnn+2) ue Maan) .

Mont Mintiy2 +1: Mntiyn Iw Mon+i1)(nt2) 01° Mintiyan)

Mn+2)1 Mensaje 01+ Mint2yn M(n+2)(n+1) Ly + Min42)(2n)

| Meonyt

=

Mena 0+ Meenyn  Meanyntsy

=

Meenyint2) Ln |

(4.4.9)
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Ruvi Riz s+ Rin Ry(n41) Rynta) +: Rian)

Rai Ruvi -*: Ron Ro(n+41) Ranta) «1: Ran)

R= Rni Rn2 +++ Ravn Ra(n-+1) Raint2) °° Rncan)

Rs Rasy2 «°° Rintiyn Rwi Rin+i)(n+2) **°  Rin41)(2n)

Rin+2)1 Rintay2 ++*  Rinteyn R(nt2)(n+1) Rw2 ++ Renseycan)

| Roan) Rianya ut Ren)n Ren)(n+1) Rean)(n+2) a Rivn J

(4.4.10)

The incidence matrix A serves to link nodal voltages with branch currents:

a-|° ° (4.4.11
lo sl’ 41)

where S is a (n+ 1) x n matrix:

-1 0 0 0 0

1 -1 0 0 0

0 1 -1 + 0 0S= (4.4.12)

0 0 0 1 -l

0 0 0 0 1

and 0 is a (n+ 1) x n zero matrix.

Assuming an external voltage source is connected to a node k, the voltage U;

becomesan input voltage and should, therefore, be separated from the remaining

unknownvoltages. Thus, matrices Q and P are introduced as the component

vectors of the matrices Y and A correspondingly as follows [16, 71,72]:

e vector Q consists of the column corresponding to index k and being taken

out with a negative sign from the admittance matrix Y. At the same time,

a corresponding row and a columnto index k should be removed from the

matrix Y;

e vector P consists of the transposed row corresponding to index k and being

taken out with a negative sign from the incidence matrix A. In addition,

the corresponding row should be removed from the matrix A.
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In addition to the changes described previously, in case of node grounding and

connecting of two nodes the following transformations should be made [16,71,72]:

e node grounding: removing corresponding row and columnof the matrix Y

and the corresponding row of the matrix A.

e connection of two nodes together: adding up the corresponding rows and

then columns of the matrix Y respectively, and adding up only the corre-

sponding rowsof the matrix A.

Consequently, equations of (4.4.1) become:

YU=AI+QU:
. (4.4.13)

Z1=—A™U +PU,,

where voltage U; represents an input sinusoidal voltage signal.

From equation (4.4.13), the branch currents and nodal voltages vectors can

be expressed as [71, 72,79, 85]:

U =(Y+AZ'A7)“1(AZ'P + Q)Ug;
ot (4.4.14)

I=Z71(-A7U + Pl).

An output signal can be chosenarbitrarily from the variable vectors U or I

in order to obtain the transfer function H(jw) of a transformer in the frequency

domain, i.e. the ratio of nodal voltages and inductive branch currents with

respect to the applied input voltage.

4.4.2 One-Winding Model

The simplified case, the one-winding model, can be derived considering only

a one-winding equivalent circuit as shown in Fig.4.8. It has the same notations

as Fig. 4.7 but without winding affiliations.

The model is described by equations (4.4.13) and (4.4.14) where an input

voltage source is connected at node 1 (k = 1). Thus, with all the corresponding

transformations doneas discussed above, the involved matrices are simplified to
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Fig. 4.8: Equivalent circuit of a single-phase one-winding power transformer

as follows:

Up qT; 1 Ys12

U3 1D 0 0
Ue ;I=| |; P=]. (o=—)| (4.4.15)

Un+1 In 0 nxl1 0 nxl1

Y=

Yeo + Yer2 + Yso3 —Yo23 - °° 0 0

0 0 uv Yen + Y5(n—1)n + Yen(n+1) —Yon(n+1)

0 ds —Yon(n+1) Yg(nt1) + Yennt1)}

(4.4.16)

Ty Miz +: Mint) Min

Ma Dy -++ Mam-1) Mon

L= os (4.4.17)

Ma-v1 Ma-vy2 -**  En-1— Mn-1yn

Mni Mn2 Man-1) Ln nxn
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Ry Rig t+ Ryn-1) Rin

Roi Ry ute Ro(n-1) Ron

R=| : - (4.4.18)

Ra-11 Ra-yo -*' Raa Rir-1)n

| Rm Rag Raney Bn |

fi -1 0 0 0
0 1 -l 0 O

Na fee cee cee ee ee ef, (4.4.19)

0 0 0 1 -l

0 0 0 0 1 awn 
4.5 Mathematical Model of Three-Phase Power

Transformer for FRA

The lumped model ofa 3-phase transformeris simply a combination ofsingle-

phase two-winding transformer models, presented above, for each phase of the

transformer. The models end nodes from different phases of a 3-phase trans-

former are connected to each other to form Y-Y, A-Y, and other winding config-

urations. For instance, in Fig. 4.9 a block diagram of a 3-phase transformer with

the A-Y winding configuration is presented, where the each phase lumped model

is represented by a block with end nodes. Thus, the numbers of columns and

rows in matrices describing the model of a 3-phase transformer generally become

three times greater than those in the case of the single-phase transformer[16].

Similar to the single-phase model, the mathematical description of the 3-phase

model in the frequency domain is given in a matrix form of nodal equations:

Y35 Usg = Ase Is (4.5.1)
Z3¢ T3¢ = —Aj,Us5,

where vectors U3y and I3g represent node voltages and branch currents respec-
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Fig. 4.9: Block diagram of a three-phase power transformer model (A-Y winding

configuration) [16]

tively:

U; i,

Up Ip
Use = . i Is¢ — . . (4.5.2)

Ue(n+1) Ten

Admittance matrix Y3, has a dimension 6(n + 1) x 6(n + 1) and consists of

the matrices Yyy, Ypy and Yyyzy, defined in the single-phase model, and the

matrix Yyvny to include mutual coupling among the windings on different limbs

of a transformeras follows [16]:

Yuv Yuviv Yuvav 01 0; 0;

Yuviv Yiv 0; 0; 0; 0,

Yes = Yuvuv 91 Yuv Yuviv Yuvav 01 . (4.5.3)

0; 0: Yuvw Yui 0; 0;

0; 0: Yuvav 01 Yuv Yuviv

0; 0; 0; 0; Yuviv Yi

where 0, is the (n+ 1) x (n +1) zero matrix.
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Matrix Yyvuy has a dimension (n+ 1) x (n +1) and consists of admittances

Yivuv between the corresponding sections of HV windings on different limbsof

a 3-phase transformer as below [16]:

—Yuvuvi 0 aa 0 0

0 —Yuvuve «°° 0 0

Yuvave] ce A _ (45.4)

0 0 +++) —Yuvuvn 0

0 0 ve 0 —Yuvuv(n+1)

The 6n x 6n branch impedance matrix Z3¢ is given as below:

Zi, Ziq Zi3

Z3¢ = |Zi2 Zo. Zo3| » (4.5.5)

Zi3/ Zo3  Z33

where matrices Z1,, Zo2 and Z33 represent self- and mutual impedances on each

limbs and are identical to the matrix Z defined in (4.4.8). Off-diagonal square

matrices in (4.5.5) represent only mutual impedances among the windings on

different limbs [16].

The 6(n + 1) x 6n incidence matrix Agg is modified as follows [16]:

S 000 0 0

0S 00 0 0

00S 00 0
A3¢ = ; (4.5.6)

?
0008S 0 0

0000S 0

000008

where matrices S and 0 are already defined in (4.4.12).

With an external voltage source, being connected to a node k, the matrices

Q3, and P3, are introduced as the component vectors of the matrices Y34 and

A34 correspondingly. Consequently, equations (4.5.1) become:

Y3¢ Usg = Asg I3g + Q3gU«:

Zap Top = —AT,Usy + PsoUh
(4.5.7)
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and the branch current and nodal voltage vectors I34 and U3¢ respectively can

be found similar to (4.4.14):

Usg = (Y3g + AsgZ3gAgs)(AsgZ34Pg + Q34)Uk:a (4.5.8)
I3g = Z35(—A3gU3¢ + P3gUz).

The winding configuration, for instance, A-Y as shown Fig. 4.9, is obtained

by the grounding and connecting the model nodes using the transformations

stated above for the case of the single-phase model.

4.6 Estimation of Winding Inductances and

Resistances

4.6.1 Analytical Calculation

Research reported in [79,85] assumes that at higher frequencies above 10

kHz the core effect is not significant and can be neglected. Hence, the self-

and mutual inductances of the lumped model were calculated using air-core case

expressions. This approach showed a high degree of accuracy in comparison

with the experimental results performed on several transformers with the core

removed and substituted by a hollow metal cylinder.

However, according to [17] the coreeffect has to be taken into account during

inductance calculation in order to accurately model practical transformers. This

can be achieved using the analytical expressions derived by Wilcox [86, 87].

Fig. 4.10illustrates two coils representing the kt and m*" sectionsof a trans-

former winding. These coils have N;, and N,, turns respectively, wounded con-

centrically at intersection distance z on a solid magnetic core of radius b, which

has magnetic permeabilities jz, and pl, in the axial and radial directions respec-

tively and an isotropic resistivity p. Each coil is characterised by the average

a, internal a, and external a2 radii respectively, and cross-section wight w and

height h.

The mutual impedance between the coils is given as [87]:

Lien = Slim *F Zi(km) + Za(km)) (4.6.1)
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Fig. 4.10: Twocoil sections on a core [87]

where s denotes the Laplace transform operator, Lym corresponds to the mutual

inductance upon theair-core assumption, 21m) represents the impedance due

to the flux confined to core and Zo(zm) is the impedance owing to leakage flux

upon introducing the core.

Regardingthe first term, Lym, it is proposed to use the following approximate

formula [87]:

Ke

Lim & poNeNon Tit (1 _ =) K(k) - Btn) | (4.6.2)

where jlo is a free space permeability, K(«) and E(«) are completeelliptic inte-

grals of the first and the second kinds respectively, and

4amc=,/—— 2"_. (4.6.3)
2? + (an +m)?

However, a more precise calculation of the mutual inductances can be

achieved by the following expression [86]:

co

Liem = 2po0N«Nan|1(Bam) K1(Ba,) cos(Gz) dB, (4.6.4)

0

where K, and J; are the modified Bessel functions.
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In both the equations (4.6.2) and (4.6.2), in the caseof self impedance calcu-

lation, t.e. Zp, 2 = 0.2235(h + w) [87].

The second and third terms of the equation are defined as follows [87]:

mb? 2bely (mb)Z N.Na— — : 6.1(km) =SINE “ (eeLo ; (4 6 5)

1 4 N
Z2(km) =sNiNmy cm : S° P, (BnQrk, Brdon) Py (Bnaim, BnGom)

=1 (4.6.6)

I; (6nd) Fi (G,.b)

x Qi(Bnw1; Bnw2) cos (Bnz)|,

where m = 1/spz/P, Bn = 2nn/X and X is the length of the magnetic circuit.

N is the numberof image terms for evaluation Z2(%m), Jo, 1, Ko and Ky are the

modified Bessel functions [87].

Other functions in equation (4.6.6) are defined as follows:

 

  

  

nO=o eueenea) a8
Pi(x,y) = [ps (2) — Pi (y)| (4.6.8)

ules)=; [c08(5) - cos(=F#)] (4.6.9)

The auxiliary functionsused in (4.6.7)-(4.6.9) are defined as below:

fo= PO. 0=e (4.6.10
(a) = =|e o(a) + Ko(a)L1(a)|; (4.6.11)

r= “oR + = (4.6.12)

a)=)>ee (4.6.13)
[n + 1/2\k +n + 1/2]!

‘= |

In this calculation, the laminated nature of the core is represented by the

frequency dependentanisotropic resistivity p, computed using the approach pre-

sented in [87]. The length of the magnetic circuit (flux path) A is calculated

on the basis of the core dimensions due to the fact that the reluctance of each

section of the core is proportional to its length [71].
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The calculation of winding resistance is the one of the major challenges due

to the eddy current effect in a winding conductor and a core. There are lot of

methods being proposed andutilised [72,79,80] for the winding resistance calcu-

lation, among which, the Dowell’s approach [88] is one of the most referenced:

sinh(2A)+sin(2A) 2(p?—1) sinh(A) — sin(A)

cosh(2A) — cos(2A) 3 “ cosh(A) + cos(A)
 R= Rad ( ) (4.6.14)

where Rac is the DC resistance of one winding section, p is the numberoflayers

in the section and
T 3/4 3/2

Ae (=) a (4.6.15)

in which d is the conductor equivalent diameter and ¢ is the distance between

the centers of two adjacent conductors. The skin depth can be foundas follows:

/ 2
= 7 (4.6.16)

Hop-row

where o and pz, are the conductor conductivity and relative permeability, respec-

 

tively.

4.6.2 Numerical Calculation With Finite Element

Method

The analysis of electromechanical systems have been widely addressed by

solving the Maxwell’s equations. However, in practice, it is often impossible

to solve mathematical models of complex objects, such as power transformers,

analytically, taking into accountits fine features like the laminated structure and

geometry of the core. In such cases the resulting mathematical models contain

nonlinear partial differential equations (PDEs).

Finite element method (FEM)is a numerical technique for finding approxi-

mate solutions of PDEs and integral equations. The basic idea of FEM is the

subdivision of a mathematical model into non-overlapping simple geometry com-

ponents called finite elements.

A typical FEM solution processconsists of:

1. Definition of the problem, e.g. transformer geometry, boundary conditions,

material properties, governing equations, etc.
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2. Division of the problem into finite elements (meshing process).

3. Connection of the elements at the nodes to form an approximate system of

equations for the whole structure (formulation of element matrices).

4. Calculation of desired quantities, e.g. magnetic vector potential, magnetic

flux density, etc. in selected problem elements.

In this research, the hierarchical multiscale FEM modelling approach (89, 90]

is utilised to compute transformer parameters at different frequencies . On a

small scale (2D FEM formulation), a transformer core and windings are individ-

ually analysed to take into account anisotropic magnetic properties of a laminated

transformer core and winding’s diamagnetic properties with the purpose to cal-

culate its effective frequency dependent parameters. Subsequently, the obtained

effective frequency dependent parameters are used to estimate inductances and

resistances of transformer windings using a large scale 3D FEM model of the

whole transformer.

Effective Anisotropic Permeability and Conductivity Tensors of Lam-

inated Core

Consider a fragment of a laminated core structure in Fig. 4.1. If an alter-

nating magnetic field B is applied (B stands for magnetic field density vector),

eddy currents with density J appear in the laminations. These currents affect

the magnetic field as well as the effective permeability of the lamination.

Assuminglinear anisotropic magnetic permeability and isotropic electric con-

ductivity o of a single steel sheet, the constitutive relations for the stacked lam-

inated core in Fig. 4.1 are described as follows [81]:

B = flogcoHl and J = Fettcorell, (4.6.17)

where H and E are the vectors of magnetic andelectrical field strength respec-

tively, [ettcore and Geftcore are the tensors of the effective magnetic permeability

and electrical conductivity accordingly.

The effective permeability tensor [best core consists of the complex effective

permeabilities user’, pefere and peer’ in x,y and 2 directions respectively as
xx
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follows [81, 89]:

pstcore 0 0

Hefcore = Ho 0 pisticore 0 . (4.6.18)

0 0. pecore

The x and y componentsof the tensor (4.6.18) are defined by equation (4.2.1)

and can be rewritten as follows:

tanh ((1 + j)b/dx)_
« eff ,core ! _ ow

ee” pice — Fe = texe 4.6.19
(1 + 5)b/6,) (4.6.19)

‘ ; tanh ((1 + 7)b/dy)
eff ,core / WW y

[es it, = Ie = Mellyee 4.6.20vy Hay

~

FB= Sie +Fb) mem)
jigiheore —____2

__

(4.6.21)
(1 — kte) + ke’

where/lx, [x and px are the local magnetic permeabilities in various directions.

The stacking factor ky. is defined in section 4.2.1.

Skin depths 6, and 6, are defined by equation (4.2.2) and can be rewritten

Oy = 1/2/(wootx) and dy = 4/2/(wopopy). (4.6.22)

Similarly, the tensorof the effective conductivity of a laminated core is defined

as follows [81]:

as below:

Kteo 0 0

Oeffcore = 0 Keo 0}. (4.6.23)

0 0 O

Thus, the obtained frequency dependent effective parameters of a core ac-

cording to (4.6.18) and (4.6.23) can be used to calculate inductive andresistive

parameters of transformer windings with the coreeffect included.

Diamagnetic Properties of Winding Conductors

A high frequency current, flowing through a multiturn winding of a power

transformer, causes severaleffects: the skin effect, proximity effect and geometric

effect. The skin effect affects the current distribution within the conductor so

the current density near the surface of the conductor is greater than that at
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IBoel   Hy =0
    

            

   

       
  

Fig. 4.11: Computational regions (unit cells) and boundary conditions for rect-

angular (top) and round (bottom) winding conductors[89]

its centre. The provimity effect is caused by a magnetic field generated by the

adjacent conductors and also influences the current density distribution in the

conductor. The geometric effect is associated with the transverse magnetic field

from the magnetic system [89]. All these effects are intelinked with each other

and cause frequency dependent behaviour of winding’s effective parameters.

Consider a portion of internal space of multiturn winding as a system of

regularly located solid conductors, having rectangular or round cross-sections,

with air gaps and insulation layers. It is assumed that the system of conductors

is infinitely extended along the coordinate axis in the transversedirection to the

2D plane of the conductor’s cross-sections. It can therefore be represented as a

composite heterogeneous medium with a periodic structure of an elementary cell

containing a unit conductor. Thus, theeffective complex permeability tensor of

such medium can be obtain by solving the field problem, when an external unit

magnetic field is applied in various directions. The AC resistance due to skin

effect in the conductor can be evaluated by applying a current [16, 89].

Let the unit cells of rectangular and round conductors be placed in a lo-
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cal coordinate system with corresponding boundary conditions as shownin Fig.

4.11. Consider Fig. 4.11(a) and Fig. 4.11(e) where an external magnetic field

Bo = (0,0, Bo) is applied in the z direction to rectangular and round conductors

respectively. The governing equations are formulated in terms of the magnetic

vector potential A = (0, Ay, 0) and the gradient of the electric potential AV/L,

where AVis the variation of potential V over the length L, from the Maxwell’s

equations under the quasi-static approximation and neglecting a displacement

current inside a conducting material as follows [89]:

AV
jwoAy, + V x (us'V x Ay) =O} (4.6.24)

[ (-iwoa, - oSJas =0. (4.6.25)

S

Here, o is the conductor conductivity, S is the cross-sectional area of the con-

ductor, V denotes a gradient of a function.

The integral of the total current density in (4.6.25) is set to zero to preserve

the characteristics of induced eddy currents. Using the boundary conditions

shown in Figs. 4.11(a) or 4.11(e), the z component of the effective permeabil-

ity tensor Les of the winding conductor can be determined after the numerical

calculation of Ay and AV/L asbelow [89]:

a

1 “ A

ast = ~ | Baccode, B, =
aH ‘

aA,
Hy =1 4.6.26Or , 0 , ( )

 

where a is the dimension of the unit cell in the x direction.

Equations similar to (4.6.24)-(4.6.26) are used to calculate the x component

of the effective permeability tensor Lew but with the external magnetic field

directed in the x direction, i.e. By = (Bo,0,0), and the boundary conditions

shown in Fig. 4.11(b). The corresponding componentof the effective permeabil-

ity tensor pi, for the rectangular conductoris defined as follows [89]:

Lx

b

fi= al?Byjx=042, B,= OAy Ay = 1, (4.6.27)

0

where b is the dimension of the unit cell in the z direction.
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On the other hand, with regard to the round conductor, due to symmetry the

x componentof the effective permeability tensor Len is equal to its z component,

ie, et = fet,

Applying the external magnetic field in the y direction,7.e. Bo = (0, Bo, 0,),

as shown in Figs. 4.11(c) and 4.11(f), the governing equations are formulated in

terms of the y componentof the magnetic field Hy as follows [89]:

jwpioHy + V x (ov x fy) = 0. (4.6.28)

After calculating Hy using the boundary conditions shown in Figs. 4.11(c)

and 4.11(f), the effective permeability in the y direction is determined as below

[89]:

1 ff- .
pst = — / / B,dxdz, Hy =1, (4.6.29)

abHp

 

0

Thus, the effective permeability tensor of winding conductor, including both

the skin and proximity effects, can be written as [89]

if 0 0
fg =| 0 fe 0}. (4.6.30)

0 oO as

Although the resulting eddy currents are taken into accountin the calculation

of (4.6.30), effective resistance of the winding conductor should be calculated

separately considering a unit cell, which carries the alternating current Ipe%* in

the y direction as shown in Figs. 4.11(d) and 4.11(g). To calculate the current

density distribution over the cross-section of a conductor for an AC resistance

evaluation, the governing equations are formulated in terms of the magnetic

vector potential A = (0, A,,0) and the gradientof the electric potential AV/L.

In this case, the governing equations becomesimilar to (4.6.24) and (4.6.25) but

with the use of the boundary conditions shown in Figs. 4.11(d) and 4.11(g) [89]:

AV
jwoA, + V x (ustV x Ay) =o; (4.6.31)

* * * . AV «4
| has = Io, dy = —jwoAy —_a To = 1. (4.6.32)

Ss
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xb.

Fig. 4.12: Computational domains of the 3D transformer model (half of the core

is analysed)

Here, Jy is the current density in the y direction and S is the cross-sectional

area of the conductor. Subsequently, after the numerical calculation of Ay and

AV/L, the effective AC resistance of the conductor per unit length is determined

as below [89]:

1 fl?
= =A a . 4, .TAC al a ds (4.6.33)

Winding Parameter Calculation

Having definedeffective frequency dependent properties of a transformercore

and winding conductors, a large scale 3D FEM modelof the whole transformer

is analysed. The geometry of the modelis defined using a graphical user inter-

face of a commercial FEM software as shown in Fig. 4.12, where four problem

domains are considered, i.e. volumes 9) and Q2 are the LV and HV winding

sections, 23 is the volume of the laminated core and 924 is associated with the
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volume surrounding the transformer. Due to the geometrical symmetry of the

transformer model, only half of the 3D model needs to be considered [90].

Since the frequency dependenteffects are already accounted in the calculated

effective permeability tensors of the core and the windings, the FEM modelcan

be computed in the magnetostatic mode to simplify the governing equations. In

this case, the governing equation can be expressed in terms of A asfollows [82,90]:

m4 a 0 in Qs, Q4

Vx (f@-VxA)= . (4.6.34)
tNI/S. in Qy or Qa,

where t is the unit vector in the azimuthal direction of the winding, N is the

number of turns in the winding, f is the current per turn and S, denotes the

total cross-sectional area of the winding section.

The complex frequency dependent permeability tensor it is defined in each of

the domains in Fig. 4.12 as follows:

Mer in Q1, QQ»

b= fie in D3 (4.6.35)

1 in (4,

where ben and [estcore are given by (4.6.30) and (4.6.18) respectively.

However, since the effective permeability tensor of the winding conductor iter

is derived by (4.6.30) using a 2D FEM calculation,it is necessary to convert the

tensor into a 3D coordinate system. The local coordinates (x,y, z), used in the

diamagnetic permeability calculations of the winding conductor, correspond to

the cylindrical coordinates (r,y,z) of the 3D model. Therefore, the tensor iter

is converted into the rectangular coordinate system of the 3D modelasfollows:

xa + yas (ae — fet)zy
 

 

0
72 + y? 2 + y?

jig = (A Sey watyra (4.6.36)
2 + y? 72 + y?

0 0 just

The numerical calculation of (4.6.34) is conducted using the magnetic insu-

lation boundary conditions (n x A = 0) applied to outer external boundaries

(volume 04), where n denotes the surface normal.
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Theeffective inductive and resistive parameters of the transformer can becal-

culated using an induced voltage U in the winding at each frequency ofinterest.

It is computed by integrating the magnetic vector potential A in the azimuthal

direction of the k*® section of the winding as follows [90]:

A N, a
th, = jw/A -tdQ. (4.6.37)

Buk

OQ

Here, N;, Sc, and 2, are the numberof turns, the total cross-sectional area and

the computational domain of the k** winding section respectively.

The unit vector in the azimuthal direction of the winding t is defined as the

unit vector in the y direction ofthe cylindrical coordinate system, associated with

the winding. Therefore, after the transformation into a 3D coordinate system,

t is defined as follows:

_ Y¥ — Yo 0

(x — 20)? + (y — Yo)?
t= 0 Tt  _s gi, (4.6.38)

(x — 20)? + (y — yo)?
0 0 z

where (29, yo, 2) are the coordinates of the central axis of the winding.

Subsequently, the self inductance and resistance of the k* section of the

winding are defined from therelation U = [(jwL + R) as below [16]:

A

Tk

WwW Ti

where J; is the current per turn applied to winding section k.

A mutual inductance Mym and a resistance Rym between the k** and m‘”

sections can be obtained by calculating the induced voltage U,, in the m*” section

similar to (4.7.20), when the current is applied to winding section k, as follows:

Mum =Re(=*): (4.6.41)

Ty

ivy, =21m(=), (4.6.42)
Ww Th
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In order to reduce computational time, each of the above parameters can be

calculated for several frequency points in the frequency range of interest, the

parameter values for the rest of frequency points can be found using various

interpolation methods.

4.7 Estimation of Winding Capacitances and

Conductances

The model parameter estimation is usually done using the physical dimensions

and insulation properties of a transformer. In practice some simplification and

approximations of winding geometrical structures are accepted which allow to

apply analytical formulae or numerical calculations with FEM for parameter

estimation [71,79].

In practice, the transformer insulation is made of dielectric materials, which

are frequency dependent and are characterised by a complex electrical permit-

tivity:

E = €,€0, (4.7.1)

where€9 is the permittivity of free space and é, denotes complexeffective relative

permittivity of insulation andis defined as follows [16, 17]:

é, = €'(w) — je" (w) = e'(w)(1 — j tand), (4.7.2)

where tan 6 is the dissipation factor, defined as the ratio between the imaginary

and the real parts of the relative permittivity as below:

e"(w) |

ew)
 tand = (4.7.3)

The overall capacitances and conductances are defined as a composition of

the geometrical capacitances Cgeo, obtained on the basis of physical dimensions

of transformer windings, and the complexeffective relative permittivities of in-

sulation Ee as follows:

C= elgCreo and G = wesgCgeo. (4.7.4)
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Fig. 4.13: A typical structure of transformer insulation between transformer

windings

In addition, taking into account (4.7.3) the expression for the overall conductance

G can be rewritten with the use of tand and C as below [76, 91-93]:

G=Cwtano. (4.7.5)

4.7.1 Effective Relative Permittivity of Insulation

The effective relative permittivities of insulation take into account the pres-

ence of cylindrical pressboard barriers and spacers in interwinding space, spacers

between windingdiscs and insulatingoil, which are calculated using the approach

described below [17,71].

Assuming a typical insulation structure between two windings, consisting of

oil, pressboard and paper, asillustrated in Fig. 4.13, where X;.¢ represents the

span between axial spacers, X, is the width of axial pressboard spacers and X2is

the total width of the oil duct between the spacers. Yior is the distance between

the windings, Y; and Y; are the paper thicknesses of the two windings, Y2 is

the thickness of the pressboard spacer/depth of the oil duct and Y3 is the total

thickness of all pressboard cylinders between the windings [17].
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The complexeffective relative permittivity can be found as below [17]:

1 (Xi +X) | 1 X, 1 Xs
 

 

1
-=——- + 4.7.6
Ey Epaper Xtot é b NY + é 1 Yo Xtot ( )

P Yiot ° Yeot

where Epaper, Epb and Epi) are the complex relative permittivities of the insulation

z . ’
Epb Xtot

paper, pressboard material and insulatingoil respectively.

The effective relative permittivities for the intersection or other cases are

calculated using the same approach.

4.7.2 Series Capacitances

Continuous Disc Winding

In a continuous disc winding, the turns are woundradially outwards one on

top of the other, starting at the surface of the former [25]. For a continuous

disc type winding the series capacitance is determined by the amount of stored

energy in the disc, which can be estimated by assuming the equal voltage drop

across each disc and the existence of equipotential surfaces in the interdisc space

as stated in [16, 17,94] and shown in Fig. 4.14. Fig. 4.15 illustrates an equivalent

capacitive circuit of the winding section, shown in Fig. 4.14, where C, and Cg

denote interturn and interdisc capacitances respectively.

The capacitance between discs can be calculated using the expression for

parallel plate capacitanceas follows [16, 17]:

(eat ~ Rin)

Ta + T%
Ca = Teta€0 ; (4.7.7)

where7; is the insulation thickness between two turns, Tq 1s the distance between

discs, Rout, and Rin» are the outer and inner radii of a disc winding as shownin

Fig. 4.14. Theeffective relative permittivity €ef,a between discs are calculated

using the above described approach in subsection 4.7.1.

The interturn capacitance C; is calculated approximately as follows [16, 17]:

G,= DnbianaitRaggi (4.7.8)
Tt

 

where h is the height of the disc and Ravgn is the average radius of a disc winding.

Here 27; is added to

h

in order to account the fringing effect.
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Ray

Fig. 4.14: Cross-section of a continuous disc winding with 8 turnsper disc

 

Fig. 4.15: Equivalent circuit of a continuous disc winding with 8 turns perdisc
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The total series capacitance of one disc can be expressed as below [16]:

 
a ok

Ct,tot = OS ; (4.7.9)

where p is the numberof turns in a disc. In case of a disc winding with circular

conductors, C;,tota1 can be calculated as follows [16]:

1 h+27

cosh7' D/2a Tt
 

Ci,t0t = 27EpaperEoRave ) (4.7.10)

where D is the distance between two adjacent turns and is the radius of a

circular conductor.

The voltage distribution inside a disc is determined by the internal distribu-

| Ca
a= . Ati tl

Cot ( )

Subsequently, the total series capacitance Kyy of a one-winding disc between

tion constant [17]:

 

two equipotential surfaces can be estimated as follows [17]:

 Kay = Cy (1 + oe) . (4.7.12)

The conductance gyy between the discs is obtained with aid of (4.7.3) and

(4.7.5) using the calculated capacitance Ayy and a complexeffective permittivity

of insulation between discs.

Interleaved Disc Winding

The typical cross-section of an interleaved disc winding is illustrated in

Fig. 4.16. In practice, an interleaving of the turnsis applied to achieve a uniform

voltage gradient along HV disc winding. :

The following expression can beusedto calculate the total series capacitance

of an interleaved disc [16]:

8
Kay = (p—- 1G. + rae (4.7.13)

where Cy and C;,are calculated using equations (4.7.7) and (4.7.8) respectively.
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Fig. 4.17: Cross-section ofa helical winding with 4 conductors in parallel
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Fig. 4.18: Dimensions of a transformer windings, a core and a tank
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Helical Disc Winding

In practice, LV windings of transformers are designed to carry high currents

in the form of a helical winding with several rectangular conductors connected

in parallel as shown in Fig. 4.17.

Therefore, the geometrical capacitance between two turnsof a winding can be

calculated using an expression for a parallel plate capacitance as below (16, 17]:

FP? —-R
Kineeeo = reynoesFina), (4.7.14)

where d is the distance between two turns, Rj,) and Rouare the inner and outer

radii of the winding as shown in Fig. 4.17.

4.7.3 Shunt Capacitances

In general, the term “shunt” applies to capacitances between windings and

between winding and grounded parts of a transformer.

Capacitances Between HV and LV Windings

One of the common approaches to calculate the geometrical capacitances

Cuviv,geo between the HV and LV windingsis to use the expression for cylindrical

capacitance having an axial height of the model section as follows [17,71]:

QnréegH

CHVLV,geo = R )

nln (#*)
Fronts

(4.7.15)

where H denotes the height of the complete winding, n is the number of sections

in the lumped model(Fig. 4.7), Rin and Rou, are the inner and outer radii of

the HV and LV windings respectively as shown in Fig. 4.18.

Capacitances Between Windings and Grounded Parts

LV windings are usually positioned nearest to a core in transformers, there-

fore, the shunt capacitances Cry of LV winding are associated with a grounded

core and can be considered as a coaxial cylindrical capacitance, in the same way

as the capacitances between HV and LV windings are obtained [16].
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On the other hand, the shunt geometrical capacitances Cyygeo between the

HV winding and a tank depend on geometrical shapeof the tank. If the tank has

semicylindrical sides with radius R, as shown in Fig. 4.18, expression (4.7.18)

can be used with a scaling factor 1/4 to calculate the capacitance for the central

phase HV winding, replacing Dy, with 2R, as follows [16,17]:

1 TEgH

Civ,geo = 7
4° a ‘

mat es)n-lIn + —]
( gai Fout,h

Geometrical capacitances of the outer phase HV windings can be approxi-

 (4.7.16)
  

mated by equation (4.7.15) with the reduction factor 3/4 taking into account the

semicylindrical shape of the tank sides (16, 17]:

 

3 2néoH
Cy ceo = = *ST 4.7.17

Rout,h

Capacitances Between HV Windings on Different Limbs

The geometrical capacitances between two HV windings Cyvuv,geo can be

considered as the capacitances between two parallel (non-coaxial) cylinders as

follows [17]:

TegH

Dyn Dyn ?.] —1
me (ae r (se)

where Dy}, is the distance between the axes of two HV windings.

(4.7.18) 

CHVHV,geo a

  

Numerical Calculation of Shunt Capacitances Using FEM

Shunt capacitances can also be numerically computed with FEM using an

energy method. Atfirst, a geometry 2 of the space between windings or between

a winding and a groundedpartof a transformer is defined, in which the complex

effective relative electrical permittivity é, = 1 to compute a geometrical shunt

capacitance Cyhgeo. Then, the boundary conditions of one of the windings are

set as the predefined potential Up, whereas the other boundary conditions are set

as the ground (zero potential). Subsequently, the electrostatic energy density D
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is integrated over the whole subdomain 22 to obtain the electrostatic energy W.

as follows:

W. = [da (4.7.19)
Q

and the geometrical shunt capacitance Cshgeo between the transformer parts is

calculated as below [17]:

(4.7.20)

4.8 Summary

In this chapter a lumped parameter modelling of power transformers for FRA

is discussed. Based upon the duality principle between magnetic and electrical

circuits, a transformer core modelis established. The well-known lumped param-

eter winding models of single-phase and 3-phase transformers are presented. An

estimation of the model parameters using analytical and numerical calculations

is discussed in details. The models’ applications are presented in Chapters 6 and

7 of this thesis, where the models are utilised to develop a model-based approach

for identification of transformer parameters with EA learning. In addition, the

presented lumped parameter model of a 3-phase power transformer is used to

study the effect of different winding fault conditions on frequency response sim-

ulations as presented in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 5

High Frequency Distributed

Parameter Modelling of

Transformer Windings

5.1 Introduction

The main disadvantage of utilising the lumped parameter models for FRA

study is that the accurate frequency response simulation of transformer windings

at higher frequencies above 1 MHz can beachieved only with small sectioning of

the models that leads to its essential complexity [95].

On the other hand, the theories of distributed parameter systems and travel-

ling wave in transmission lines offer an appropriate mathematical foundation to

model, in a compact mathematical form, the propagation processes of a voltage

signal injected into a transformer winding. This can be used for the interpreta-

tion of FRA measurements in an extended range of frequencies up to 10 MHz.

The advantages of such high frequency measurements for FRA were discussed

in [96,97], which show that FRA measurements are more sensitive to minor

winding movements in the high frequency range.

With respect to power transformers, Riidenberg [98] extendedtravelling wave

theory for transformer winding analysis and made the theory more systematic

for several special cases. The comprehensive development of the theory of wave

93
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propagation in transformer winding were presented in [99]. Transient processes

of transformers were also examined by Bewley [100] and Heller et al. [101].

In general, distributed parameter modelling of transformer windings is based

upon the application of the multiconductor transmission line (MTL) theory [102],

developed as an extension of the transmission line theory [103,104]. The the-

ory has been employed to perform machine winding analysis [105, 106] and

subsequently applied to derive transformer winding mathematical descriptions

(73-76, 91-93, 107, 108], which has been used for partial discharge location pur-

poses and very fast transient overvoltages (VFTOs) studies. However, these

models do not take into account constructional features of transformer wind-

ings. Furthermore, each turn of a winding is represented as a single transmission

line [73, 75, 91, 92, 108], which makes MTL models complex to operate when

analysing a winding with a large numberof turns.

In this chapter, at first, a traditional MTL modelling is introduced, followed

by a detailed presentation of a novel approach to model a continuousdisc trans-

former winding for FRA.

5.2 General Transmission Line Models

5.2.1 Two-conductor Transmission Line Model

In general, a transmission line is considered as a cascadeof sections of length

Az, each of which consists of lumped components r, L, C and G, representing

resistance, inductance, shunt capacitance and conductance per unit length of the

line respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.1. In the figure x and t denote the space

and time coordinate respectively, and d is the total length of the line. Thus,

notations u(t,x) and i(t,z) denote the time and space dependent voltage and

current at distance x from the beginning of theline.

The equilibrium equations for the transmission line are derived on the basis

of the Kirchoff’s voltage and current laws, assuming Az — 0, and are known as
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Fig. 5.1: Equivalent circuit of a two-conductor transmission line

the Telegrapher’s equations [100, 104, 109}:

 
Ou(t,) _ _ Oi(t, 7) ri(t, x);2 aE

(5.2.1)
dit,

x

)

__ u(t,

©

)

— Gu(t, x)Ox Ot ae

In order to convert the above expressions (5.2.1) into the frequency domain,

the Laplace transform is employed. Assuming zero initial conditions:

i(t=0,2)=0 and u(t=0,z) =0,

the Laplace transforms of the space derivatives are as follows:

 

du(t,x) _ OU(s, z) di(t,z) | AI(s, 2)
Le | an | Da and L Fn =a, (5.2.2)

Thus, equations (5.2.1) are transformed into the frequency domain as below:

ee) = — sLI(s,x) —rI(s,x) = —ZI(s,2); (5.2.3)

ones) = — sCU(s,r) — GU(s,x) = -YU(s,z), (5.2.4)

where U(s,z) and I(s,) are the Laplace transforms of the voltage u(t, x) and

current i(t, x) respectively, and

Z=LIs+r and Y=Cs+G (5.2.5)
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 16,0) 13,0)
t ani

U(s,0) Two-port Network U(s,d)

|  
 

Fig. 5.2: Two-port network

are the impedance and admittance of the transmission line respectively.

Assuming that the parameters r, L, C and G are not functionsof z, differ-

entiating of equation (5.2.3) with respect to x gives

0?U(s, x) OI(s, Z)

Substituting (5.2.4) into (5.2.6) yields

0?U(s, x)

Similarly,
0? I(s, x)
—~—— - ZYI = (0, weAa ZY I(s,z) =0 (5.2.8)

The analytical solutions of (5.2.7) and (5.2.8) are obtained by considering

the transmission line as a two-port network (Fig. 5.2) in terms of voltages and

currents U(s,0), I(s,0) and U(s,d), I(s,d) at the input (2 = 0) and output

(x = d) of the network respectively in the matrix form as follows [102, 104]:

eo _ | cosh('d)  —Z,mupad | 65.2.9)

I(s,d) —Z>'sinh([d) cosh(Id) I(s,0)

Here, T = VZYis usually referred to as the propagation function and Z, =

,\/Z/Y is the characteristic impedance of the uniform transmissionline.

5.2.2 Multiconductor Transmission Line Model

The two-conductor transmission line model considered in the previous subsec-

tion can be extended to a general MTL model with (NV +1) conductors. Consider
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Fig. 5.3: Equivalent circuit of a (N + 1)-conductor transmission line
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a section of (N + 1)-conductor transmission line consisting of N conductors and

a reference conductor (ground), to which N line voltages are referenced as shown

in Fig. 5.3. The equations describing the line can be written in the matrix form

in the frequency domain as below:

 

ee = —sLI(s,z) — RI(s,x) = —ZI(s, 2);7 » (5.2.10)
an = —sC U(s,z) —- GU(s, xz) = —Y U(s, z)

or

oO U(s,z)| | 02 —Z}|U(s,z)

Ox moo) 7 * len (6.2.11)

where QOis the N x N zero matrix, vectors U(s,xz) and I(s,x) represent line

voltages and currents respectively:

U;(s, x) I,(s, x)

U= mea) . T= ee) . (5.2.12)

Un(s, 2) Iy(s, 2)

Subsequently, the following equations are derived:

2

ae = ZYU(s,2);
es ; (5.2.13)

wt _

or. = YZ I(s, a)

The analytical solutions of (5.2.13) are obtained using the method of similar-

ity transformations to decouple the matrix equations. The vectors U(s, x) and

I(s, x) are converted to a corresponding set of uncoupled modal vectors Un(s, 2)

and I,,(s,2) as below:

U(s,z) =TUn(s,z) and I(s,z) = TIn(s,2), (5.2.14)

where T is the conversion matrix. Substitution of (5.2.14) into (5.2.13) allows

the solution of the modified equations directly in terms of U,,(s, x) and In(s, 7).

The original vectors U(s, xz) and I(s, x) are then recovered by an inverse trans-

formation.
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The solution for U(s, x) in terms of the voltages and currents U(s,0), I(s, 0)

and U(s,d), I(s,d) at the input (z = 0) and output (x = d), considering the

MTL modelas a (N + 1)-port network, then becomes[102, 106]:

U(s, x) = Texp(—7y xz)T7' U(s, 0) + T exp(y z)TU(s,d), (5.2.15)

where y and T are the eigenvalue and eigenvector matrices of matrix /ZY

respectively.

Thefinal solution is written in the matrix form as follows [76, 92, 106]:

U(s, 0)

U(s,d)|
(5.2.16)

  

I(s,0)| | YFy* coth(yd)F~* —YF-y~'cosech(y d)F*

I(s, d) YFy~‘cosech(yd)F7*  —YFy~! coth(yd)F'

5.3. Multiconductor Transmission Line Model

of Transformer Winding

As mentioned above, each transmission line of an MTL model is usually

considered as a single turn of a transformer winding. Thus, the order of the

MTL modelis defined by the numberof turns N in the analysed winding.

Figure 5.4 showsa representation of a transformer winding by coupled trans-

mission lines. As seen from the figure, each transmission line, representing a

winding turn, is connected to the next one by means of a non-dimensionallink.

Therefore, the MTL modelis considered as a (N +1) port network with terminal

voltages U(s,0) and U(s,d), and currents I(s,0) and I(s,d), where d denotes

the average length of a turn.

The modelsolution is given by (5.2.16). Due to interconnection of the trans-

mission lines in the model as shownin Fig. 5.4, the following boundary equalities

are applied [105]:

Ui41(s, 0) = U;(s, d), for 1= 1, were y N- 1;

Tisi(s,0) =J,(s,d), for «=1,...,N—1.
(5.3.1)

The admittance and impedance matrices Y and Z are created on the basis of

geometry of the winding. For example, consider a simple continuousdisc winding
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Fig. 5.4: Multi-conductor transmission line model

shownin Fig. 5.5, consisting of 3 discs, each of which has 3 turns. In this case,

capacitance matrix C is of the order 9, which can be expressed asfollows:

          

  
  

C=

- eas i 7

= —kKk 0 0 0 —Cq 0 0 0

+Cq

2K
_ 7 _ 0 —Ca 0 0 0 0

+Cq

—-K K 0 0 0

0 0 K+Cq —-kK —C4q

2K
0 0: 0 -K "| wif 0 Ca 0

+2Cq ’

C+K
—Ca 0 0 0 _ 0 0 0

+Cq

0 0 0 0 0 0 C+kK -—K 0

2Kk+

0 0 0 0 —C4q 0 — —K
+Cq

K+

0 0 0 —Cq 0 0 0 —K
+Cq |

(5.3.2)
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Fig. 5.5: Cross-section of transformer winding

where K, C' and Cy are the average interturn, interdisc capacitances and the

capacitance to core per unit conductor length respectively.

In general, a detailed representation of a transformer winding by the MTL

modelresults to increased complexity of the model, which is defined by the total

numberof turns and, hence, requires additional computational resources, exam-

ple of which is discussed in subsection 7.3.2. In the next section, a simplified

distributed parameter model is presented, which takes into account construc-

tional features of disc-type transformer windings.

5.4 Simplified Distributed Parameter Model of

Transformer Winding

5.4.1 Equivalent Distributed Parameter Circuit of

Transformer Winding

Consider a continuous disc winding, since this type represents an essential

part of HV transformer windings. Each disc of the winding consists of a number

of turns woundedin the radial direction. In practice, continuous disc windings
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are wound to provide the same direction of a flowing current alongall discs of

a winding. In some transformers, the reinforcement of insulation at the ends of

a winding results to a reduced numberof turns for several discs closest to the

winding ends. Thus, the conductor length of the extreme discs can differ from

those of the middle discs. However, in this study for the sake of simplicity, an

equal conductor length is adopted for all winding discs.

In order to obtain a general equivalent circuit of the winding, each disc is con-

sidered as an equivalent distributed parameter circuit with turns being stretched

out in the radial direction of the winding, similar to an equivalent circuit of

transformer winding proposed with respect to the axial direction [100]. Entering

interdisc connections and taking into account above simplifications, the equiv-

alent distributed parameter circuit of a disc-type transformer winding at FRA

testing can be composedasin Fig. 5.6. In the figure the following notations for

the winding parameters per unit conductor length are used:

K; average interturn capacitance of the i” disc;

C; average ground capacitance of the i” disc;

Caiiz1) average interdisc capacitance between the i” and (i + 1)" discs;

rj average resistance of the i'” disc;

L; average inductanceof the idisc;

Miis1) average mutual inductance between the iand(i + 1)" discs;

G; average ground conductanceof the i” disc;

Gi average interturn conductanceof the 7“disc;

Gait1) average interdisc conductance between the i” and (i +1)"discs;

Zinp, Zour impedances of measurement cables;

lLa conductor length of a disc and a turn;

n total number of discs in winding.

Asis clear from the equivalent circuit, the discs numeration is marked from

the top down andthedirection of the space coordinate x is denoted from theleft

terminal of each disc towards the right end. Each disc has its own parameters

signified by a corresponding disc number and the discs are connected to each

other by a curve line. Thus, notations u;(t, 0), i:(t,0) and un(t,!), tn(t, 1) denote
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Fig. 5.6: The equivalent circuit of a disc-type transformer winding
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the voltages and currents at an input terminal and an output end of the winding,

i.e. at xc = 0 forthefirst disc and x = I for the n*” disc, t denotes time. Note that

the term “ground”in the definitions of the above capacitance C’ and conductance

G means that the parameters can be considered as being between the winding

and the core or the tank, or as interwinding in case of LV winding presence.

5.4.2 Signal Propagation Along a Winding Disc

The fundamentals of the theory of transients in a coil were formulated by

Kk. W. Wagner. He considered a coil as a transmission line with additional

interturn capacitance acting between the turns [101]. The similar theoretical

results were obtained by Riidenberg [98] wherein he elaborated and extended

the travelling wave theory to lossless transformer winding analysis. His results

were adapted in orderto includelosses, associated with insulation and conductor

resistance, and were subsequently used to develop mathematical descriptions of

signal propagation along a single uniform windingdisc.

Theanalysis of signal propagation is based upon the Telegrapher’s equations

for lossy transmission lines [100,104], which are expressed using the notations in

Fig. 5.6 as follows:

Ou Oi
est es eas es FE Alac OE ieaezl)
On Ou
Ox =— Cea, _ G,u, (5.4.2)

where u and i are the time and space dependant voltage and current of a signal,

parameters C, and G, denote combined ground andinterdisc capacitances and

conductances, respectively, for simplicity of the analysis.

Upon these fundamental dependencies, in the following subsections the

derivation of current and voltage propagation equations is presented.

Current Propagation Along a Winding Disc

The charging current ign for each element of disc conductor length Az of the

m** turn, flowing to “ground” due to corresponding capacitance and insulation

conductance, depends on the voltage u, of the m** turn and is described as
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follows:
, OUm
_— C,Ar— + UmAz Ge. (5.4.3)

The charging current flowing from the m** turn to the (m — 1)™ oneis

O(Um — Um— A'Um /
_— KAg—+ (Um — Um-1)At g = KAn® oP + A'tmAZ g

(5.4.4)
and to the (m+ 1)turn is

0 m~ “m A" m "
i = Kg—+ (Um — Um41)Arg = _KAc® OF — A UmAZ 9.

(5.4.5)
The sum of equations (5.4.4) and (5.4.5) gives the total interturn current per

disc conductor length Az as follows:

  

 

A! MW

ism = Um + tm = Kare Pn + A'UmAz g — KAx“ — A"UmAx g

" _ Al
= —KAg@Atn— (A"tm — A'Um)Ax g

OA?u
=—K — A?Ax Dt “uh @,

(5.4.6)

where Au is the voltage difference between adjacent turns and A?u denotes the

difference of the Au’s between successive turns.

Since only interturn relations is considered, variable turn length a of a disc

conductor is accepted as a unit length:

At = @, (5.4.7)

and the second difference of voltage can be rewritten in the differential form as

follows [98]:
Au OruA? 2 2

wee Az? a Ox?”

Substituting (5.4.8) into the sum of equations (5.4.3) and (5.4.6), the space

(5.4.8)

derivative of the total current’s decrease in the m** turn is obtained as below:

 

—Nig, = tem + fiom = Choe 4+ tiAte Gy
ot 5.4.9

0° gOrt (5.4.9)
— kAra HOD —Axga aut

. a a a @a U 9 OPu 20° uOb _ oy OU A ou 5.4.10
ag ey CeO" Bega 2? Ge tT)
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Voltage Propagation Along a Winding Disc

If the m*” turn, having self-inductance \ per unit length, were separated from

the rest of the disc, the voltage induced by the current in it would be expressed

as

thin = room + rAZ im. (5.4.11)

The two adjacent turns, coupled by the mutual inductance py per unit length,

induce a voltage in the m*” turn [98]:

ot Ot
Oim Oi

=? eepAx BE + pAz at

 

 

(5.4.12)

Thus, as stated in [98] due to mutual inductances, the induced voltages propor-

tional to i are produced in the m* turn by each succeeding turn and, hence,it

can be collected together using equations (5.4.11) and (5.4.12) whichleadsto:

Oim , Otis,
=(A\+ S° p)As + 7AL in = LAs + rAZin, (5.4.13)

where L as defined aboveis the self-inductance of a disc being given per unit

length and derived by total inductive effects between all turns or simply is the

self-inductance of the entire disc divided by its total length [98].

Considering the interturn relationships, the second difference of current has

a form of second order space derivative:

a: » Mt » Ori
A*i = a’ — = a=;

Ax? Ox?
(5.4.14)

which relates to the influence of the immediately adjacent turns, because the

induced effects of other turns in a disc have already been included in equation

(5.4.13).

The total voltage in the m*” turn is equal to the decrease —Au,, which, using

equations (5.4.12) and (5.4.13), becomes

Atin = LAG + po?Ar4rAwi (5.4.15)
om = ADT BGOOx? ™ “
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and the voltage space derivative along the disc with aid of equation (5.4.14), is

transformed into

 (5.4.16)

Thus, derived equations (5.4.10) and (5.4.16) describe propagation of wave

signal along a uniform windingdisc in great detail.

With the purpose of further processing, the last element of equation (5.4.16)

is to be neglected within a practical accuracy range, since the mutual inductance

ys of adjacent turns is much less thanself-inductance L, which already includes

mutual inductancesitself.

Transformation into the Frequency Domain

In order to convert the above expressions (5.4.10) and (5.4.16) into the fre-

quency domain, the Laplace transform is employed. Assuming zero initial con-

ditions:

ui = 0,2) =0, off =0,2) =O,

the Laplace transforms of space derivatives are

 

L| = ore.2), (5.4.17)

L B = one (5.4.18)

Thus, equation (5.4.10) and the simplified equation (5.4.16) are transformed into

the frequency domain asfollows:

 

oes) = — LsI(s,x) —rI(s,2); (5.4.19)
x

OI(s,x) _ » OU(s, 2x) ,07U(s, 2)
Dn =—C,sU(s,2) —G,U(s,2) + Ka Sa+ga Fn

(5.4.20)

where U(s,x) and I(s,x) are the Laplace transforms of the voltage u(t, x) and

current i(t, xz) correspondingly.

5.4.3. Mathematical Model of Transformer Winding

In order to develop a mathematical model of a disc-type transformer winding,

the above obtained equations (5.4.19) and (5.4.20) are employed to describesignal
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propagation along each disc of the winding. Considering the equivalent circuit

in Fig. 5.6, the equations include interdisc capacitances and conductances, which

are subsequently combined into a matrix form similar to that of the MTL model.

The mathematical equations describing the first disc of a winding are as

below:

OU.
ore) = —Iysh(s,r) — Rih(s,2) — sMy2Io(s,2) — ... — sMinyIn(s, 2);

O1,(s, 2) 0°U;,(s, x) dU, (s, 2)
a=— C1 S U(s, ) = GU,(s, 2) + a’Kis—S +a9

— Caz 8[Ui(s, 2) — Uo(s,x)| — Gar2[Ui(s, x) — Uo(s, x)]

(5.4.21)

or

ors.) = — (Is + Ry)lh(s, 2) — sMy2Io(s, 2) —... — sMinIn(s, 2)

= — Z,1;(s,r) — sMy2Io(s,2) —... — sMinIn(s, 2);

Ol,(s,
(s.2) = — ((Ci + Caz) 8 + (Gi + Gaiz))Ui(s, 2) (5.4.22)

07U,(s,
+ a’(Kys = n)ae) + (Cai2 So Gai2)U2(s, xr)

OU, (s, 2)
= — Y,U;(s, 2) + a?Yq, + Q12U2(s, x),

Ox?

where Z,, Y; and Y,; are the impedances and admittances of the first disc and

Q, is the interdisc admittance between the first and the second discs per unit

conductor length respectively, as described below:

4, =hs+7;

Y, = (Cy + Carz) s + (Gi + Gara); (5.4.23)

Yo =Kis+gi;  Qi2 = Cares + Gaia.

The expressionsfor the i” disc, where i = 2, ..., n—1 are similar to equations

(5.4.22) with minor modifications:

AU; (s, x)
>Z,1;(s, 2) — sMiyl(s,2) —... — sMinIn(s, 2);

x

; PU;(s,Ons)Y,U;(s, x) + abyUs m) Qu-1iVi-r(s, 2) + QeeerViar(s, 2).

(5.4.24)
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The equations describing the signal propagation along the n‘” disc are as

follows:

OU,,(s,
S 2 = Sided8; x) ~~ sMnlh(s, 2) ee 8Mn(n—1)In-1 (8; ©);

al,(s,.2) PUn (5,2) eee)ar =— Y¥nUn(s, x) +a°Yn + Q(n—-1)nUn-1(8, x).

The combination of equations (5.4.22), (5.4.24), (5.4.25), correspondingtoall

the n discs in the matrix form gives the following matrix equation:

Us, r) = -ZI(s,2);
on = (5.4.26)
aul x) = —Q U(s, x) + YsqaUls, Z),

where

: Z\ sMi2 a SMin

M. Z **,Z=|” . (5.4.27)
: . SM(n-1)n

sMni “ce 8Mn(n-1) Zn

PY -Q2  - 0
_ Yy. :

Q= si ° ; (5.4.28)
: , =Onatin

L 0 ut —Qn(n-1) Yn

fa?¥, O -- O
0 *y” me 0

Ys=|  ° ? od. (5.4.29)

| 0 0 “<2 Olan 
The impedances and admittances Z, Y, Y, of each disc and interdisc admit-

tances Q per unit conductor length are defined as follows:

for G@= 1,605,

Z,=L,s+r; and Y; = Kis + gi, (5.4.30)

for i=2,...,n—1

Y; = (Ci

+

Ca-1yi

+

Caiis1)) 8 + (Gi + Gag—1yi + Gait);(Ci + Ca-1yi + Caii+1))

8+

( ag-1)i

+

Gaiety) (5.4.31)

Q(i-1)i = Cav S+ Ga(i-1)i and Qi(é-+1) = Caiit1) S+ Gai(i-+1);
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and

Yo, (Cr + Can-1)n) S+ (Gr + Ga(n—1)n): (5.4.32)

Equations (5.4.26) can then be rearranged into the matrix form as below:

OU(s,z) _
Sa Z I(s, x);

OI(s, x)

Ox

0 U(s, x) U(s, 2)
Ba | | =A | | , (5.4.34)

(5.4.33)
 = -Q (II +YsZ)' U(s,2)

or

I(s, x) I(s, x)

where

0; —Z .
A=|° and Y=Q(II+YsZ) ", (5.4.35)

-Y 03

II is the identity matrix and 03 is the zero matrix.

Consequently, the following equations are derived:

2

FU(s, =ZYU(s,z),

(5.4.36)

The solution of matrix equation (5.4.34) for the voltages and currents at the

ends of transformer winding, when z = 0 and x = J, is obtained in the form

below [102]:

on = &(i) Pe

I(s, l) I(s, 0)

®11(1) ®12(I)

@oi(1) B22(I)

where ® is the 2n x 2n chain parameter matrix.

    

Pane (5.4.37)
I(s, 0)

Since the admittance matrix Y is non-symmetrical, i.e. Y" # Y, where y?

denotes the transpose of Y, the equations (5.4.36) are difficult to decouple in

order to obtain an analytical solution using the similarity transformations as in

the case of the MTL model(see section 5.2.2) [102].

On the other hand, since the turn length a varies depending on the turn

number in a winding disc, which affects the calculation of Y, the matrix ®(/)

can be approximatedas follows:

®(1) = B(a,) x «++ x B(ag) x &(a1) (5.4.38)
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which can be calculated in an iterative numerical form using the matrix expo-

nential function {102}:

®(l) = eA” x... x a” x eA4, (5.4.39)

where a,is the turn length of the 7“ turn and p is the numberof turnsin a disc.

Subsequently, equation (5.4.37) is rearranged in the form as below:

I(s,0)} _

|

Yar(!) Yia(!)|

|

U(s, 0) (5.4.40)
I(s, 1) Yai!) Yoo(!) | 7

where [102]

(5.4.41)

By calculating the chain parameter matrix ®(/) and applying the boundary

equalities for equation (5.4.40) derived from Fig. 5.6 as follows [105]:

Uj4i1(s,0) = U;(s,l), for i=1,...,n—1;

Tiai(s,0) =J,(s,l), for t=1,...,n—-1,
(5.4.42)

it is possible to obtain expressions for transformer winding transfer functions,

which are presented in following section.

5.5 Transfer Functions of Transformer Winding

for FRA

In practice, frequency responses of a transformer winding are obtained in a

form of transfer functions of selected input or output voltages or currents with

respect to the injected source voltage signal.

For both the transformer winding MTL model(5.2.16) incorporating bound-

ary equalities (5.3.1) and the developed model (5.4.40) jointly with (5.4.42), the
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equations can be expressed in the following form:

é 5 - 7 é 5

 

I,(s, 0) U;(s, 0)

Ip(s, 0) U2(s, 0)

Tn(s,0)| _ | Un(s,0)
In(s, 0) = (I) U,(s,0) . (5.5.1)

n(S, 0) U;,(s, 0)

| In(s, 1) | | | | Uns, 1) |     
Here and thereafter, the numberof discs n used for the developed simplified

model (5.4.40) is substituted with the total number of turns N in thecaseof the

MTL model of a transformer winding (see section 5.3).

In order to simplify equation (5.5.1), the following columnsof the matrix T(J)

are summed up without altering the system equations as follows:

YT(41) + Len) for i=1,...,n—-—1. (5.5.2)

Thus, equation (5.5.1) is converted as follows:

- 4 — =

    

i, (s, 0)

I5(s,0
a ‘ Ui (s, 0)

| Ua(s,0)
I,(s,0
sak = Y'(/) (5.5.3)

In(s, 0)

. U,,(s, 0)

| U,(s, 1)

i nls, U)| | |

By substracting rows of the matrix Y’(/) as below:

(i-+1,) ~~ (ena for 1=1,...,n— 1, (5.5.4)
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the following equation is obtained:

    

iT, (s, 0) | L ;

0
U; (s, 0)

0 U2(s, 0

= "(1 : : . 5.0.0(3,0) "
. U,,(s, 0)

U,(s, 1
n(8, 0)

L n(s, t) | L J

In equation (5.5.5) the rows n+1, ..., 2n—1 have redundantinformation [105]

and, therefore, the equation can be simplified into the following form [73,75, 105}:

I,(s, 0) U,(s, 0)

0 U2(s, 0)

= Y”(l) ; (5.5.6)

0 Un(s, 0)

In(8, 1) Un(s, l)

where Y’”(I) is a (n+ 1) x (n+ 1) matrix.

Finally, by inverting matrix Y’’(/), equation (5.5.6) can be rewritten as fol-

lows:

U;(s, 0) I,(s, 0)

U2(s, 0) 0

= (1) ; (5.5.7)

Un(s, 0) 0

U,,(s, L) I,,(s, l)

where Q(1) = [Y’"(1)]“* is of (n + 1) x (n+ 1) order [105].

As discussed in section 2.2, there are several ways to express FRA measure-

ments for transformer winding condition assessment. To derive an expression

for a winding transfer function in the form of (2.2.2), the following terminal

condition is applied:

U,(s, l) = Zoutlels l). (5.5.8)
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With the above terminal condition, the transfer function of a transformer winding

for FRA test is calculated as the ratio of U,(s,l) and U;(s,0) [73]:

H(s) _ Un(s, l) _ Qn+1,1) Zout (5 5 9)

UO; (s, 0) Q¢1) (Zeare _ OQ (n+1,n41)) a Qan41)Qn41,1)

The input impedance of the winding in the form of (2.2.4) can be found

 

assuming a grounded winding. Thus, the following terminal condition is applied

to the model:

U,(s,l) = 0. (5.5.10)

Consequently, the ratio of the input voltage signal U;(s,0) to the input current

I,(s,0) gives the equation for the input impedanceof the winding:

_ U;(s, 0) _ Q(1 1) Qmgangs) — Qan41)Q%m41,1)

I, (s, 0) Qn+1,n-+41)

For the resonance simulation study at different positions of a winding, the

Zinp(8) . (5.5.11) 

transfer functions are calculated as the ratio of a voltage U;(s,1) from the end

terminal of an arbitrary disc k to the input voltage signal U;(s,0) [75]:

— ils) MeyQariapy — QtrntyM410 (5.5.12)
U;(s, 0) Qa)Qrginty — nt)ant)
  H(s)

Using the above obtained equations (5.5.9), (5.5.11) and (5.5.12), the fre-

quency responses of the winding are simulated with the substitution of s = jw.

At the same time, parameter estimation of both the distributed parameter mod-

els is performed using analytical formulae,as illustrated in the followingsection.

5.6 Estimation of Electrical Parameters

Parameter estimation of the distributed parameter models depends on trans-

former winding geometrical dimensions and properties of winding conductor and

insulation. The presence of insulating oil, winding insulation, cylindrical press-

board barriers and spacers between windings and discs can be accounted by an

effective permittivity of insulation using the approach described in subsection

4.7.1.

Winding capacitances and conductancesare estimated in a similar manner to

those obtained for lumped parameters models upon the simplified geometry of a
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winding, knowingeffective permittivity of a winding insulation and adjusted per

unit of disc conductor length [91,93].

Interdisc Cageo and interturn Kgeo geometrical capacitances are calculated

similar to (4.7.7) and (4.7.8) respectively using the expression for parallel plate

capacitance as follows:

Cageo = = and Kgeo = = (5.6.1)

where b and hare the cross-sectional dimensionsof a disc rectangular conductor,

wight and height respectively; 7; and 7; are the distances between adjacent discs

and turns respectively as shown in Fig. 4.14.

Considering external turns of windingdiscs, the geometrical capacitance Cyeo

can be interpreted as the capacitance Cyygeo between the winding and a tank,

given by (4.7.16) or (4.7.17) per unit of an outer turn length ofa disc as follows:

Cuv e€0
Creo = EE. 6.6.2

e 27Routh ( )

On the contrary, for internal turns of winding discs, the capacitance Cyeo is

calculated as the capacitance Cyyryv,geo between HV and LV windings or a core

given by (4.7.15) as follows:

CHVLV, geoCoreg = ae 5.6.3
= 27Aint ( )

Here, Rinn and Rout are the inner and outer radii of the winding respectively

as shown in Fig. 4.18.

Self- and mutual inductances of the winding discs L and M can be calculated

using the analytical approach presented in section 4.6.1 (86, 87] and adjusted to

per unit of disc conductor length base.

In addition, taking into account the skin effect at high frequencies, the con-

ductor resistance r can be found using the following expression [110]:

r= Re {raygee

See)

| ;Qa=

Jjw

pwOw: (5.6.4)

where Tacw is the D.C.resistance of the unit length conductor, Rgeo is the equiv-

alent circular radius of conductor, ow and jy are the winding conductor conduc-

tivity and permeability, respectively, and J; is the Bessel functions offirst kind

and order 2.
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5.7 Summary

In this chapter a distributed parameter modelling of transformer windings

is considered. Traditional MTL models are introduced and their computation

complexity are discussed. Therefore, a novel simplified mathematical model of

disc-type transformer winding for FRA, based on the combination of the travel-

ling wave and MTL theories, is presented. During the derivation of the model,

each disc is represented by the travelling wave equations describing voltage sig-

nal propagation, which are connected to each other in a form of an MT'L model.

This reduces the order of the model determined only by the numberofdiscs in

a winding, whereas traditional MTL models of transformer winding are mostly

of the order of total turn number.

The expressions for transfer functions of a winding are derived, which are

used for the numerical simulation of frequency responses of various experimental

transformer windings in Chapter 7, where the modelis applied to study the effect

of winding minor movements and the resonance analysis at frequencies above

1 MHz. The simulations are compared with the experimental and simulation

results obtained with a lumped parameter and an MTL models, being reported

in other publications.
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Chapter 6

Intelligent Identification of

Transformer Parameters Based

on Frequency Response Analysis

Using Lumped Parameter

Models

6.1 Introduction

It has been stated in Chapter 4 that the geometry of a laminated magnetic

core and its frequency dependent characteristics, 7.e. effective magnetic perme-

ability and eddy-current losses, should be taken into account during the cal-

culation of inductive and resistive parameters of transformer winding models,

which clearly affect the frequency responses of a transformer at low frequen-

cies [68,71,82]. However, under the industrial conditions it is not always possible

to conduct additional tests for precise measurements of core lamination or insu-

lation properties, used for estimation of model parameters.

Recently, EAs have been utilised to to identify parameters of transformer

winding models using FRA measurements. Two similar parameter identification

approachesof simplified winding models using PSO [39] and GA [38] were pro-

117



6.2 Model-Based Approach to Transformer Parameter Identification Using

Evolutionary Algorithms 118
 

posed in [111] and [112] respectively. During a learning process, an EA were em-

ployed to optimise the model parametersin order to reduce the difference between

simulations of winding models and corresponding FRA measurements [111,112].

Oneof the advantages of this model-based approach is that EAs require only an

approximate range of possible values for each parameter as an initial estimate

for learning. On the other hand, only simplified one-winding lumped parameter

models were considered in these works for parameter identification. The ques-

tions of initial estimation of the model parameters to establish a search space for

EAs were not discussed.

This chapter presents a modified model-based identification approach with

FAs,firstly introduced in [111,112], utilising reference FRA measurements and

the lumped-parameter models of power transformers introduced in Chapter 4.

The approachis applied for identification of demagnetised laminated core param-

eters of power transformers with GA. To determine parameters of transformer

windings models, BSA and GAare employed to undertake multi-parameter iden-

tification. Simulation studies and discussions are presented to explore the po-

tential of the proposed modelling approach.

6.2 Model-Based Approach to Transformer Pa-

rameter Identification Using Evolutionary

Algorithms

The model-based parameteridentification with EAs, such as GAs or BSA,is

based on searching for the optimal model parameters by minimising the differ-

ence, i.e. fitness, between a simulated and reference frequency responses. There-

fore, for each individual of a population in an EA,its fitness value is defined by

the fitness function as follows:

Ss

=3>(vHr(wi)|

—

|Hinp(ws)|)” + Ve(ZHref (w;))= Zina * Wi,

(6.2.1)

 

 

t
a
l
s
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where | HF! (w;)|, |Hinp(wi)| and ZH{*! (w;), ZHinp(wi) are the reference and sim-

ulated with the EA identified parameters magnitude and phase frequencyre-

sponses respectively at frequency w;, i = 1,...,5, where S is the total number

of frequency points involved in an EA learning process, and w; denotes the rela-

tive weight of the 7point.

Due to the iterative nature of EAs, processing of a large number of data

points can greatly slow down a learning process. Since frequency responses of

transformer windings are characterised mainly by resonant and antiresonance

frequencies and magnitudes, the dimension of processed FRA data can be reduced

by selecting the points of resonance and antiresonance andits vicinities, which

are weighted accordingly, for a more speedy analysis as proposed in [112].

The following steps are performed for identification of the transformer pa-

rameters in this study:

e Experimental FRA data or simulation data derived from a reference model

with predefined parameters are used as reference frequency responses.

e Reference response points of resonance and antiresonance andits vicini-

ties in a frequency range of interest are selected and weighted accordingly

to create a reference dataset, being employed as training targets for EA

learning.

e Theinitial search space for the identified parameters is established based

on approximate estimation.

e EAlearning is performed, in each step of which the predefined training

dataset is compared with the corresponding values of the simulated fre-

quency responses at the same frequency points. The simulated frequency

responses are generated using the established transformer model with the

parameters obtained during the EA learning process.
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6.3 Intelligent Identification of Transformer

Core Parameters

In practice, the parameters of core lamination, such as the local magnetic

permeability jz, and the conductivity of the core lamination o, are usually deter-

mined by a numberof experimental tests using a lamination sample [83,84]. For

instance, a lamination sample taken out from a transformer was used for pre-

cise measurements of complex permeability with a single sheet tester in [83, 84].

However, underindustrial conditions it is not always possible to obtain a core

lamination sample from a stacked core of a transformer to perform additional

tests.

In this section, a novel approach for the identification of the core lamination

parameters based on reference FRA measurements with GAis presented utilising

the established transformer core model in section 4.2. The proposed approach

is applied only for a demagnetised core due to the strong effect of remanent

core magnetization on FRA measurements at low frequencies, associated with

the magnetic core of power transformers. In fact, the amount of remanent mag-

netization determines the local magnetic permeability of the core and, hence,

changes both the magnitudes and frequencies of the first resonances of FRA

measurements [113].

6.3.1 Reference Response Simulation Using a Three-

Phase Power Transformer Model

In order to analyse the identification accuracy of the proposed approach, the

3-phase lumped parameter model, presented in section 4.5, is utilised to calcu-

late reference input impedance frequency responses of a 3-phase experimental

transformer (400 kVA, 15/0.4 kV) having a A-Y winding configuration. This

modelis selected because of its high degree of simulation accuracy [16,82]. The

geometrical dimensionsof the transformer are presented in Fig. 6.1 and used for

FEM computation of inductive and resistive parameters of the lumped parameter

model.
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Fig. 6.1: Geometrical dimensions of experimental transformer 1 (mm) [16]
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Fig. 6.2: Effective complex permeability jie in the rolling direction of a laminated

core (real and imaginary parts)

As discussed in subsection 4.2.1, the magnetic coreeffect is represented in the

lumped parameter model by the complex effective permeability fie of core lam-

ination, calculated according to (4.2.1) and (4.2.2) using the following reference

parameters: 2b = 0.35 mm,Over = 5 X 10° S/m,frrep = 500 and hye = 0.92 [81].

As a result, the real and imaginary parts of the effective permeability fieg in

the rolling direction of the lamination are presented in Fig. 6.2 as a function of

frequency according to (4.2.1).

Accordingly, as shown in subsection 4.6.2, the effective anisotropic perme-

ability and conductivity tensors [estcore and Oeff cores respectively, of the core

lamination are established according to (4.6.18)—(4.6.23) using the parameters

Lx = prep = 500, fly = fx/30 = 16.7 and o = Ores [81].

The diamagnetic characteristics of the transformer winding conductors are

obtained by using the hierarchical FEM approach described in section 4.6.2.

The rectangular and round conductor cross-sections corresponding to the LV

and HV windings respectively with the dimensions given in Fig. 6.1 are utilised

for numerical calculations with the COMSOL Multiphysics FEM software[114].

Having calculated the effective magnetic permeability tensors for the lami-
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nated core and the winding conductors, a large 3D FEM model of the 3-phase

transformer is developed. Using the graphical interface of COMSOL and the

dimensionsin Fig. 6.1, the FEM geometry of the transformer core with LV and

HV windingsections is drawn as shown in Fig. 6.3(a). Then the obtained mag-

netic properties of the core and winding conductors are set up alongside with

the governing equations and internal parameters of the program. The software

generates a mesh to divide the FEM geometry of the transformer into finite ele-

ments as shown in Fig. 6.3(b) and solves numerically the magnetostatic problem

described by (4.6.34) at different frequencies in the range of interest.

As a result of the FEM solution, a number of the magnetic parameters are

available for subsequent postprocessing such as magnetic vector potential, mag-

netic flux density, etc. For instance, in Figs. 6.4(a) and 6.4(b) the magnetic

flux density distributions in the transformer core at frequencies f = 300 Hz and

f = 664 kHz are shown. Using the magnetic vector potential A, calcuated with

the FEM model, transformer winding inductances andresistances are estimated

in the 100Hz — 1 MHz frequency range according to (4.6.39) and (4.6.41) for

different locations of winding sections in the FEM model.

Capacitance and conductances of the transformer model are estimated using

the analytical expressions and FEM computations presented in section 4.7 and

measurements of dielectric material properties performedin [17]. For instance, in

Figs. 6.5(a) and 6.5(b) theelectrical potential distributions in the space between

the HV and LV windings and the space between the LV winding and thecore of

the transformer are presented, having been computed using 2D FEM models.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show thereal part of the complex relative permittivity e’

and dielectric loss factor tan 6 of an oil impregnated pressboard and paper ma-

terials measured at the 67°C and 66°C temperatures respectively. The complex

electric permittivity of insulating oil is represented as follows [16]:

 éo = 2.2 — ino (6.3.1)

where oi = 8.857!” S/m is the electric conductivity of the oil at 50°C.

Having calculated all the model parameters, the 3-phase lumped parameter

modelis used to simulate frequency responseof the ‘open circuit input impedance
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Fig. 6.3: FEM geometry of experimental transformer 1: draw mode (a) and mesh

mode (b) of the FEM software
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Fig. 6.4: Magnetic flux density distribution in experimental transformer 1 core

at frequencies f = 300 Hz (a) and f = 664 kHz(b)
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Fig. 6.5: Electrical potential distribution in experimental transformer 1: the

space between HV and LV windings (a) and the space between LV winding and

core (b)
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Fig. 6.7: tan 6 of oil impregnated pressboard and paper (17]
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Fig. 6.8: Simulated input impedance frequency response of LV winding on an

outer limb of experimental transformer 1
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Fig. 6.9: Measured input impedance frequency response of LV winding on an

outer limb of experimental transformer 1 (reproduced from [16])
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of the experimental transformer 1, taken from the LV winding of an outer core

limb. Figures 6.8 and 6.9 present simulated and experimentally measured re-

sults respectively. As seen from the figures, there are clear shifts to left of the

resonant frequencies at low and middle frequencies. In addition, the simulations

provide more damping at low resonant frequencies and less damping at. higher

frequencies with respect to the measured response. The reason may be due

to approximations of the transformer core and winding geometries used for the

model parameter estimation as well as losses in the tank or to approximations

in the expressions used for the model parameter calculation. Nevertheless, since

the model accurately simulates the overall shape of the transformer frequency

responses, it can be applied for reference response simulations.

6.3.2 Identification of Local Magnetic Permeability

Theidentification of the local magnetic permeability pu, is implemented us-

ing the procedure for impedance estimation for the established transformer core

model, as discussed in subsection 4.3.1.

The dataset Ziti for GA learning is created using the reference input

impedance responses AXE in the frequency range of 100 — 300 Hz with aid

of (4.3.3). Thus, GA learning is conducted using a set of randomly generated

values of ji, to create an initial population of GA individuals as explained in sec-

tion 3.2. Thefitness evaluation of each individual in the population is performed

by comparing Za, being analytically calculated using a value of 4, associated

with the individual, with Ziusing equation (6.2.1).

In this study, the limits for parameter identification are established using a

reasonable initial estimate of jz, for the widely used core lamination material. In

order to show the potential of GA learning, the limits of the search space are

assumed to be within +90% from the value yz, = 800, which is 60% more than

the value [Z;,rer, being used to obtain the reference responses in subsection 6.3.1.

A reasonable estimate of electrical conductivity ¢ = 2 x 10° S/m is initially

selected to calculate the skin depth 6 using (4.2.2), which is a typical value for

grain-oriented silicon steels used for transformer core laminations [115,116]. In

fact, this parameter does notgreatly affect the identification results as illustrated
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Table 6.1: GA Parameters
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Parameter Value

Population size 100

Selection algorithm tournament [47]

Crossover algorithm scattered [47]

Crossover fraction 0.8

Mutation algorithm adapt feasible [47]

No. of elite individuals 2

No. of generations 50

Search space variation from specified value +90%
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Table 6.2: Comparison Between the Reference and GA Identified Values of Local

Magnetic Permeability (100 — 300 Hz Frequency Range)
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reference GA identified pp, Deviation of p,

o, S/m plevet mean st.dev. from the reference

1 x 10° 500 507.31 0.0026 1.46%

2 x 10° 500 507.41 0.0035 1.48%

3 x 10° 500 507.49 0.0021 1.49%

4 x 108 500 507.66 0.0016 1.53%

5 x 10° 500 507.79 0.0017 1.56%

6 x 10° 500 508.15 0.0014 1.63%

1 x 10’ 500 508.05 0.0015 1.81%    
 
 

Table 6.3: Comparison Between the Reference and GA Identified Values of Local

Magnetic Permeability (100 — 200 Hz Frequency Range)
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 
 

Reference GA identified yp, Deviation of pL,

7, S/m Lr,ref mean st.dev. from the reference

1 x 10° 500 500.39 0.0022 0.08%

2 x 108 500 500.42 0.0017 0.08%

3 x 10° 500 500.49 0.0016 0.09%

4 x 10° 500 500.57 0.0028 0.11%

5 x 108 500 500.69 0.0012 0.14%

6 x 10° 500 500.83 0.0021 0.16%

1 x 107 500 501.66 0.0026 0.33%

below.

The parameters of GA are selected on the basis of numerous (10 runs) tri-

als with various parameter combinations using a Genetic Algorithm and Direct

Search toolbox for MATLAB[47]. The parametersarelisted in Table 6.1. Fig-

ure 6.10 illustrates the comparisons of the reference and the identified with GA

magnitude frequency responses of the transformer input impedance. The iden-

tified local magnetic permeability , = 507.66, which is 1.53% more than the

reference value [lrref.

Table 6.2 summarises the reference and the parameters identified with GA
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(after 10 runs) using different values of o in order to analyse the effect of its

variation on identification results. The table contains mean valuesof ju, and their

standard deviations, which confirm an excellent stability of the GA identification

process. This is explained by the simplicity of the transformer core model and

the monotonous reference FRA data (Fig. 6.10) used in the GA learning process.

Theanalysis of the table shows that the value of o does notaffect significantly

the identification results in a wide range of 20% ~ 200% from thereference value

Oref, Where deviations of jz, do not exceed 2% from pyre.

The deterioration of identification accuracy with the increased values of o

can be explained by the eddy current effect strengthening with the increase of

frequencies. This can be observed in Fig. 6.10, where the deviations between the

impedance responses becomelarger at frequencies above 200 Hz.

To reduce the effect of o on the identification accuracy, it is sug-

gested to narrow the frequency range being used for GA learning to lower

frequencies. The results of identification of yu, using the impedance re-

sponses in the 100 — 200 Hz frequency range for GA learning are

listed in Table 6.3 (based on 10 GA runs). As seen from the ta-

ble, the identification accuracy of p, rapidly improves having only about

0.01% ~ 0.3% deviations from /U;,rep at different values of 7, while the estimation

range of a is limited by 10% ~ 200% from the reference value Oyer.

6.3.3 Identification of Conductivity and Capacitance

The identification of conductivity is carried out in the frequency range 2 con-

taining main resonance frequencies as shown in Fig. 4.5. The reasonis that the

damping of the resonance peaks mostly depends on eddy current losses charac-

terised by the skin depth 6 (equation (4.2.2)) and, hence, by the conductivity o

of the core lamination.

Similar to the previous case, GA learning is conducted using a set of randomly

generated values of o and C’ for the calculation of Zainp With aid of equation

(4.2.8). The fitness evaluation is performed by comparing Zajinp With the refer-

ence dataset Z%f. in the frequency range of 800 — 1600 Hz (equation (6.2.1)).
A,inp

As previously mentioned, the search space limits for parameter identification
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Table 6.4: Comparison Between the Reference and GA Identified Values of

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Conductivity

Reference GA identifiedo,S/m Deviation of o

Mr Orer, S/m mean st.dev. from the reference

480 5 x 10° 5.08 x 10° 0.26 x 10° 1.6%

490 5 x 10° 4.94 x 10° 0.21 x 10° 1.15%

495 5 x 10° 5.03 x 10° 0.23 x 10° 0.6%

500 5 x 10° 4.99 x 10° 0.25 x 10° 0.2%

505 5 x 10° 5.05 x 10° 0.27 x 10° 1.0%

510 5 x 10° 5.12 x 10° 0.28 x 10° 2.4%

520 5 x 10° 5.21 x 10° 0.21 x 10° 4.2%    
 
 

Table 6.5: GA Identified Values of Capacitance
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

GA identified C, F

Pr mean st.dev.

480 1.72 x 10-® 0.033 x 107

490 1.73 x 10~° 0.038 x 107°

495 1.73 x 1076 0.018 x 10-®

500 1.74 x 10-© 0.029 x 10~°

505 1.74 x 107° 0.032 x 10~®

510 1.74 x 1076 0.028 x 10~°

520 1.75 x 107| 0.024 x 10~° 
 

 

are established using the reasonable initial estimate of o for the known lamination

material. In order to show the potential of GA learning, the limits of the search

space are assumed to be within +90% from the value o = 8 x 10° S/m, which

is 60% more than the value o,f, being used to obtain the reference responses in

subsection 6.3.1.

The initial estimate of the section capacitances C’ = 1.44 x 10~° F is derived

using the reference dataset Z4’P,,, in the frequency range of 2300— 2500 Hz (range

3 in Fig. 4.5) with aid of (4.3.7) as discussed in subsection 4.3.2. The value of

u, = 501, which is within the range of the values identified in subsection 6.3.2,

is utilised for the calculation of Z,inp during GA learning process.
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Theresults of the GA parameteridentification after 10 runsat different values

of yu; are listed in Tables 6.4 and 6.5. As is clear from Table 6.4, the GA identified

values of o are very close to the reference yes with less than 5% deviations across

the yi, range of +4% from Lyre. At the same time, the identification error is only

0.2% in the case of the reference value ju;,¢, being used in calculations.

However, there is no reference value for C, which represents the total stray

capacitances of windings of each phase section in the transformer core model.

On the contrary, the reference lumped parameter model divides windings into a

group of winding sections, discs and turns, which are represented by a numberof

lumped electrical elements such as disc inductance and resistance, capacitance

between discs of a winding, capacitance between a disc and a core, etc. Thus,

the reference model does not consider the total winding capacitances as opposed

to the established transformer core model used for the parameter identification.

6.3.4 Frequency Response Simulation of Transformer

Core

On the basis of the estimates of y,, 0 and C being individually identified in

subsections 6.3.2 and 6.3.3 using FRA references in different frequency ranges,

more narrow search space limits can be established for the final identification of

the core parameters with GA. These search space limits are listed in Table 6.6.

In this case GA learning is conducted using a set of randomly generated values

of u,, o and C for the calculation of Z,inp with aid of equation (4.2.8) in the

frequency range of 100 — 2500 Hz.

As seen from Table 6.6 the final GA identified values of , and o are very close

to the corresponding reference values having negligible deviations in a practical

sense. The identified parameters are then used to simulate the input impedance

magnitude frequency response of phase A and B in Figs. 6.11(a) and 6.11(b)

with the established transformer core model, where the corresponding reference

responses of the 3-phase lumped parameter modelare also given.

The responses in Fig. 6.11(a) show the first two resonance peaks, appearing

on the frequency responses taken from the lateral phase A winding of the trans-
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Fig. 6.11: Comparison between the input impedance magnitude frequency re-

sponses of LV winding of experimental transformer 1 using the core model and

the lumped parameter model: phase A (a) and phase B (b) responses
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Table 6.6: Initial Search Space Limits and GA Identified Values of the Core

Model Parameters
 

 

 
 

 

 

Initial search GA identified Deviation from
Parameter a

space limits values the reference

Lr 500 ~ 508 500.57 0.1%

o, S/m (1 ~ 10) x 10° 4.96 x 10° 0.8%

C,F (1.65 ~ 1.75) x 10-6 1.73 x 10-6 -    
 

former. This can be explained by thedifferent flux paths through the central and

the lateral limbs of the transformer core as shownin Fig. 4.2. This results to the

two different reluctances of the core equivalent magnetic circuit as expressed by

(4.2.5). On the other hand, only one resonance peak appears at low frequencies

on the impedance responses of the central phase B winding in Fig. 6.11(b) due

to same flux paths through thelateral limbsof the core [71].

The comparison of the responses in the two figures shows a good resem-

blance both in resonance frequencies and magnitudes between the responses at

low frequencies associated with the transformer core. This shows the accurate

identification of lamination parameters of transformer core using FRA measure-

ments. As a result, an accurate model of a transformer core is developed, which

can be applied to FRA result interpretation at low frequencies.

6.4 Intelligent Identification of Transformer

Winding Parameters

In this section, an approach for identification of transformer winding model

parameters is presented employing the two EAs, BSA and GA, for multi-

parameterintelligent optimisation. The BSA identification results are compared

with those obtained with GA. Simulation studies and discussions are presented

to explore the potentials of the proposed identification approach.
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6.4.1 Accuracy Analysis of BSA Parameter Identification

Reference Response Simulation

In order to analyze the identification accuracy of BSA, the modelling results

of a transformer winding presented in [85] are chosen due to its high degree of

simulation accuracy in comparison with experimental measurements. The test

object is a disc-type experimental transformer 2 consisting of 60 discs with 9

turns in each disc as shown in Fig. 6.12. The ratio of the output neutral current

flowing to ground and the input voltage signal injected into a terminal end of

the winding is used to produce frequency response measurements.

Using listed model parameters in [85], the frequency responses of the experi-

mental transformer 2 have been obtained using the one-winding lumped param-

eter model, previously described in subsection 4.4.2, and 71 selected points are

defined as a reference dataset in the this study. FRA simulations are performed

assuming a grounded winding through an impedance Zo. The total neutral

current of the model is calculated as a product of the grounded node voltage

Ona 1 and Zout .

Initial Estimation of Model Parameters

With the purpose to establish the search space for transformer winding pa-

rameteridentification with BSA, the analytical expressions, described in sections

4.6.1 and 4.7, are employed to provide initial estimates of winding parameters.

The parameter estimation is performed using a double disc basis as a unit sec-

tion of the lumpedcircuit model. This allows the comparison of the analytically

estimated and identified with BSA parameters with the reference ones, presented

in Table 6.7, using the same winding model partition.

It is known that the mutual inductance between winding sections decreases

with an increase of the intersection distance. However, numerical estimation

of the inductance using approximate formulae, equation (4.6.2), reveals some

discrepancies. As shown in Fig. 6.14, the mutual inductance sharply decreases

with the inter-coil distance rising. However, the decrease is not monotonic since

at some inter-coil distance the mutual inductance begins to slightly increase,
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Fig. 6.12: Geometrical dimensions of experimental transformer 2 (mm) [85]
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Fig. 6.14: Self- and mutual inductances of the 1* section of experimental trans-

former 2

which may be explained by the presence of the 2 term in equation (4.6.2), being

in dependance on the inter-coil distance z. On the other hand, equation (4.6.4)

gives more appropriate results as illustrated in Fig. 6.14. In addition, the analysis

of Table 6.7, where the estimated parameters are given, shows that inductance

estimates given by equation (4.6.4) are very close to the reference values with the

deviation not exceeding 5.1%. It should be noted that, since the test winding

does not have a magnetic core, the remaining parts of equation (4.6.1), i.e. 2

and Z2, are not used [71].

Parameter Identification with BSA

As shownin Fig. 6.14, the mutual inductances between distant sections are

negligibly small in comparison with the self-inductance. Therefore, it was decided

to consider only the self-inductances and the closest 15 mutual inductances,

similar to the approach proposedin [112]. In addition, DC resistance Rac, used

in calculation of the frequency dependent section resistance R with the aid of

equation (4.6.14), is of the interest as well as the series and ground capacitances
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Table 6.8: BSA Parameters
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Parameter Notation Value

No. of bacteria in the population D 50

No. of chemotactic steps per bacteria lifetime Ne 5

Swim length limit when bacteria is on a gradient dV 5

No. of of iteration steps N, 5

Parameter for calculating step length D, 5

Attraction factor Do 1

Probability for attraction Da 0.8

Search space variation from estimated values +(10 ~ 50)%  
 
 

and loss tangents K, tand, and C, tand, respectively. Regarding the latter

parameter, tand,, based on preliminary BSA runs it was observed that ground

loss tangent tan 6, did not affect the identification results and for the simplicity

of the analysis is assumed to be equalzero,i.e. tand, = 0.

Overall, in total 20 parameters of the model as shown in Table 6.7 are to

be investigated with BSA learning. These parameters are coded asfinite-length

strings (bacteria), representing potential solutions of the parameter identification

problem. The search space variations for parameter identification using BSA

learning are limited to be within +10% for the inductive and +50% ranges for

the rest of parameters from the corresponding estimated values.

The BSA learning parameters,listed in Table 6.8, are selected on the basis

of the previous study on bacterial foraging optimisation [42, 43] and numerous

trials (10 runs) with various BSA parametersusing a specially written MATLAB

code for BSA.

Figure 6.15(a) illustrates the comparison between the analytically estimated

and the identified with BSA magnitude frequency responses, whereas in Fig.

6.15(b) the corresponding phase frequency responses are given. The reference

parameter and the identified parameter values with BSA and GA, used for the

frequency response simulations, are summarised in Table 6.7. The table contains

the results of one successful run with BSA and GA andits deviation from the

reference in percentage. It should be noted that the frequency dependent refer-
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ence values of section resistances and conductances are given in a form of data

vectors [85], which are not included in Table 6.7.

Considering inductance parameters, BSA provides accurate identification

with the maximum deviation of 6.26% from the corresponding reference val-

ues. This does not differ essentially from the analytically estimated values of

inductances with the deviation of 5.1% from the corresponding reference values.

However, the major improvement of BSA identification is an adjustment of

series capacitance K to 6.72% deviation from the reference, while the initial

estimation was not successful and showed 48.69% difference. The large deviation

of the initial estimation of K from the reference caused failure to repeat all

resonance frequencies when using the model with estimated parameters. This

results in clear shifts to the left of the resonant points with regard to the reference

frequency responses in Figs. 6.15(a) and 6.15(b).

Nevertheless, despite of slight deviation from the reference values, the utili-

sation of the estimated parameters as a search basis for BSA parameteridentifi-

cation essentially improves the model performanceas illustrated in Figs. 6.15(a)

and 6.15(b).

In order to analyse the stability of the BSA identification process,the results

of 10 BSA runsare presented in Table 6.9, where mean and standard deviation

values of the BSA identified parameters are listed. The maximum difference of

5.18% is observed between the mean value of L; from the corresponding reference

value. Overall, taking in to account negligible differences between the identified

and reference parameters, it can be concluded that the identification results

confirm the convergencestability of the BSA identification process with respect

to the investigated problem.

6.4.2 Comparison With GA

In order to compare the performance between the BSA and an EA, widely

utilised for the parameteridentification purposes, GA is employed to conduct

parameter identification of the equivalent lumped parameter model using the

same reference responses and fitness function (6.2.1). Due to the stochastic

nature of both the algorithms, BSA and GA,initial populations of individuals
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(bacteria) are generated in random order using the same search space limits and

parameter codingas specified in subsection 6.4.1. The GA parameters are chosen

based on preliminarytrials (10 runs) using a Genetic Algorithm and Direct Search

toolbox for MATLAB [47] andare listed in Table 6.10.

Figure 6.16 illustrates the fitness convergence of the BSA and GAruns, iden-

tification results of which are presented in Table 6.7. In the figure the total

numberof iterations for BSA is defined as the product of number of bacteria in

the population, number of chemotactic steps per bacteria lifetime, the number of

iteration steps and the swim length steps whenit is on a gradient. The numberof

GA total iterations denotes the product of the GA population size and the num-

ber of generations considered. Fig. 6.16 shows that BSA converges faster than

GAin these particular algorithm runs, which could be dueto different search

principle and stochastic nature of the algorithms. However, both the algorithms

are able to reach the minimum fitness value within almost the same number of

iterations.

Analysis of Table 6.7 shows that the deviation of the GA identified parame-

ters becomes greater than those obtained with BSA.Forinstance, the deviation

of the GA identified mutual inductance My; reaches 41.55% in comparison with

only 2.28% deviation by BSA identification. Moreover, GA gives a worse esti-

mate of ground capacitance C with 15.61% deviation comparing with the one

identified with BSA (4.39% deviation). On the contrary, GA performs better in

identification of series capacitance K with only 2.18% deviation against 6.72%

deviation with BSA.

Frequency responses obtained using the model parameters identified with

GA (Table 6.7) are given in Figs. 6.17(a) and 6.17(b). The visual comparison of

Figs. 6.15(a) and 6.15(b) with Figs. 6.17(a) and 6.17(b) respectively shows that

the simulated magnitude frequency response with BSA identification is closer to

the reference. On the other hand, GA identification gives closer resemblance of

the phase frequency response with respect to the reference.

The above difference in the identification results can be explained by thefact

that both the algorithms optimise the combinations of inductances and capaci-

tances constituting the mathematical model, which define the model resonance
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Fig. 6.16: Fitness functions convergence(identification results in Table 6.7)

Table 6.10: GA Parameters
 

 

Parameter Value
 

 

Population size 80
 

Selection algorithm tournament [47]
 

Crossover algorithm scattered [47]
 

 

 

Crossover fraction 0.8

Mutation algorithm adapt feasible [47]

No. of elite individuals 2
 

Search space variation from estimated values  +(10 ~ 50)%
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frequencies. Thus, a capacitance reduction jointly with an increase of an induc-

tance could provide the same resonance frequency as the capacitance increase

with the corresponding decrease of the inductance. Besides, the algorithms are

generally guided by the fitness function, which computes only the total deviation

of the model outputs from the reference. Therefore, due to different learning

principles, BSA and GAidentify diverse parameters, despite of achieving a close

resemblance with the reference.

Table 6.11 presents mean and standard deviation values of the GA identified

parameters after 10 GA runs. Comparing the BSA and GAresults in Tables

6.9 and 6.11 respectively, it is observed both the algorithms provide an accurate

and stable parameter identification with the deviations of the mean values from

the reference ones not exceeding 5.2%. However, analysis of standard deviations

shows that BSAis slightly superior then GA in termsof the result closeness. In

summary, considering more accurate parameteridentification using BSA in com-

parison with the reference values, it can be assumed that BSA is moreefficient

for the given optimisation case.

6.4.3 Experimental FRA Results Analysis

In practice, each phase of a power transformer includes LV and HV windings,

which are connected to each other via interwinding capacitances and mutualin-

ductances as shownin Fig. 4.7. This interwinding coupling as well as a terminal

connection mode of one winding, i.e. open or short circuited, grounded, etc.,

affects measured frequency responses of the other winding. Therefore, in order

to verify the proposed identification approach with BSA,it is applied to anal-

yse experimentally measured frequency responses. A single-phase experiment

transformer 3 without a core, consisted of a 30-double disc HV winding and a

93-turn helical LV winding, was used to measure HV winding input admittance

frequency responses using standard FRA equipment [16,71]. The transformer’s

geometrical dimensions are provided in [16,112] and presented in Fig. 6.13.

The transformer parameters are estimated on a double disc basis as a unit

section of the two winding lumped circuit model based on the geometrical di-

mensions provided in [16]. In general, it can be assumed that the LV winding
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sponses of experimental transformer 3: analytically estimated (a) and experi-
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parameters does not essentially affect input admittance responses taken from

the HVside of a transformer. Therefore, the parameters of the LV winding can

be analytically calculated and used directly in the model. As discussed earlier,

equation (4.6.4) gives more accurate inductance estimation, therefore only a nar-

row search range of +10% from the analytically estimated values is considered

for BSA parameter identification of the HV winding inductive parameters.

Figures 6.18(a) and 6.19(a) show the comparisons of the magnitude and phase

frequency responses, being analytically estimated and experimentally measured.

As seen from thefigures, there are observed shifts in resonant frequencies between

the simulated responses using estimated model parameters and the measured

ones, which primarily concern series capacitance Kyy, DC resistance Racuy and

insulation characteristics tan 6, and tand, respectively. In addition, the gradual

increase of the measured magnitude frequency response at higher frequencies cor-

respondsto the presence of bushing capacitance and capacitance of measurement

leads, which have to be taken into account in a form of an additional ground ca-

pacitance parallel to Cyy1. Therefore, the above parameters are optimised using

the proposed parameter identification approach with BSA andtheresults are

shown in Figs 6.18(b) and 6.19(b).

It can be observed from the figures that the simulated responses with BSA

identified parameters and measured ones are close to each other as far as the

general shape and resonant frequencies are concerned. However, the developed

model provides more damping at the higher resonant frequencies with respect

to the measured responses. This could be due to an essential discretisation

of the lumped model and the existence of additional frequency dependantloss

mechanisms that are not considered in the model. All these issues need to be

further investigated in order to achieve more accurate parameter identification

of transformer winding model.

6.5 Summary

In this chapter a model-based identification approach is formulated to deter-

mine power transformer parameters with EA learning based on FRA measure-
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ments. At first, the approachis applied to identify the local magnetic permeabil-

ity and the conductivity of a transformer core lamination with GA,utilising the

transformer core model, established upon the magnetic-electric duality principle.

In order to analyse the accuracy of the proposed approach, reference input

impedance frequency responses are obtained using a well-known lumped param-

eter model of a 3-phase transformer including the core effect. The initial search

space for GA learning is defined based on the estimated values and the proper-

ties of the widely used lamination material. The simulation results show that

the presented identification approach allows the accurate determination of the

core lamination parameters with respect to the reference ones, where deviations

between the identified core parameters and the reference ones are negligible in a

practical sense.

The core model is further applied to simulate frequency responses of dif-

ferent phase windings, which showsthe potential for accurate transformer core

modelling. As a result, as the approach has a simple form anda clear physical

meaning, it possesses great practicability for FRA result interpretation at low

frequencies.

In the second part of the chapter, identification of parameters of the lumped

parameter winding models is presented using BSA and GAlearning. Theinitial

search space for identification of the model parametersis established based on es-

timated parameter values. The analysis of the BSA performance using simulated

reference frequency responses and a comparison with GA shows that the BSA is

more efficient for the given identification problem. There are slight differences

between the identified and preset parameters, which are acceptable in a practical

sense.

The model parameteridentification using experimental input admittance fre-

quency responses of a single-phase model transformer shows that the proposed

approach can be utilised for FRA results interpretation. The approach can also

be extended to identify parameters of 3-phase transformer models by considering

each phase responses individually utilising single-phase winding models.
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Chapter 7

Transformer Winding Condition

Assessment Using Frequency

Response Analysis

7.1 Introduction

At the present time, the interpretation of measured frequency responses

is mainly conducted manually by trained experts. It includes a visual cross-

comparison of measured FRA traces with the various reference ones taken from

the same winding during previous tests and/or from the corresponding winding

of a “sister” transformer, and/or from other phases of the same transformer as

discussed in subsection 2.2.2. These comparison techniques aim to detect newly

appeared suspicious deviations of the investigated trace compared with various

reference responses. The appearanceofclear shifts in resonance frequencies or

new resonant points may characterise faulty conditions of windings. Therefore,

it is necessary to study the effect of various winding conditions on frequency

responses in order to establish classification criteria for accurate FRA result in-

terpretation.

In practice, a FRA assessment process is mostly intuitive, since experts have

to considerall the available measurement data using different cross-comparisons

and make a decision. Therefore, a reasonableidea is to integrate all the informa-

154
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tion from the major interpretation techniques using a formalised and meaningful

framework, which can produce an overall evaluation. For instance, decisions

made on the basis of the FRA result comparison techniques, 7%.e. reference,

phase andsister unit comparisons, described in subsection 2.2.2, can be consid-

ered as pieces of information for the overall assessment of a winding condition

using classification criteria established in section 7.2. In this respect, a condition

assessment process can be regarded as a MADMproblem.Since the subjective

diagnoses are sometimes imprecise and even incomplete, an ER approach based

upon the Dempster-Shafer theory [52-54] is utilised in this thesis for evidence

aggregation to integrate experts’ judgements involving uncertainty.

In this chapter, at first, the previously presented lumped anddistributed pa-

rameter models are used to simulate frequency responses of various experimental

transformers. Various winding conditions are analysed using the case studies

reported in other publications and the simulations with the 3-phase lumped pa-

rameter model in the frequency range limited by 1 MHz. The distributed param-

eter model is then used for simulations to study the feasibility of minor winding

displacement detection and frequency resonance analysis at higher frequencies

up to 10 MHz.

The methodology of transferring a transformer winding condition assessment

problem into a MADMsolution under the ER frameworkis presented thereafter.

Two possible evaluation analysis models for FRA based transformer winding

condition assessment are then proposed. Finally, the results section presents

two examples of transformer winding condition evaluation showing that the ER

approach is capable of providing meaningful FRA diagnosis under a formalised

mathematical framework.

7.2 Interpretation of FRA Measurements at

Frequencies up to 1 MHz

Although FRA is able to detect the presence of failure within a winding,

the classification of different winding failure modesstill demands more research

in order to establish standardised criteria. Nevertheless, some general criteria
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regarding a variety of FRA diagnoses on winding conditions canstill be extracted

and are discussed below. It should be noted that although thesecriteria are based

upon experimental case studies, reported in various FRA research publications,

and frequency response simulations, performed in this chapter, they might not

be conclusive to establish unambiguous decisions in someoccasions.

In the following subsections, the transfer function responses, simulated with

the 3-phase lumped parameter model of experimental transformer 1, are em-

ployed to study the effect of major winding faults such as short-circuited turns,

axial displacements and radial deformations on frequency responses.

7.2.1 Normal Winding (NW)

The normal state of a winding usually corresponds to a consistent response

shape and resemblance between several responses at cross-comparison. However,

observed in most cases small variations, which may appear due to phase differ-

ences at the “construction-based” (phase) comparison, can be disregarded consid-

ering a corresponding response of a sister transformer.

For instance, consider a 90/33 kV 75MVA transformer, frequency responses

of which are presented the form of transfer function (2.2.2), widely used in indus-

trial FRA measurements, as shown in Fig. 7.1(a). The transformer is believed

to be in a normal condition. As seen from thefigure, there is a clear repeata-

bility of the trends corresponding to different phases of the transformer in low

and medium frequency ranges up to 600-700 kHz and slight deviation between

phases at higher frequencies. Particularly, the phase C response shows the most

clear deviations at the last several resonance points with respect to the other two

phases. The concern about the condition of the phase C winding can beelimi-

nated by comparing two responses taken from the C phases of the investigated

and a normalsister transformer of the same type due to a good resemblance of

the responses, as illustrated in Fig. 7.1(b). This is discussed in detail in sub-

section 7.4.4, where an example of the evaluation of the transformer winding is

given.
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7.2.2 Short Circuited Turns (SCT)

To simulate short-circuited turns, a large admittance (low impedance) is

added between the nodes representing adjacent ends of two sections of the

3-phase lumped parameter model. This has been performed in several differ-

ent positions along the HV and LV windings in order to observe differences.

The LV winding transfer function responses of the experimental transformer 1

are illustrated in Figs. 7.2(a) and 7.2(b). As seen from thefigures this fault type

is clearly detectable with indifference to the fault location.

Both the simulations results and experimental investigation show that

short circuited turns in a winding can be clearly identified due to distinguishable

disappearances of the first resonance points at low frequencies associated with the

transformer core, which are also seen at short circuit test FRA measurements

[12]. Therefore, this fault can easily be detected even using the “construction-

based” (phase) comparison without additional expert analysis or comparison with

reference responses [117].

7.2.3 Clamping Failure (CF)

This failure is rare and may be caused by a bulk winding movement. Available

case studies show clearshifts to the right in low frequency resonances below 20 kHz

while there are no significant variations at higher frequencies compared with sister

unit phase responses {118}.

7.2.4 Axial Displacement (AD)

Right shifts in medium frequency resonances may indicate potential axial dis-

placement, also known as azial collapse, of a winding with respect to other trans-

former windings. In addition, new resonances may appear at higher frequen-

cies [7,18,19,119]. Similar to a hoop buckling, this failure usually attributes no

clear indication at low frequencies.

To simulate different scenarios of an axial displacement fault, the whole LV

winding of experimental transformer 1 is assumed to be shifted on 17.4 mm up-

wards and downwards, which approximately correspondsto 3.5% of the winding
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height. The matrices Z;; and Yyviyv of phase A of the 3-phase lumped parame-

ter model are correspondingly modified to introduce the changes in impedances

and admittances between the HV and LV windings.

Figures 7.3(a) and 7.3(a) illustrate the transfer function responses simulating

upward and downwardshifts of the LV winding with respect to the HV winding

respectively. As seen from the figures there are clear shifts to right in resonance

frequencies in both the cases, which supports the aboveclassification hypothesis.

However, the shifts in resonance frequencies appear not only in the middle-

frequency range but also at low frequencies. This can be explained by the fact

that the whole LV winding displacement is modelled with respect to the HV

winding. Potentially, this may cause a clamping failure of a transformer and,

therefore, be expressed as resonance shifts at low frequencies as pointed out in

section 7.2.3.

Onthe other hand, in manycases an axial displacementfault is accompanied

by winding compressing or, otherwise, stretching (telescoping), characterised by

the corresponding distance changing between sections of the faulty winding. This

may cause moresignificant deviations of resonance frequencies or new resonance

points appearances at higher frequencies.

7.2.5 Radial Deformation (Hoop Buckling (HB))

Severe radial deformation of a winding, known as hoop buckling, leads to

a bent winding, being not broken. These deformations normally occur in inner

(usually LV) windings and show significant decrease (shift to left) of the medium-

frequency resonance points while low frequency open circuit responses usually

indicate no difference [7,79]. In addition, short-circuit FRA test results may

indicate increased input impedance of the damaged phase with respect to other

phases of a transformer (19, 120].

In order to model a radial deformation of the LV winding of experimental

transformer1, the following deformation degrees are considered (79]: deformation

of one side of the winding (degree 1) and deformation ofthree sides of the winding

with 90° with respect to each other (degree 3) as shown in Figs. 7.4(a) and 7.4(b)

respectively. The deformation depthis 1 cm, which is about 8% of the LV winding
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Fig. 7.4: Electrical potential distribution in experimental transformer 1 (the

space between HV and LV windings and between LV winding andcore, radial

deformation of LV winding): buckling degree 1 (a) and buckling degree 3 (b)
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Table 7.1: Relative Deviations (%) of Lumped Model Parameters Due to Hoop
Buckling of the LV Winding of Transformer 3

Hoop Buckling Inductances Resistances

 

 

 

 

 

 

   
 

 

 

 

   

Mode Ly Livav Riv| Rivav

Degree 1 0.37] 0.26 0.66} 0.39

Degree 3 1.79 0.47 1.84] 0.56

Hoop Buckling Geometrical Capacitances

Mode Cuvtv,geo Crv.geo

Degree 1 4.4 19.29

Degree 3 3.07 58.25
 

 

radius.

In general, deformations of winding geometry result in modification of the

corresponding model parameters. Therefore, it is necessary to investigate the

effect of radial deformation on the model parameters. The analysis of relative

changes of winding self and mutual inductances was presented in [79] using an-

alytical calculations and with FEM in [17]. In these works, the inductances of

winding sections were calculated considering different degrees of radial deforma-

tion, without taking into account the transformer core effect. It was concluded

that the changes in inductances due to buckling were negligible compared to the

capacitance changes and might not be accounted during simulations. Therefore,

this assumption should be confirmed for the case when thecore effect is taken

into account.

In order to model the winding radial deformations accurately, the deformed

geometries of a LV windingsection is modelled using FEM calculations. 2D FEM

models are used to compute capacitances and conductancesof the winding section

as shown in Figs. 7.4(a) and 7.4(b), where the electrical potential distributions

for the two deformation degreesareillustrated. On the other hand, inductances

of the deformed LV windingsections are calculated using 3D FEM model.

Relative deviations of the inductances, resistances and capacitances of the

LV winding and between the HV and LV windings are listed in Table 7.1. As

seen from the table, in general, the capacitances are much more influenced by

the winding buckling than the inductances, showing less then 2% deviations,
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which are in line with the analysis in [17,79]. Thus, as proposed in [17, 79]

the inductance deviations due to radial deformation may not be considered in

order to simplify the modelling process. The same assumption may be applied to

resistances, which also deviate insignificantly with less than 2% relative difference

due to introduced radial deformations.

On the contrary, the capacitances between a LV winding anda core rapidly

increase depending on the deformation degree, showing about 19% and 58%

changes for the deformation degrees 1 and 3 respectively. This is due to the

LV winding buckling towards the core, which reduces the distances between the

corresponding surfaces of the LV winding andthecore.

Figures 7.5(a) and 7.5(b) illustrate the transfer function responses simulat-

ing hoop buckling of the LV winding with the deformation degrees 1 and 3

respectively. As seen from the figures, there are slight shifts to left in resonance

frequencies in both the cases, that support the aboveclassification hypothesis.

7.2.6 Residual Magnetisation (RM)

As stated in Table 2.1, residual magnetisation changes a response in the very

low frequency region of open circuit FRA test measurements of a transformer.

This is mainly expressed in consistent magnitude deviations with possible slight

shifts of low frequency resonances associated with transformer core. In contrast,

the overall response shape remains consistent compared to the reference ones [7,

113]. Residual magnetisation does not normally affect the responses above 20 kHz

frequency and can be easily eliminated using core demagnetisation methods.

The effect of core magnetisation on FRA measurements was thoroughly in-

vestigated in [113] based upon the experimental FRA measurements on a variety

of transformers and, therefore, is not be further discussed in this thesis.

7.2.7 Poor Grounding (PG)

The connection to ground of measurement cables is very important for re-

peatable and reliable FRA measurements due to its essential effect on high fre-

quency responses. Poor cable grounding is normally detected via clear unexpected
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magnitude deviations at higher frequencies compared to other phase measure-

ments [7,12]. This can be a tremendous source for misinterpretation of FRA

results [121].

Poor tank grounding is easier to spot since it affects frequency response mea-

surements of all windings of a transformer [7,9, 10].

Although, the last two diagnoses, RM and PG,affect only FRA measure-

ments, but not winding condition itself, their presence may lead to misinterpre-

tation of the results. Therefore, these diagnoses need to be taken into account

during FRA assessment.

7.3. Frequency Response Analysis at Frequen-

cies above 1 MHz

7.3.1 Distributed Parameter Model Verification With

FRA

In order to verify the simplified distributed parameter model, developed in

section 5.4, it is employed to simulate frequency responses of a single-phase ex-

perimental transformer 3 without a core, which consists of 30-double disc HV

winding and 23-turn helical LV winding as shownin Fig. 6.13. Figure 7.6 shows

the input impedance responses,simulated with aid of equation (5.5.11) and ex-

perimentally measured from the HVside of the transformer.

It can be observed that the simulated and measured responses are close to

each other as far as the general shape and resonant frequencies are concerned.

However, the most clear deviations of 10.8%, 5.57% and 5.58 7% in the first three

resonant frequencies respectively may be due to the approximations of winding

conductor and insulation properties accepted at the stage of parameter estima-

tion. In addition, the developed model provides less damping at the resonant

frequencies with respect to the measured response. This could be due to the

existence of additional loss mechanisms[71], e.g. losses in the tank or in the con-

ducting cylinder used to represent equipotential surface of the core, that are not

considered in the proposed model, or to the approximations in the expressions
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used for the model parameter calculation.

On the other hand,considering the simulated input impedanceresponseof the

same experimental transformer, presented in Fig. 7.7 and [71], calculated using

the developed simplified distributed parameter model and a lumped parameter

model, it is clear that the responses from both the models are almost identical

to each other in terms of resonant frequencies and magnitudes. Although the

developed model does not provide higher accuracy in comparison with known

lumped parameter models in the frequency range up to 1 MHz, the developed

model is capable of high frequency simulation with frequencies above 1 MHz as

discussed in the following subsections.

7.3.2 Winding Resonance Simulation

In practice, FRA result interpretation includes visual cross-comparison of

measured frequency responses aiming to notice newly appeared suspicious de-

viations of the investigated trace compared with various etalon responses. The

appearanceof clear shifts in resonance frequencies or new resonant points may

characterise faulty conditions of a winding. This comparative approach was

extended by simulating frequency responses with lumped parameter models to

analyse the effect of different winding faulty modes on deviation of resonance fre-

quencies in comparison with the reference simulations corresponding to normal

state of a winding as discussed in section 7.2 and [16, 17,71, 72,79]. However,

the considered frequency range is limited by the reasons stated in section 5.1

regarding the models applied.

Recent work [96,97] showed the potential for FRA result interpretation in an

extended range of frequencies up to 10 MHz, which indicates the importance of

continuing the study using suitable transformer winding models. Therefore,it is

necessary to investigate the correctness of the proposed modelin the high fre-

quency range, and attention shouldbepaid,at first, to the analysis of resonance

frequencies as the main sources of information about the object and, secondly,

the ability of the model to reflect the general shapes of winding responses.

Unfortunately, the reference FRA data in the frequency range of interest

were not available for the analysis. However, considering that the derivation of
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the transfer function expressions, presented in section 5.5, is similar to those

used for VFTOs studies with MTL models, the proposed model is employed

for the comparative study using data from resonance analysis under VFTOsof

experimental one-winding transformer 4. The transformer winding is composed

of 18 discs with 10 turns per disc as shown in Fig. 7.8 and its basic parameters

are given in [75].

One way to analyse the resonance phenomena under VFTOsis to compare

amplitude-frequency responses of winding transfer functions measured from dif-

ferent points in a winding. Thus, potentially vulnerable locations in a winding,

where resonance could occur, are determined [75].

Figures 7.9 — 7.11 illustrate measured (a) and calculated with the MTL model

frequency responses (b) of transfer functions from turns 20, 40, and 60 of the

experimental transformer winding respectively, having been published in [75].

For comparison purposes, frequency responses of the transfer functions taken

from the end terminals of discs 2, 4 and 6, that correspond to turns 20, 40

and 60 of the winding respectively, are calculated using equation (5.5.12) and

arranged in the same figures as (c). The resonant frequencies of the studied

winding discs are listed in Table 7.2.

As seen from Figs. 7.9 — 7.11, on the whole, the simulated frequency re-

sponses using both the MTL and developed models are close to measurements

and correctly emphasise the main resonant points of the winding. The analysis

of Table 7.2 reveals that the proposed model determines the main resonantfre-

quencies close to measurement ones in a range up to 3 MHz.In addition, a high

frequency resonance component at around 6.5 MHz is more accurately located

by the proposed model with respect to the MTL one, which is of the particular

interest for resonance analysis [75].

However, there are deviations in resonant amplitudes and frequencies of the

model responses with respect to the measured ones. It can be referred to an

approximate choice of some of the experimental transformer parameters being

not listed in [75] and to the approximations in the expressions used for the model

parameter calculation. In addition, as shown in [7,96,97] and mentioned in sub-

section 7.2.7 for the case of FRA measurements, there is an effect of ground
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Fig. 7.9: Amplitudes of transfer function between the terminal of turn 20 and

the input of experimental transformer 4 ((a) and (b) reproduced from [75])
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Fig. 7.11: Amplitudes of transfer function between the terminal of turn 60 and

the input of experimental transformer 4 ((a) and (b) reproduced from [75])
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Table 7.2: Resonant Frequencies in Discs 2, 4 and 6 of Transformer 4
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Disc Resonant Frequencies (MHz)

Number Measured [75] MTL model[75] Proposed Model

0.46, 0.87, 1.25, 0.43, 0.86, 1.29, 0.44, 0.87, 1.24,
2 1.65, 2.0, 2.4, 1.71, 2.1, 2.52, 1.62, 2.03, 2.54,

2.9, 3.35, 3.8, 2.92, 3.3, 3.9, 3.07, 3.7,4.27,
4.3, 6.52 4.15, 5.66 5.49, 6.66

0.46, 0.87, 1.25, 0.43, 0.86, 1.29, 0.44, 0.87, 1.25,
4 1.65, 2.4, 3.0, 1.71, 2.52, 2.92, 1.63, 2.49, 3.14,

3.9, 6.5 5.66 4,27, 5.21, 6.63

0.46, 0.87, 1.25, 0.43, 0.86, 1.29, 0.44, 0.87, 1.26,
6 1.65, 2.4, 3.0, 1.71, 2.12, 2.88, 1.63, 2.04, 2.52,

3.9, 6.5 5.66 3.08, 5.04, 6.63   
 

 

connections and length of measurementleadsin the high frequency region of the

measured responses, which also needs to be taken into account during simula-

tions.

Comparing the two applied models, the MTL model can replicate more accu-

rately the shape of the experimental responses,that is justified by a more detailed

representation of the winding by the MTL model, where each turn of the winding

is described by individual equations as described in section 5.3. However, this

leads to a sharp increase of the order of the MTL model [75] and, thus, causes

additional computation complexity of the MTL model. For instance, with re-

spect to the employed model winding, the matrix 2 is of the order 19 for the

developed model, whereas for the MTL model[75] the order of the corresponding

matrix is 181, which is almost 9.5 times more and drastically increases compu-

tational time. Using the same computer, the calculation of the 1000 frequency

points takes 26 and 333 seconds in MATLABfor the proposed and MTL models

respectively.

It should also be mentioned that the various preliminary attempts to employ

a lumped parameter model for resonance simulation of the analysed experimental

transformer winding 4 have failed to provide high frequency resonance compo-

nents at frequencies above 1 MHzdueto considerable discretisation of the lumped
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model, when each disc is represented by a lumped element.

7.3.3 Effect of Minor Winding Faults on Frequency

Responses

As mentionedin section 5.1, it was shown that FRA measurements at higher

frequencies above 1 MHz are moresensitive to minor winding faults such as

axial displacements andradial deformationsofseveral discs in a winding[96,97].

Therefore, in order to investigate the sensitivity of the developed model andits

applicability for detection of minor winding movements, the following cases are

studied [96]:

e minor axial displacements of discs 10 and 11, 30 and 31, 50 and 51, repre-

senting top, middle and bottom parts of the HV winding of experimental

transformer 3 respectively, simulated by changing interdisc capacitances Cg

of the corresponding discs to 30% from their original value;

e minor radial deformations of discs 10 and 11, 30 and 31, 50 and 51, repre-

senting top, middle and bottom parts of the HV winding of experimental

transformer 3, simulated by changing ground capacitances C’ of the corre-

sponding discs to 30% from their original value.

Considering the experimental transformer 3, utilised in subsection 7.3.1 for

the model verification with FRA, its frequency response simulations are pre-

sented in the form of the winding transfer function (2.2.2) using equation (5.5.9).

Preliminary simulations revealed insignificant deviations between the responses,

corresponded to various minor winding movements, and the reference, which

are difficult to analyse using only a graphical comparison. Therefore, the three

statistically-based performance indicators, i.e. correlation coefficient p(X, Y)

(equation (2.2.5)), spectrum deviation o(X,Y) (equation (2.2.6)) and ASLE

(equation (2.2.7)), introduced in subsection 2.2.2, are employed to quantitatively

analyse FRA simulation results.
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Table 7.3: Relative Changes of Statistical Indicators in Case of Minor Axial

Displacement in Different Locations of a HV Winding of Transformer 3
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Fault Location Frequency Statistical Indicators

in Winding Range p(X,Y) a(X,Y) ASLE

10 kHz —1 MHz 0.9980 0.0279 0.3428

Discs 10, 11 1—2 MHz 0.9963 0.0599 0.7367

(top part) 2—3 MHz 0.9990 0.0266 0.3267

3 —5 MHz 0.9990 0.0266 0.3271

10 kHz —1 MHz 0.9993 0.0188 0.2313

Discs 30, 31 1—2 MHz 0.9991 0.0339 0.4162

(middle part) 2—3 MHz 0.9998 0.0127 0.1556

3—5 MHz 0.9998 0.0113 0.1390

10 kHz —1 MHz 0.9994 0.0158 0.1938

Discs 50, 51 1—2 MHz 0.9997 0.0175 0.2150

(bottom part) 2—3 MHz 0.9999 0.0065 0.0799

3 —5 MHz 0.9999 0.0067 0.0826    
 
 

Minor Axial Displacements

Figures 7.12(a) and 7.12(b) show the transfer function responses simulating

minor axial shifts of the discs, representing top, middle and bottom parts of

the winding in the frequency range of 10 kHz - 5 MHz. The log and linear

frequency scales are used respectively. It can be assumed from both the figures

that there are no apparent changes between the responses at frequencies below

1 MHz. On the other hand, moresignificant changes occur at higher frequencies

in the 1 — 3 MHz diapason mainly due to magnitude deviations andslight shifts

of resonant frequencies. In addition, there is a strong effect of the axial displace-

ment locations on the frequency responses. In general, the simulated results are

consistent with those reported in [96, 97,122] both computer simulations and

experimental tests.

For more detailed study, the results of quantitative analysis using the statis-

tical indicators in the 4 different frequency ranges, 10 kHz — 1 MHz, 1—2 MHz,

2 —3 MHz and 3—5 MHz,are listed in Table 7.3. According to the table, the

changes in frequency responses, attributed to disc axial displacements, are more
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Fig. 7.12: “Time-based” (reference) comparison of the HV winding responses

of experimental transformer 3 (axial displacements oftop, middle and bottom

discs): log frequency scale (a) andlinear frequency scale (b)
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Table 7.4: Relative Changes of Statistical Indicators in Case of Minor Radial

Deformation in Different Locations of a HV Winding of Transformer 3
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fault Location Frequency Statistical Indicators

in Winding Range p(X,Y) a(X,Y) ASLE

10 kHz —1 MHz 0.9999 0.0095 0.1161

Discs 10, 11 1 —2 MHz 0.9999 0.0078 0.0962

(top part) 2—3 MHz 0.9999 0.0091 0.1122

3 —5 MHz 0.9999 0.0072 0.0889

10 kHz —1 MHz 0.9999 0.0080 0.0977

Discs 30, 31 1—2 MHz 1.0000 0.0036 0.0443

(middle part) 2—3 MHz 1.0000 0.0014 0.0176

3—5 MHz 1.0000 0.0008 0.0098

10 kHz —1 MHz 0.9999 0.0082 0.1009

Discs 50, 51 1-2 MHz 1.0000 0.0020 0.0251

(bottom part) 2—3 MHz 1.0000 0.0016 0.0195

3—5 MHz 1.0000 0.0009 0.0110    
 

 

detectable in the 1— 2 MHz rangeregardless of the fault locations. With respect

to the fault locations, the axial displacements of the top winding discs appear to

be most recognisable.

Minor Radial Deformations

To simulate minorradial deformations of windingdiscs,it is assumed that the

ground capacitances C is changed as notedearlier. Figures 7.13(a) and 7.13(b)

illustrate the transfer function responses simulating minor radial deformations

of the discs, representing top, middle and bottom parts of the winding using the

the log and linear frequency scales respectively. As seen from thefigures, there

are no apparent deviations between the reference and other traces. However, a

more detailed observation reveals tiny deviations, mostly in magnitude, which

may possibly be evaluated using a quantitative analysis.

Theresult of quantitative analysis for the above defined 3 frequency ranges are

listed in Table 7.4. It can be assumedthat the results are, in general, inconclusive,

although the responses slightly more deviate at frequencies below 1 MHz.

Despite of appearing of the graphically distinguishable deviations between
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Fig. 7.13: “Time-based” (reference) comparison of the HV winding responses

of experimental transformer 3 (radial deformations of top, middle and bottom

discs): log frequency scale (a) and linear frequencyscale (b)
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the responses in Figs. 7.12(b) and 7.13(b) due to the minor axial displacements

and radial deformations respectively, the correlation coefficient p(X,Y) values

are almost equal to 1 as indicated in Tables 7.3 and 7.4. This is explained by the

fact the coefficient cannot clearly differentiate frequency responses, possessing

similar shape and resonance points but different in magnitudes [23], and can be

considered as unappropriate for the analysis of both the consideredcases.

7.4 Evidential Reasoning Approach to ‘Trans-

former Winding Condition Assessment

7.4.1 Transformation of FRA Assessment Process into

ER Framework

As seen in subsection 2.2.2, transformer winding assessment with FRA is in

fact an evidence combination process, which dependslargely on experts’ experi-

ence. An expert makes a decision based onall the available information in hand

and analyses the above discussed classification features using cross-comparison

techniques. However, since there is no formalised model established for FRA

winding assessment, uncertainties could occur during a decision making process.

In addition, the reference responses from the same phase of a transformer are

usually unavailable in most cases [23], that increases uncertainties during assess-

ment.

As mentionedin section 3.5, the ER approach provides a mathematical frame-

work for combining such uncertain information (expert’s subjective judgements).

By considering each piece of information as evidence either supporting or deny-

ing a hypothesis, which corresponds to a winding condition derived with FRA,

the validity of all the possible hypotheses can be calculated [55].

Considering a set of possible FRA diagnoses on winding conditions, described

in section 7.2, a set of common hypotheses (evaluation grades) H is defined for
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Fig. 7.14: A basic evaluation analysis model for transformer winding assessment

with FRA

FRA assessment with ER as follows:

H = {NW (H,), SCT (Hz), RM (Hs), CF (H,),
(7.4.1)

To provide flexibility in a diagnosis, an expert may use degrees of belief

of a particular condition presence of a winding to express his conclusion, e.g.

50% chance that a transformer winding is Normal and 40% that the wind-

ing has suffered from or is currently suffering a Hoop Buckling failure. Note

that the above assessment example is incomplete as the total degree ofbeliefis

50% + 40% = 90% < 100%. The missing 10% in such an assessment represents

the degree of uncertainty in the expert’s judgement.

7.4.2 ER-Based Basic Evaluation Analysis Model for

FRA

Having defined the set of evaluation grades, the decision process can be repre-

sented by a basic evaluation analysis model in Fig. 7.14, which involves 3 levels,

general attributes Y, evaluation grades H and basic attributes E. Regarding

FRA of transformer windings, only one general attribute y is considered. This

is the overall evaluation of the condition of the investigated transformer winding
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(windings), which is supported by a set of basic attributes E comprising the

subjective judgements based on the diagnoses of RC (e;), PC (e2) and SUC(es),

i.e the reference, phase andsister unit comparisons respectively, introduced in

subsection 2.2.2.

In the basic attribute level, an expert, with regard to available FRA data,

formulates a unique evaluation for each of the attributes using the defined set H of

evaluation grades. For instance, suppose that reference responses are unavailable

at the time and on the basis of PC an expert suggests that there is a 50%

possibility that the transformer has Residual Magnetisation of its core and a

50% belief that its winding is Normal. At the same time, the expert is 80% sure

that the winding is Normal based on SUC.If these evaluations for each basic

attribute are considered as the evidence of information then, by combining them,

an overall evaluation or diagnosis on the transformer winding condition can be

developed. In this way, a transformer winding condition assessment problem is

represented in the form of the basic evaluation analysis model. The core of the

model is the ER algorithm, which is used to aggregate attributes in order to

derive a balanced overall assessment.

7.4.3 ER-Based General Evaluation Analysis Model for

FRA

Since there are no standardised quantitative criteria being established for

FRA assessment, more than one expert can be involved to provide an inde-

pendent evaluation using available frequency responses. In that case an overall

evaluation has to be a result of combinationofall the experts’ judgements. There-

fore, the assessment process can be regarded as a multilevel hierarchical analysis

model, which is shown in Fig. 7.15. The FRA assessment, thus, becomes a

hierarchical analysis, where a high level attribute is assessed through associated

lower level attributes. For instance, the overall diagnosis y; from KK experts is

obtained by combining the experts’ subjective judgements f,, (k = 1,...,K ).

Each subjective judgement f; is calculated via the individual consideration of the

corresponding basic attributes ex1, €x2 and e,3 in the form of the above discussed
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Fig. 7.15: A general evaluation analysis model for transformer winding assess-

ment with FRA
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basic evaluation analysis model.

7.4.4 Condition Assessment of Transformer Windings

Using Basic Evaluation Analysis Model

Consider a simple example of HV winding condition evaluation of a 90/33 kV

75 MVA powertransformer with the developed ER approach using phase and

sister unit comparisons. No reference frequency responsesare available in this

scenario.

According to the basic evaluation analysis model defined in subsection 7.4.2,

a winding assessment problem is basically a combination of subjective decisions

madewith three different types of comparisons, 7.e RC, PC and SUC,introduced

in subsection 2.2.2. All the three methods have to be assigned by normalised

weights, whichreflect their relative importance during a FRA assessment process.

Normally, the reference comparisonis considered as the most reliable method

for FRA assessment [7, 9,19]. However, when reference responses are not avail-

able, phase responses comparison or sister unit responses comparison methods

are considered instead. With regard to FRA result interpretation, Ryder [9] em-

phasised theslight advantage of PC over SUC. On the other hand, based on the

extensive field experience Doble researchers suggested a more beneficial use of the

sister unit comparison [19]. Since the ranking of these comparative techniques

needs further investigation, both the methods are assumed to be almost equal

with a slightly higher importance of SUC in this study for illustrative purposes

only.

Ranking the above three methods, on the basis of Table 3.1 and using the

AHPalgorithm of weight determination given in subsection 3.5.5, a general com-

parison matrix, in the form of matrix (3.5.19), can be proposed as below:

1/1 4/1 3/1

A= |1/4 1/1 1/2], (7.4.2)

1/3 2/1 1/1

for attributes e,, €2 and e3 of the basic evaluation analysis model in Fig. 7.14.

Consequently, the correspondingrelative weights are w; = 0.6232, w2 = 0.1373
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and w3 = 0.2395.

Consider Figs. 7.1(a) and 7.16, where the comparisons of phase responses

of the investigated transformer are presented using the log and linear scales for

more detailed analysis of the frequency responses at low and high frequencies

respectively. Overall, the log scale phase comparison in Fig. 7.1(a) gives no clear

unexpected deviations between phases in the low and medium frequency diapa-

sons. However, as pointed in subsection 7.2.1, one may observe clear variations

between phases at high frequencies with the C phase, appearing to be the most

different from the others, that is confirmed by the linear scale comparison in Fig.

7.16. This, at the first glance, can be assumed to be due to transformer design

or, in some cases, poor grounding measurements.

Therefore, the same type and capacity sister unit with a successive serial

number, having been assumed to be in a good condition, was also tested andits

responses are taken into account to determinethe overall diagnosis for the suspect

unit. As seen from Fig. 7.17, the sister unit, assumed to be in good condition,

possesses similar variations at high frequencies between phases responses as the

investigated transformer. This is an indication that the variations are likely to

be related to design features [123].

In addition, a direct comparison of the two C phase responses of the both

suspect andsister units shows good resemblance without unexpected deviations

as shown in Figs. 7.1(b) and 7.18 using the log and linear frequency scales re-

spectively. The most distinguishable high frequency variations can be attributed

to construction differences between the two transformers.

Thus, the subjective judgements for the phase and sister unit comparisons can

be represented, for instance, by the following distributions of degrees of beliefs

as defined in (3.5.6) using the evaluation grades in (7.4.1):

S(PC) = {(NW,0.75), (PG, 0.15)};

S(SUC) = {(NW,0.95)},
(7.4.3)

where only grades with nonzero degreesofbelief are listed in the distributions.

Note that subjective judgements in (7.4.3) are incomplete as discussed in sub-

section 7.4.2. The assessment example is summarised in the decision matrix
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Fig. 7.16: “Construction-based” (phase) comparison (HVside,linear scale)
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Table 7.5: Subjective Judgements for Winding Condition Assessment of 90/33

kV 75 MVA Power Transformer Using Basic Evaluation Analysis Model
 
 

 

 
 

  
 

 

 
 

Degree of belief Weights Hypotheses (Evaluation grades)

(B) (w) NW (H;) SCT (H2) RM (Hs) CF (H4)

Basic RC (e1) 0.6232 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

Attri- PC (e2) 0.1373 0.75 0.0 0.0 0.0

butes SUC (e3) 0.2395 0.95 0.0 0.0 0.0

Degree of belief Weights Hypotheses (Evaluation grades)

(8) (w) HB(Hs) AD(He) PG(H7)

Basic RC (e1) 0.6232 0.0 0.0 0.0

Attri- PC (e) 0.1373 0.0 0.0 0.15

butes SUC (e3) 0.2395 0.0 0.0 0.0       
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presented as Table 7.5, where the belief values for RC are assigned as zeros due

to the unavailability of the reference (time-comparison) responses.

The evaluation problem is to obtain the overall diagnosis y using the available

subjective judgements for e;, e2 and e3, which constitute the bottom levelof the

basic evaluation analysis model for FRA transformer winding assessment. Fol-

lowing the ER algorithm, presented in subsection 3.5.4, basic probability masses

are calculated with (3.5.10) and (3.5.11). Then using the recursive equations

(3.5.12) — (3.5.15) the combined probability masses for the three basic attributes

are obtained. Finally, with aid of (3.5.16) and (3.5.17) combined degreesof belief

are derived and the overall assessment for the transformer winding conditionis,

therefore, given by the following distribution of degrees ofbeliefs with regard to

FRA diagnoses:

S(Overall Condition) = S(RC 6 PC @ SUC) = {(NW,0.39), (PG, 0.0216).

(7.4.4)

In other words, there is a 39% probability that the transformer windings

(and the C phase winding in particular) are in normal condition and about 2.1%

chance that there was Poor Grounding during the FRA measurement. However,

from these results the remaining unassignedbelief is 1— (0.39+0.0216) = 0.5884,

i.e. a 58.84% of uncertainty in thefinal diagnosis. The relatively low probability

of 39% for Normal Winding condition and the large degree of uncertainty is

explained by the fact that the responses for RC were not available and, therefore,

the corresponding subjective judgements, equal to zero, were included in the

evaluation process as shown in Table 7.5.

However, if only the two basic attributes, i.e. PC and SUC,are considered

without taking into accountzero estimates for RC, then the relative weight w, = 0

and, therefore, the first column and row of the matrix (7.4.2) are eliminated.

Thus, the correspondingrelative weights are calculated using the reduced matrix

A- fr i 7.45)
2/1 1/1

which are w, = 0.3333 and w3 = 0.6667.

The final transformer assessment gives the following distribution of degrees

as below:
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of beliefs with regard to FRA diagnoses:

S(Overall Condition) = S(PC @SUC) = {(NW,0.8960), (PG, 0.0267)} (7.4.6)

with the unassigned degree ofbelief of 0.0773 due to uncertainty in the expert’s

judgement.

Thus, with about 39% and 89.6% probabilities of a Normal Winding condition

in both the cases, it can be assumed that the transformer windings are mostlikely

to be normal.

7.4.5 Aggregation of Subjective Judgements of Different

Experts Using General Evaluation Analysis Model

In order to analyse a more general case when several experts are involved in

a FRA assessment process, a complex example is illustrated below. Suppose a

transformer winding assessment task is carried out by three experts and their

subjective judgements are summarised in Table 7.6. The information is provided

by the experts using the comparison techniques as discussed in the previous

example and contains uncertainty. Therefore, the assessment process can be

represented as the general evaluation analysis modelin Fig. 7.15 with the number

of experts involved K = 3.

Therelative importance of the combined experts’ judgements (composite at-

tributes f;,, k = 1,...,3) is assumedto be equal, which is represented by weights

w,. In the same time, the weights of the basic attributes w,;, 7 = 1,...,3, be-

ing associated with the corresponding composite attribute jf, of the model, are

assumed to be the sameas in the previous example in subsection 7.4.4. Thus,

Wy = W9) = W3 = 0.3333, W411 aad W1 = W31 — 0.6232, (7.4.7)

Wy42 = Wo2 = W322 = 0.1373, W43 = W293 = W33 = 0.2395.

Since the assessment process is a multilevel hierarchical analysis, the first

step of the ER analysis is to obtain the combined subjective judgements for

each expert individually as discussed in the previous example. The calculated

experts’ combined assessments f,, f. and fs are then aggregated to produce an
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Table 7.7: Evaluation Matrix for Winding Condition Assessment Using General

Evaluation Analysis Model
 

 

Hypotheses (Evaluation grades)

NW |SCT| RM CF HB AD PG

Expert 1 (fi) 0.1593 0.0 0.0711 0.2965 0.3954 0.0072 0.0

Expert 2 (fo) 0.3298 0.0 0.0 0.2259 0.2962 0.0871 0.0

Expert 3 (f3) 0.2239 0.0 0.0744 0.3047 0.3733 0.0204 0.0

Overall

 

Attributes

 

 

 

(y1) 0.2343 0.0 0.0438 0.2780 0.3711 0.0340 0.0        Evaluation
 

 

overall evaluation y, of the overall transformer winding condition. The results

are summarised as the evaluation matrix in Table 7.7.

As seen from the evaluation matrix, there are a large probability of 37.11%

that the transformer winding is Hoop Buckled and a 27.8% chance of a Clamping

Failure occurred. On the other hand, there is a 23.43% chance that there is

no failure in the winding. In addition, there are small possibilities of Residual

Monetization and Azial Displacement occurred. Theseresults also imply a 3.87%

of uncertainty in the diagnosis.

As a result, it is more likely that the transformer experienced a winding

deformation or a construction failure. Thus, it can be concluded that the winding

of the investigated unit needs to be inspected in detail.

The above two examples demonstrate that the ER approach to FRA assess-

ment is able to make a decision in a clear and meaningful manner. The overall

assessment of the studied transformer windings is presented as probability dis-

tributions of the occurrence of the various failure conditions, which simplifies a

decision making process.

7.5 Summary

This chapter presents FRA interpretation criteria related to different FRA

diagnoses on winding conditions at frequencies up to 1 MHz using the lumped pa-

rameter model. The lumped parameter model is employed to simulate frequency

responses of a 3-phase experimental transformer with introduced winding faults
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such as short-circuited turns, axial displacements and radial deformations.

The distributed parameter model is also shown to be useful for resonance

analysis under VFTOs with purpose to reduce computational complexity with

respect to the traditional MTL models. The study on minor winding movements

shows that these winding conditions are generally detectable at frequencies above

1 MHz. However, more reliable measurement method needs to be developed to

eliminate the effect of measurement setup at higher frequencies [96].

In general, it is deduced that both the models can correctly reflect the in-

teractions between capacitances and inductive elements in power transformer

windings in a wide frequency range up to several MHz and could be used for

FRAresult interpretation.

On the basis of the study on different winding conditions, an ER-based ap-

proach to transformer winding condition assessment based on FRA is proposed

to formalise a FRA evaluation process for the first time. The proposed ER

framework allows the uniform description of experts’ subjective judgements with

regard to various FRA comparison techniques. This aims to provide a balanced

overall condition evaluation, based upon collective expertise when one or more

experts involved. As the experts’ subjective judgements are often incomplete

and inconclusive, the ER algorithm is very suitable to aggregate such original

subjective judgements involving nonlinear relationships to determine the impact

of uncertainty on an overall FRA assessment.

The two examples have demonstrated the implementation process of the de-

veloped approach to ER-based transformer winding condition assessment. Due to

its open architecture, the ER evaluation analysis models can be flexibly adjusted

to include new interpretation features and techniques.

To summarise, it is suggested that the proposed ER approach holds a poten-

tial for the formalisation of FRA condition assessment proceduresfor transformer

windings, although muchresearch need to be carried out to establish more re-

liable interpretation features with regard to different FRA diagnoses. This will

lead to morereliable initial subjective judgements of experts.
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Chapter 8

Intelligent Fault Classification of

Power Transformers Based on

Dissolved Gas Analysis

8.1 Introduction

Recently CI techniques have been extensively used with the purposeof devel-

oping more accurate diagnostic tools to interpret DGA data. Zhang et al. [124]

proposed a two-step ANN methodfor transformer fault detection using the pre-

viously mentioned gas concentrations as an input vector to an ANNclassifier.

Ten-fold cross validations [125] of ANN were implemented using 40 sets of samples

of gas concentrations. The diagnostic accuracy around 90% — 95% was achieved

by using an essentially complex ANNstructure. The ANNefficiency for the de-

tection of incipient faults in power transformers was analysed by Guardado et

al. [126]. A number of ANNclassifiers, trained according to five commonly used

practical criteria for DGA: Rogers, Doernenburg, International Electrotechnical

Commission (IEC) and California State University-Sacramento (CSUS) guide-

lines, were compared using a DGA data set of 117 samples for ANN training and

33 new samplesfor testing. This was reported with a diagnostic accuracy in the

range of 87% — 100% with respect to the criteria used. Huang [127] proposed a

transformer assessment technique using a genetic algorithm-based ANN (GNN).

191
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A set of 630 real gas ratio records representing 5 classes was utilised for ten-

fold cross training and testing [125]. Acquired results showed about 90% — 95%

accuracy.

Moreover, different combined techniques were used for the development of

transformerfault diagnosis tools. A multilevel decision making model for power

transformer fault diagnosis, based on the combination of SVM and KNN,was

proposed in [128]. An average of 87.5% diagnostic accuracy was obtained by

the model by processing 811 DGArecords. A combination of immune networks

and KNN was used to process 720 samples with a 93.2% diagnostic accuracy

in [129]. Basic dissolved gas ratios and their mean, root mean square, variance

and higher order central moment values were inputted as diagnostic features for

ANNand SVMclassifiers using a clonal selection algorithm for feature selection

in [130]. The analysis of two DGA datasets of 120 and 620 samples showed a

diagnostic accuracy in the range of 96%-100%. A combined evolutionary fuzzy

diagnosis system in [131] processed 561 gas records and delivered a 88% accu-

racy. A combination of fuzzy logic and ANN was presented in [132] to develop

a hybrid transformer fault diagnosis tool. Using the developed technique more

than 80% out of 212 gas samples from 20 transformers wereclassified correctly.

An ERapproach, based upon the Dempster-Shafer theory, was utilised for DGA

based transformer condition assessment to deal with the uncertainty during fault

diagnosis [55, 56].

Along with ANN and SVMclassifiers, applications of GP to pattern recog-

nition and data classification have been widely used in recent years. GP is

recognised as an efficient technique for artificial feature extraction due toits

ability to discover the underlying data relationships and express them mathe-

matically [133]. The ability of GP to generate solutions for complex classifi-

cation problems has been successfully utilised for machine condition monitor-

ing [134-138]. The combination of GP extracted features with ANN and SVM

has been presented in [134,135]. KNN has also been employed to improve the

classification accuracy based on GP extracted features [136]. The bootstrap

technique has been employed as a preprocessing procedure before applying GP

in [137,138] to overcome the lack of measurement data.
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However, only a few reports of GP applications in the field of transformer

fault detection and classification were reported. Zhanget al. [61] used GP to de-

velop a binary tree classification structure for DGA sample processing. Thereby,

a N-class problem is transferred to N — 1 two class subproblems, where a simple

zero threshold was used as a discriminant function to separate the feature space

into two regions [61]. The method was trained and tested using 352 gas ratio

samples by a ten-fold cross validation procedure, which showed a 91.4% accuracy.

The same research team applied GP for DGA dataclassification in [62] to pro-

duce discriminant functions and division points. A DGA dataset of 378 samples

was used for the validation of the proposed diagnostic method in two formats

of the input vector: dissolved gas ratios and actual dissolved gas concentration

values being normalised within [—1, 1] range. The diagnosis delivered 85.4% and

87.8% accuracies respectively.

Someof the above reported researches were established upon a large number

of gas samples in order to obtain reliable diagnosis performance. Thus, the

achieved results could be used for monitoring of transformers with the same

construction or being operated in similar operational conditions. However, in

most cases available DGA data contain unequal numbers of samples regarding

different fault classes analysed. This can be explained by the lack of data related

to different fault conditions. Sometimes, collected gas records possess essential

diversity even related to the sameparticular classes due to a large variety of types

of transformers investigated and their technical and geometrical characteristics.

Furthermore, the noise corruption possibility during measurement procedures

can not be excluded. This may lead to lowering of the diagnosis accuracy shown

in the applications of the reported techniques.

In this chapter, a novel intelligent approach to transformer fault classifica-

tion is presented with the purpose to improveclassification accuracy for DGA

data evaluation. The lack offaulty class samples is overcome by bootstrap data

preprocessing. Then, GPis utilised to process gas ratio samples to extract clas-

sification features for each class from the available data. The features extracted

with GP are then used as the inputs to ANN, SVM and KNNclassifiers in order

to perform multicategory fault classification. The comparison of the classifica-
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tion accuracy using the proposed preprocessing approach with the individual

classifiers, i.e. ANN, SVM and KNN,is given and discussed in detail.

8.2 DGA Data Processing with Bootstrap

8.2.1 Fundamentals of Bootstrap

Bootstrap wasfirstly introduced by Efron as a computer-intensive resam-

pling technique that draws a large numberof resamples from initial data repeat-

edly [139]. This is designed to obtain reliable standard errors, confidence inter-

vals and other measures of uncertainty in cases when theinitial sample number

is not sufficient for accurate analysis by other statistical techniques. Because

resampling is conducted in a random order, bootstrap assumesnoparticular dis-

tribution of processed data, which gives more applicability with respect to other

classical statistical methods [140].

Consider X° = {x1,..., 2, ..., tn}, (i =1,..., n) to be a set of n initial

samples with unknowndistribution F’, where z;’s are independent andidentically

distributed random variables. Let 7 denote an unknown characteristic of the dis-

tribution F’, i.e. mean or variance, etc., which is of the interest to be estimated.

Then, bootstrap is used to resample the initial set X° in order to obtain k sets of

samples X = {2j1, ..., Uji, ---) Lin}, (G =1, 2,...,k). Each generated sample

z;; has probability n~' of being equally picked up for resampling. Thus, for each

generated set of samples X%, it is possible to calculate an estimator 0; with the

purpose to analyse its probability distribution function F(9) and a confidence

interval for the estimator [125, 137, 140].

8.2.2 Initial DGA Data

In order to carry out the comparison of the classification performance using

the proposed approach with the traditional classifiers, 167 sets of test DGA

data and matching diagnosis are taken directly from a National Grid Transco

(NGT, U.K.) DGA database. The extracted DGA data contain not only the

7 types of key gases but also the diagnosis results from on-site inspections. The
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DGA data have been evaluated using various engineering diagnostic tools by

industry experts and the corresponding judgements related to 4 classes have

been provided, i.e. normal unit (class 1 —- 26 samples), overheating (class 2 —

69 samples), low energy discharge (class 3 — 18 samples), high energy discharge

(class 4-54 samples). Based on the analysis reported in [126], as an input vector

for GP feature extraction, a set of 5 commonly used gas ratios is chosen, which

is defined as an input vector below:

CoH» CH, C2H4 CoHe CoHe
R= ‘

CoH, He CoHe Ho CoHe

 (8.2.1)

Thus, the available DGA data are processed as a data array with a dimension

of 167 x 5. Elements of each columnof the array are the data samples available

for each ratio, defined in (8.2.1). For instance, the first column of the data

array corresponds to the ratio C2H2/C2H,, being the first element of the input

vector R.

In this research, the collected DGA data are resampled by bootstrap to sta-

tistically analyse its diversity and approximately equalise the sample numberfor

each class. These procedures are explained in detail in next subsections. Subse-

quently, the resampled data are then used for GP feature extraction and training

and validation with a numberofclassifiers.

8.2.3 DGA Data Statistical Analysis

As mentioned earlier, bootstrap is developed to provide reliable statistical

indicators of data in cases where the initial sample numberis not sufficient for

accurate analysis. In this regard, the collected DGAdataare firstly resampled by

bootstrap to analyseits diversity. Each columnofthe initial DGA dataarray,7.e.

samples of each ratio, is considered as a set X° of n initial samples (n = 167) to

generate an extended DGA dataset {X1, ..., X*} consisting of k sets of samples.

A publicly available bootstrap toolbox for MATLAB [141] has been used in

this research. In Table 8.1 the 95% confidence interval lengths of mean pz and

standard deviation o values for each diagnosis class are presented after boot-

strapping with the default number of sample sets k = 199 as indicated in the

toolbox [141]. The examination of Table 8.1 shows that there is a large distri-
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Table 8.1: Length of 95% Confidence Intervals of Gas Ratio Data
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

    
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

C2H2/C2H4 CH,/H2 C2H4/C2H6

Class
pb o yh o yb o

Normal Unit 0.34 0.23 948.37 18046.01 2.68 3.52

Overheating 0.71 1.06 189.49 1021.09 5.78 38.58

Low Energy Discharge 1.35 5.3 1.36 1.02 17.13 80.89

High Energy Discharge 6.06 31.18 0.88 9.55 45.23 1415.37

C2H2/H2 C2H¢6/C2H2
Class

LL o Lu o

Normal Unit 0.52 1.69 9380979.16 107942830.46

Overheating 3.58 8.00 499832.29 1253173.56

Low Energy Discharge 3.45 28.44 24097.94 19250.95

High Energy Discharge 85.01 3393.07 0.59 8.35    
 
 

bution both in values of y and o for all input vector elements within each class

data. Thus, it can be assumed that, based on the available DGA data, it would

be sufficiently complex to carry out transformer fault classification.

8.2.4 Sample Number Equalisation for Different Fault

Classes

In general, it is natural to assume that more accurate feature extraction

with GP is possible using data set with equal number of samples regarding to

different classes. In order to approximately equalise the sample numberfor each

fault class, the bootstrapping has to be undertaken with the variable number

of sets k for each class data depending on theinitial number of the samples of

different classes available.

Let ny,..-,Mt,---;%m be the numbers of initial samples for corresponding

m fault classes in an initial dataset X° with the total number of samples n, so

that S77, = n. Denote gir and qtest to be desired equalised numbers of sam-

ples for each class of newly generated training and

a

test datasets respectively.

The samples of each ¢” class (t = 1,...,m) are firstly divided into two indepen-

dent fractions cn; and (1 —c)n; correspondingly, where c represents a fraction
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coefficient. Then, the bootstrapping is performed with the following numbersof

sets: go So

r 7 ZO i he
Kere = and Kieste © Test — 8.2.2)en Tom’ 2acgey

using the corresponding t*” class fractions to generate subsets of training and

test data. The procedure is repeated for all the class samples. Thus, the newly

created training and test datasets can be constituted from the corresponding

generated subsets of data.

Given that, in general, the number of sets k has to be an integer value for

data bootstrapping, only integer values, being closest to actual ratios in the right

side of expressions in (8.2.2), are accepted. Therefore, the actual numbers dirt

and teste of samples for each class t, (t = 1,...,m), may not be equal to the

desired values of gq; and qtest, but are, in fact, very close to them respectively.

Following the discussion above, a standard MATLABfunction “crossvalind”

is used to randomly divide the initially available gas samples of each class into

five data partitions. The four partitions out of five of them are combined to

constitute the initial training data fraction and the remaining partition is used

as an initial testing fraction. As a result, in total, approximately 80% of the

initially available gas data have been used to create a training dataset consisting

of 830 samples of gas ratios with bootstrap. The remaining part, approximately

20%, of the initial data is utilised to compose a testing dataset with 228 samples.

In this research, assuming qr = 200 and dest = 50 as the desired values for

sample equalisation, the following numbers of samples are obtained after boot-

strapping for the training and testing datasets with regard to different classes:

normal unit — 190 and 70 samples, overheating — 200 and 76 samples, low energy

discharge — 210 and 42 samples, high energy discharge — 230 and 40 samples

respectively. The slight deviation in the numbers with regard to the desired val-

ues can be explained by the approximation of kirz and Kteste, (( = 1,...,4), and

the utilisation of the MATLABfunction “crossvalind” to randomly separate the

initial DGA samples into training and testing fractions with regard to different

fault classes.

As a result, about 78% out of the expanded 1058 samples are employed to

constitute the training dataset and 22% of the expandeddata are used for testing.
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The resambled data are illustrated in Fig. 8.1. All the data have been prelim-

inarily sorted according to its class patterns, which are shown in the bottom

subfigure of Fig. 8.1.

It should be noted, that the composed training and testing datasets are inde-

pendent of each other, and are employed to confirm the accuracy of the proposed

fault classification approach.

8.3. Feature Extraction With GP

The creation of computer-generated features for data classification, which

do not necessarily have a physical meaning, is motivated by the fact that con-

ventional features, being chosen arbitrarily or simply because of tradition, in

situations where domain knowledgeis insufficient, often do not provide the re-

quired accuracy. Many computational techniques have been applied for feature

extraction, among which GP takes the dominant position because of its high

efficiency to create artificial features that are expected to resemble or surpass

the classification accuracy of conventionally chosen features [142].

In the following subsections 8.3.1, 8.3.2 and 8.3.3, the GP configuration and

feature extraction results are considered with the use of the initially available

DGA data and the expanded datasets after bootstrapping respectively. The ex-

tracted features in both the cases are used to discriminate one fault class samples

from samples of the remaining fault classes. Consequently, a brief discussion is

given in subsection 8.3.4.

8.3.1 GP Configuration

With the purpose of GP feature extraction for DGA data preprocessing, the

gas ratio input vector (8.2.1), defined above, is denoted as a terminal set for

GPprocessing. In addition, an ephemeral random constantis also included as a

terminal in order to improve GP performance [44].

After various GP processing trials with different sets of functions utilised,

only mathematical functions listed in Table 8.2 have given the best result and
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Fig. 8.1: Resampled dissolved gas ratio data
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Table 8.2: Function Set for Feature Extraction With GP
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Symbolic Name No. of Arguments Description

Add, Sub 2 Addition, Substraction

Mul, Div 2 Multiplication, Division

Power 2 Involution

Sqr, Abs 1 Square, Absolute value

SqrtAbs 1 Square root of absolute value

Exp, Ln i Exponent, Natural logarithm

Sin, Cos 1 Sine, Cosine

Arctan, Not 1 Arc tangent, Invertor   
 

are adopted for feature extraction with GP.

Since GP is applied to produce discriminative features for each fault class

samples from the rest ones, that is simply with the purpose of two-category

classification, the Fisher’s discriminant ratio (FDR) criterion is utilised as the

fitness function in this research. FDR is based on the maximisation of between-

class scatter over the within-class scatter. [34,134]. Thus, each GP individual

is evaluated according to its ability to separate particular classes of DGA data

from all the other samples by using the following expression [34]:

. (M1 — ji2)”fitness =+— pN, (8.3.1)

where 11, [lz and a7, 0% denote the mean values and variances of the two cate-

gories to be separated respectively. The value of p is assigned to be 0.0005 for

this research and introduced as a penalty to the fitness function which depends

on the numberof nodes N of each evaluated individual. This allows to control

the increase in size of the GP individuals and, hence, the production of more

simple solutions [135]. Consequently, a GP individual with a larger fitness value

is considered more accurate in two-category discrimination.

In order to separate DGA samples for each of the four fault classes being

considered in the research, four features have been extracted with GP. An ECJ

software package, i.e. a Java-based evolutionary computation publicly available

software [143], has been employed to undertake the GP processing with the
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Table 8.3: GP Parameters
 

 

Parameter Value Parameter Value
 

 

No. of generations 100 Crossover probability 0.9
 

 

 

Population size 2000 Mutation probability 0.1

Max depthof tree 10 Numberof runs 10

Tournament size 7 No. of elite individuals 1     
 

parameterslisted in Table 8.3.

8.3.2 Feature Extraction Without Bootstrapping

Atfirst, the initial 167 DGA samples are used for GP feature extraction. A

number of GP runs have been carried out which have shown approximately the

same performance. Four of the best GP generated features for separating each

class from the processed initial data are presented as follows:

fi = cos (1n(iarav rsl| lnry +rit+ Viral + (ur)*)) (8.3.2)

r2

fo = exp (cs{ (sin(so(0s087"))) +sinr; + y|sinri| + 1)/0s0) ;

 

 

  

 

(8.3.3)

af] 2\r r2

f= | sin( (vial- (e—n)") A) (83.4)
1

Tr, COST, Sin (sin (cos m1)) x (0.3357 — sin rs) + 0.3323 In r2

Ja=

|

exp —r,Inr3

(8.3.5)

where r; — rs are the elements of input vector R given by equation (Bidel) » Bees

the dissolved gas ratios used for GP feature extraction.

In Fig. 8.2 the four GP extracted features (8.3.2)-(8.3.5) are used to process

the initial DGA data in order to discriminate one fault class samples from the

other classes. The first 129 samples belongto the training dataset andthe rest 38
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Fig. 8.2: Performance of the GP extracted features (8.3.2)-(8.3.5) using the

initial DGA data
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ones are used for the validation of the features extracted with GP. All the data

have been preliminarily sorted according to its class labels, which are shown

in the bottom subfigure of Fig. 8.2. For instance, the DGA data labelled as

“Overheating” (class 2) are located in the sample range from 21 to 76 in the

training dataset and from 136 to 148 in the test dataset. As seen from Fig. 8.2,

the majority of samples related to classes 2 and 4, having larger numberof data

samples, are well-separated from the rest of samples. On the contrary, poor

discrimination of samples belonging to classes 1 and 3 can be explained by the

lack of samples available for GP training comparing with the other twoclasses.

8.3.3. Feature Extraction With Bootstrapping

Using the expanded training and testing datasets after bootstrapping with

approximately equalised number of samples for each fault class, four of the best

GP generated features are obtained as follows:

)s_— (ratsye?

arctan(arctan(In r2))  
fi = ta

 

 

1 arctan(r47s)

‘ —0.8642 r?: 1238 (8.3.6)
tan{ tan{ exp(sin rs) 1 4

_—(rar r2 0.1233

x tan[(sin (cos(In(rars))) (revert)

8 ar

fos = (arctan r1)”| — arctan ( (arctan (arctan)")) ; (8.3.7)

cos (222)

fs» = — Cos= expr, (8.3.8)

ToP3 cos( =a
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. . 0.2959 rs 0.2959 rs
fay = sin (sin r1) — arctan ———— — exp|{ arctan ———————

sinr, sinr, — 2rs

( 0.0875 rs ) ( rs arctan (sin (sin 1))

— exp{ —————_

]

— arctanrs — exp
sin’, — Ts rT, sin7T, — 7175 — 27; arctan rs

 

 

0.2959 arctan rs

sin( 0.0875 rs ) =e
sin 7, sinr,—2r5

 — arctan

(8.3.9)

The DGA data processed with the four GP extracted features (8.3.6)—(8.3.9)

are given in Fig. 8.3. The first 830 samples belong to the training dataset and the

rest 228 ones are used for validation of the features extracted with GP, andclass

labels are shown in the bottom subfigure of Fig. 8.3. As seen from the figure,

the majority of samples related to each particular class under consideration are

well-separated from the rest of samples.

8.3.4 Discussion

Sample overlapping can be observed on both Figs. 8.2 and 8.3, where the

samples belonging to oneclass fall within the numerical region of otherclasses.

This can be explained by the large diversity of the available data within each

class. On the other hand, it can be presumed that GP features extracted with

data bootstrapping discriminate the samples belonging to classes 1 and

3

slightly

more accurately, as evident by comparing corresponding subfigures in Figs. 8.2

and 8.3. This is achieved by approximate equalising a number of samples for

each fault class, thus providing its essential extension for use in GP training.

The obtained features (8.3.2)-(8.3.5) and (8.3.6)—(8.3.9) represent combina-

tions of different gas ratio, thus providing thresholds for more clear segregation

of one class samples from the others as seen in Figs. 8.2 and 8.3. In this study

the features are used to analyse the effect of bootstrap and GP preprocessing on

DGAfault classification. This is discussed in the following subsections.

In general, the evolvement of GP featureslargely dependson available train-

ing data and the features may not beaseffective when processing other data.

Therefore, the main purpose of this study is to establish and analyse a prepro-
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Fig. 8.3: Performance of the GP extracted features (8.3.6)-(8.3.9) using the DGA

data with bootstrapping
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cessing approach that can automatically generate artificial features from DGA

samples to improve the performanceofdifferent classifiers for transformer fault

classification.

8.4 Classification Results and Comparisons

During the preliminary study, a number of GP runs have been conducted

to extract features for multicategory classification using the initial DGA data,

which were not successful mainly due to inconsistency of the data. Therefore, it

is decided to use GP features as the inputs to ANN, SVM and KNNclassifiers

to improveits classification performance. Theclassification results are discussed

following the sequenceof presenting results introducedin [134].

8.4.1 Intelligent Classifiers’ Configuration

This subsection briefly describes the configuration of the three CI data clas-

sification techniques, ANN, SVM and KNNclassifiers, introduced earlier in sub-

section 3.1.2 and utilised in this thesis.

Artificial Neural Networks

It has been recognised that one of the most widely used ANN structures for

classification problems is multilayer perception (MLP) with a backpropagation

learning algorithm [144]. In this research, a simple three-layer MLP structure

with input, hidden and output layers is employed as a classifier for transformer

fault classification. Each neuron model of the hidden layer has a hyperbolic

tangent activation function, whereasa logistic activation function is implemented

for those of the output layer.

Support Vector Machine

For the purpose of multicategory classification, various different binary classi-

fication methods are implemented, such as “one-against-all”, “one-against-one”,

directed acyclic graph SVM (DAGSVM), etc. [145].
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The SVM usedin this research is a DAGSVM having been approved as one

of the appropriate binary methods for multicategory classification [145] with a

Gaussian RBFkernel employed and defined by the following equation:

K(x,y) = exp (-=&*) ; (8.4.1)
a"

where x and y denote support vectors and ¢ is a RBF kernel parameter to be

predetermined. In order to control the SVM generalization capability a misclas-

sification parameter C should also be defined [135].

K-Nearest Neighbour

The value K in KNNclassifier is selected not to be too small in order to

minimise the noise effect in training data. On the other hand, a large value of

K essentially increases the computing time, therefore, in practice K is adjusted

experimentally.

8.4.2 Combination of ANN, SVM and KNN Using Four

GP Features Extracted Without Bootstrap

With the purpose to evaluate the classification performance without data

bootstrapping, GP extracted features (8.3.2)-(8.3.5) are employed as inputs to

an ANN with 6 neurons in the hidden layer, a SVM with a Gaussian kernel

(¢ = 0.0001 and C = 2500) and a KNN with a neighbour number K = 4 to

process the initially available DGA data. With regard to the resampled DGA

datasets using bootstrap, GP extracted features (8.3.6)-(8.3.9) are employed

with the same configurations of the ANN and SVMclassifiers and a KNN with

K = 30. Confusion matrices providingclassification accuracy for the four classes

are listed in Tables 8.4-8.6 and 8.7-8.9. Each row of the tables shows the accuracy

percentage of the given class samples recognised and rated by the above three

classifiers amongall the classification categories.

From Tables 8.4—8.6 it is clear that the classification performanceis not sat-

isfactory for the “Normal Unit” class with 50.0%, 33.3%, 50.0% accuracies and

the “Low Energy Discharge” class with only 14.3%, 28.6%, 28.6% for the ANN,
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Table 8.4: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-ANN Using Four GP Features

Extracted Without Bootstrap
 
 

 
 

 

 

     

NU OH LED HED

Normal Unit (NU) 50.0 33.3 0 16.7

Overheating (OH) 0 69.2} 30.8 0

Low Energy Discharge (LED)

|

14.3

|

28.5

|

14.3

|

42.9

High Energy Discharge (HED) 8.3 8.3 8.3 75.1
 
 

Table 8.5: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-SVM Using Four GP Features

Extracted Without Bootstrap
 
 

 
 

 

 

     

NU OH LED HED

Normal Unit (NU) 33.3 33.3 16.7 16.7

Overheating (OH) 0 92.3] 7.6 0

Low Energy Discharge (LED) 42.8 0 28.6 28.6

High Energy Discharge (HED) 0 8.3 0 91.7
 
 

Table 8.6: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-KNN Using Four GP Features

Extracted Without Bootstrap
 

 
 

 

 

   

NU |OH |LED |HED

Normal Unit (NU) 50.0

|

16.6

|

16.7

|

16.7

Overheating (OH) 0

|

100.0} 0 0

Low Energy Discharge (LED)

|

42.8 0 28.6

|

28.6

High Energy Discharge (HED)

|

0 8.3 0 91.7  
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SVM and KNNclassifiers used, respectively. As a result, there is a large mis-

classification occurring between all the classes. This is due to the fact that the

above two classes had less samples in the initial DGA data with respect to the

other classes, that affects GP feature extraction of the corresponding features.

Thus, as discussed above, the features (8.3.2) and (8.3.4) are not robust enough

in sample discrimination for different classes.

On the other hand, SVM and KNNshowhighly accurateclassification of the

“Overheating” and “High Energy Discharge” classes with with 92.3%, 91.7% and

100%, 91.7% respectively. This can bereferred to a relatively large number of

samples in the initial data available for the classifiers training comparing with

the other classes.

On the whole, unequal numberof samplesfor different fault classes available

for training leads to a relatively low overall classification accuracy of 57.89%,

71.05% and 76.32% with respect to the threeclassifiers, used with GP extracted

features (8.3.2)—-(8.3.5) as shown in Tables 8.4-8.6. On the contrary, ANN, SVM

and KNNachieve 76.32%, 81.14% and 80.7% of total classification accuracy,

respectively, processing bootstrapped DGA datasets with GP extracted features

(8.3.6)-(8.3.9) (Tables 8.7-8.9). This justifies the importance of the approximate

equalisation of number of samples regarding different classes in the data, which

leads to a more accurate fault classification with GP feature extraction. Thus,

the following analysis is carried out using only the expanded DGA datasets with

bootstrap for fault classification.

8.4.3 Combination of ANN, SVM and KNN Using Four

GP Features Extracted With Bootstrap

From Tables 8.7-8.9, it is clear that classification of “Overheating” samples

shows a high accuracy withall the classifiers applied. This can be explained by

different chemical processes occurring during a faulty condition in transformer

insulation oil, which produce more distinguishable dissolved gas ratios in compar-

ison with the other fault classes. On the other hand,relatively low discrimination

between “Low Energy Discharge” and “High Energy Discharge” samples is due
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Table 8.7: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-ANN Using Four GP Features

Extracted With Bootstrap
 
 

 
 

 

 

  

NU OH LED HED

Normal Unit (NU) 71.4 14.3 14.3 0

Overheating (OH) 10.5 86.9] 2.6 0

Low Energy Discharge (LED) 0 0 66.7 33.3

High Energy Discharge (HED) 0 0 25.0 75.0   
 
 

Table 8.8: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-SVM Using Four GP Features

Extracted With Bootstrap
 
 

 
 

 

 

 

NU |OH |LED |HED

Normal Unit (NU) 77.1| 0 14.3 8.6

Overheating (OH) 10.5

|

89.5} 0 0

Low Energy Discharge (LED) 0 0

|

66.7

|

33.3

High Energy Discharge (HED)

|

0 0 12.5

|

87.5    
 
 

Table 8.9: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-KNN Using Four GP Features

Extracted With Bootstrap
 

 
 

 

 

     

NU |OH |LED |HED

Normal Unit (NU) 62.9} 0 22.8

|

14.3

Overheating (OH) 10.5

|

89.5 0 0

Low Energy Discharge (LED) 0 0

|

100.0 0

High Energy Discharge (HED)

|

0 0 25.0

|

75.0
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to the appearance of the same gases generated at these faults but in slightly

different concentrations [24].

Considering GP extracted features (8.3.6)-(8.3.9), despite their better per-

formance in comparison with those being extracted using the initial data, the

classification of “Low Energy Discharge” samples shows the lowest accuracy of

66.7% for the ANN and SVM classifiers used. On the contrary, ANN shows

satisfactory sample segregation of that class samples during processing andrela-

tively low classification accuracy for the “Normal Unit” data. Therefore, it was

decided to introduce 4 more GP extracted features that were extracted using

the bootstrapped data for each class sample separation in addition to the previ-

ously obtained ones in order to analysetheclassification accuracy with different

numbers of GP extracted features applied.

8.4.4 Effect of Change in the Number of GP Extracted

Features, ANN Hidden Layer Neurons, SVM

Parameters and KNN Neighbours

In order to improve theclassification performance, different numbers of GP

extracted features have beentried: the 4 features in (8.3.6)—-(8.3.9), a combina-

tion of the 4 features with 2 additional GP extracted features for the low and

high energy discharge classes (6 features in total), and the combination of fea-

tures (8.3.6)-(8.3.9) with the 4 additional GP extracted features for each class

(8 features in total). Furthermore, experiments have been carried out with dif-

ferent classifier structures and their parameters in order to analyse the effect of

their variation on classification performance.

Table 8.10 shows the percentage of fault classification accuracy for the ANN

classifier with different numbersof neurons in the hidden layer, varying from 3 to

90. For each numberof neurons, several experiments have been conducted and a

76.32% classification accuracy is obtained with only four GP extracted features

(8.3.6)-(8.3.9), whereas an application of the eight GP extracted features showsa

slightly improved accuracy of 80.26%. The highest accuracy of 85.96% is reached

using the lowest neuron number with the additional two GP extracted features
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Table 8.11: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-SVM With Different Param-

eters Applied
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

| C = 250

. 4 GP features 6 GP features 8 GP features Vector (8.2.1)

0.0001 75.44 79.39 83.77 62.28

0.0005 81.14 88.16 83.77 56.14

0.001 81.14 83.77 83.77 59.21

0.005 76.75 85.96 83.33 55.26

0.01 76.75 81.58 83.77 55.70

0.1 73.25 81.58 75.0 60.96

1 47.81 57.02 62.72 61.84

10 49.12 46.05 47.37 44.30

100 36.84 35.09 35.53 42.11

C = 2500

. 4 GP features

|

6 GP features

|

8 GP features

|

Vector (8.2.1)

0.0001 81.14 88.16 83.77 56.14

0.0005 80.26 81.14 83.33 51.32

0.001 76.75 81.14 83.33 51.75

0.005 73.25 78.95 83.77 46.05

0.01 67.11 81.58 80.70 45.18

0.1 56.14 77.63 75.0 60.96

1 43.42 57.02 62.72 61.84

10 49.12 46.05 47.37 44.30

100 36.84 35.09 35.53 42.11    
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Table 8.12: Test Classification Accuracy (%) of GP-KNN With Different Neigh-

bour Number Applied
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

K 4 GP features 6 GP features 8 GP features Vector (8.2.1)

5 64.47 70.61 74.56 44.30

10 70.61 71.93 83.77 40.79

15 69.74 75.00 81.14 50.44

20 68.42 85.53 81.14 48.68

25 80.26 85.09 87.72 45.18

30 80.70 82.89 89.91 42.98

35 76.75 87.28 89.91 46.05

40 73.68 89.91 92.11 47.37

45 73.68 92.11 90.35 46.49

50 73.68 92.11 92.11 46.49

55 73.68 92.11 92.11 42.98

60 73.68 92.11 92.11 42.98     
 

employed. It is clear that too much increase of neuron numbers reduces the

classification performance despite of high training accuracy that varied in the

range of 92% — 97%. This refers to overfitting of ANN, when the network tends

to adapt of the particular details of a specific training dataset [34].

A comparison of Tables 8.10 and 8.11 illustrates that SVM slightly surpasses

ANNinclassification accuracy with regard to the different number of GP ex-

tracted features used. The maximum SVMclassification performance at 88.16%

is also observed with the six GP extracted features employed using various com-

binations of SVM parameters.

A KNNclassifier in combination with GP extracted features presents the

best result in comparison with the othertwoclassifiers, as clear from Table 8.12,

where the KNNclassification results are listed with respect to the neighbour

number K and the numberof GP extracted features used. Theutilisation of the

six and eight GP extracted features allows KNN to surpass ANN and SVM in

accuracy and achieve the maximum classification accuracy of 92.11% at K = 45

and K = 40 respectively, which confirms that the combination of KNN with

GP extracted features is more applicable for this particular task in the case of
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Table 8.13: Best Test Classification Accuracy (%) of Different Classifiers

ANN |SVM |KNN

4 GP features 76.32 81.14 80.70

6 GP features |85.96 |88.16 |92.11

8 GP features |80.26 |83.77 |92.11

Vector (8.2.1) 56.58 61.84 50.44

 

 

 

 

 

 

     
 

inconsistent DGA data. This can be explained by the fact that GP extracted

features reduce sample variations within the sameclasses and increase distances

between samples belonging to different classes. This essentially strengthens a

KNNperformance, sinceit classifies data using similar principles.

Consequently, it can be deduced that additional GP extracted features should

be applied to discriminate only samples of the classes that can not beclearly

recognised using a lower number of GP extracted features.

8.4.5 Classification Results of Data Processing With and

Without GP Extracted Features

Tables 8.10-8.12 also present the results of DGA data processing without

using GP extracted features. Dissolved gas ratios, given by input vector (8.2.1),

were analysed directly by the ANN, SVM and KNNclassifiers. The obtained

results vary in a range of 31% — 62%, which demonstrate that the individual

classifiers are not effective without additional data preprocessing due to essential

versatility of the available DGA data.

Table 8.13 summarises the maximum accuracies of the above conducted ex-

periments with respect to different inputs and classifiers. Apparently, the indi-

vidual KNN displays the lowest accuracy at data processing using DGA data

without GP processing, whereas it achieves the highest performance in conjunc-

tion with GP extracted features. This is due to the relatively simple ANN

principle, in whichclassification is undertaken on the basis of closest distance

between examined samples and training dataset with knownclass labels, as ex-

plainedearlier in subsection 3.1.2. Thus, a KNN performswell only at consistent
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data processing with more clear segregation between data categories, which is

achieved by using the GP extracted features in this study.

8.5 Summary

In this research, the bootstrap and GP feature extraction have been employed

to improve the diagnostic accuracy of power transformerfault classification with

highly versatile or noise corrupted DGA data using ANN, SVM and KNNclas-

sifiers. The available dissolved gas ratios are resampled using the bootstrap with

the purposeto eliminate the lack of faulty class samples in theinitially available

DGA data and, thus, improve subsequent fault classification with GP feature

extraction. The features extracted with GP for each class are used as the in-

puts to ANN, SVM and KNNclassifiers in order to perform multicategory fault

classification.

The results of the experiments obtained using different numbers of GP ex-

tracted features and various classifier’ parameters have been discussed, which

indicate that the introduction of bootstrap data preprocessing and GP feature

extraction can improve the accuracy of transformer fault diagnosis in the cases

when the analysed data contain unequal number of samples for different fault

classes. The maximum accuracy is observed using GP extracted features and a

KNNclassifier, which is much better than that obtained without GP prepro-

cessing. On the other hand,the relatively low accuracy in classification without

the use of GP extracted features is due to essential versatility of the DGA data,

which is confirmed with the bootstrap analysis.

Thus, it can be deduced that the proposed preprocessing approach being, in

general, a consequenceof simple procedures,is practically applicable and may be

utilised for automated power transformer diagnosis. The benefit of the approach

with respect to the other data processing techniques applied is that it can be

employed in cases whenthereis a lack of faulty samples and/or potential noise

corruption or high versatility of the available DGA data.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions and Future Work

This chapter concludes the thesis and summarises the major achievements of

the presented research workin the field of power transformer winding modelling

and assessment using FRA and transformerfault classification based on DGA.

The summaryof the results is provided below, and by this means, the contri-

butions are highlighted. Suggestions for further research are thenlisted at the

end.

9.1 Achieved Results

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the development of method-

ologies of intelligent modelling and condition assessment of power transformers

based on FRA and DGA using CI techniques. In the preceding chapters, the

following work and the promising results obtained are presented as follows:

The discussion on the main aspects of power transformer condition assessment

using FRA and DGAtechniqueshas revealed that decision procedures with FRA

have not yet been generally formalised. In practice, the final decision on the

condition of transformer windings is made in a subjective manner depending on

an experts’ experience. It has been concluded that further research to develop

intelligent decision making andfault classification approachesin order to achieve

balanced overall condition evaluations needs to be undertaken.

An brief overview of the CI concepts has been undertaken with the pur-
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pose of their subsequent utilisation in this study. The detailed introduction of

the three EAs, GAs, GP and BSA,reveals their advantages as very powerful

tools for optimisation and pattern recognition problems. These algorithms have

been subsequently applied for transformer parameter identification based on FRA

measurements and feature extraction for DGA based fault classification in this

study. In addition, an ER approach, providing an overall decision by aggregat-

ing subjective judgements on constitutive attributes of a MADM problem with

uncertainty, has been presented and employed to develop a formalised decision

making framework for transformer winding condition assessment with FRA.

Two directions of power transformer modelling for FRA, lumped and dis-

tributed parameter approaches, have been considered in this thesis. A lumped

parameter model of a transformer core has been established on the basis of

the duality principle between magnetic and electrical circuits, and well-known

lumped parameter winding modelsof single-phase and 3-phase power transform-

ers have been introduced. The analysis of a distributed parameter model of

transformer windings, i.e. a traditional MTL model, reveals its computation

complexity. Therefore, a novel simplified mathematical model of a disc-type

transformer winding for FRA, based on the combination of travelling wave and

MTL theories, has been developed and verified. During the model derivation,

each disc is represented by the travelling wave equations describing voltage sig-

nal propagation, which are connected to each other in a form of an MTL model.

This reduces significantly the order of the model determined only by the num-

ber of discs in a modelled winding, whereas known MTL models of transformer

winding are mostly of the order of total turn number. Estimation methods of

the model parameters from FRA measurements, and the proceduresof analytical

and numerical calculations have been considered in details.

In industry conditions, it is not always possible to conduct additionaltests

for precise measurementsof core lamination or insulation properties, used for pa-

rameter estimation of transformer winding models. To identify the parameters

of a power transformer core and windings, a model-based approach with EAs

learning on the basis of FRA measurements has been formulated. It includes

approximate search space estimation, which is used for the subsequent model
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parameter identification. The approach was applied to identify core lamination

parameters with a GA, utilising the transformer core model, established upon

the magnetic-electric duality principle. The simulation results show that the

presented identification approach allows the determination of accurate param-

eter values with respect to the reference ones, where deviations are acceptable

in a practical sense. The core model is further applied to simulate frequency

responses of different phase windings, the results of which show the potential

for an accurate transformer core modelling. It is suggested that the proposed

identification approach can be applied for the core parameteridentification when

lamination samples are unavailable for experimental tests. As a result, as the

approach has a simple form and a clear physical meaning, it possesses great

feasibility for FRA result interpretation at low frequencies.

BSA and GA have been applied to identify parameters of the lumped pa-

rameter winding models. The analysis of the BSA performance using simulated

reference frequency responses and a comparison with GA showed that BSA is

more efficient for the given identification problem. There are slight differences

between the identified and preset parameters, which are negligible in a practical

sense. The model parameter identification using experimental input admittance

frequency responses shows that the proposed approach can be utilised for the

experimental FRA results interpretation. The approach can also be extended to

identify parameters of the 3-phase transformer models by considering each phase

responses individually utilising single-phase winding models.

On the basis of experimental case studies, supported by frequency response

simulations in a range of frequencies up to 1 MHz with a 3-phase lumped param-

eter model, FRA interpretation criteria related to different FRA diagnoses on

winding conditions have been established. The developed simplified distributed

parameter modelis useful for resonance analysis under VFTOs and for studying

minor winding movements, that shows that these winding conditions are gener-

ally detectable at high frequencies above 1 MHz. In general,it is deduced that

the models correctly reflect the interactions between capacitive, inductive and

resistive elements in power transformer windings in a wide frequency range up

to several MHz and could be employed for FRA result interpretation.
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In order to formalise an FRA evaluation process, an ER-based approach to

transformer winding condition assessment has been proposed. The proposed ER,

framework allows to describe experts’ subjective judgements with regard to vari-

ous FRA comparison techniques in order to provide a balanced overall condition

evaluation, based upon collective expertise when one or more experts involved.

Presented examples have demonstrated the ER-based transformer winding con-

dition assessment with the developed approach. It is suggested that the proposed

ER approach holds a potential for the formalisation of FRA condition assessment

procedures for transformer windings. In the case when more than one expert is

involved in a FRA assessment process, the developed ER framework can be used

to aggregate the experts’ subjective judgements to produce an overall evaluation

of the condition of a transformer winding.

In order to develop reliable intelligent fault classification approach based

on DGA,dealing with highly versatile or noise corrupted data, two methods,

GP and bootstrap, have been employed to improve the interpretation accuracy

using DGA data. GP has been applied to perform learning optimisation with

the purpose to establish classification features for each fault type based on the

collected gas data. In order to improve GP performance, bootstrap preprocessing

has been utilised to equalise the sample numberfor different fault types. The

features extracted with GP have then been used as the inputs to ANN, SVM

and KNNclassifiers for fault classification. Results of the experiments indicate

that the introduction of bootstrap data preprocessing and GP feature extraction

can improve the accuracy of transformer fault diagnosis in the cases when the

analysed data contain unequal number of samples for different fault classes. It

can be deduced that the proposed preprocessing approach being, in general, a

consequence of simple procedures, is practically applicable and can be utilised

for an automated power transformer diagnosis.
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9.2 Suggestions for Future Research

Future research may be undertaken in the following directions:

e In this thesis, simulation frequency responses have been utilised at the most

to analyse the accuracy the presented model-based approach for parameter

identification of power transformer core and windings. Therefore, a fur-

ther study needs to be undertaken to verify the proposed approach with

experimental FRA measurements taken from 3-phase power transformers.

e Further research need to be conducted to establish morereliable interpre-

tation features with regard to different FRA diagnoses at frequencies up

to 1 MHz and FRA measurement methodsto eliminate the side effects of

measurement setup at higher frequencies above 1 MHzforreliable detection

of minor winding movements.

e Utilising the adjustable structure of the developed ER-based frameworkfor

condition assessment of transformer windings, a further work can be un-

dertaken to include new interpretation features and techniques to support

a FRA decision process.

e Research on GP-based and ER-based rule extraction can be undertaken for

DGA data processing to develop more accurate transformer fault classifi-

cation methods.
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